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PREFACE

This report describes the work performed under Task 6 of the DOT/FAA
High Velocity Jet Noise Source Location and Reduction Program (Contract
DOT-OS-30034). The objectives of the contract were:

" Investigation of the aerodynamic and acoustic mechanisms,
including scaling effects, of various jet noise suppressors.

" Analytical and experimental studies of the acoustic source

distribution in such suppressors including identification of
source location, nature and strength, and noise reduction
potential.

" Investigation of in-flight effects on the aerodynamic and
acoustic performance of these suppressors.

The results of these investigations led to the preparation of this
design guide report for predicting the overall characteristics of suppressor
concepts from models to full-scale and static to in-flight conditions, as
well as quantitative and qualitative predictions of the phenomena involved.

The work effort in this program was organized under the following major
tasks, each of which is reported in a separate Final Report:

Task 1 -- Activation of Facilities and Validation of Source

Location Techniques

Task 2 -- Theoretical Developments and Basic Experiments

Task 3 -- Experimental Investigation of Suppression Principles

Task 4 -- Development and Evaluation of Techniques for In-flight
Investigation

Task 5 -- Investigation of In-flight Aeroacoustic Effects on
Suppressed Exhausts

Task 6 -- Preparation of Noise Abatement Nozzle Design Guide Report

Task 1 was an investigative and survey effort designed to identify
acoustic facilities and test methods best suited to jet noise studies. Task
2 was a theoretical effort complemented by theory verification experiments
which extended across the entire contract period of performance. Task 3
represented a substantial contract effort to gather various test data on a
wide range of high velocity jet nozzle suppressors. These data, intended to
help identify several "optimum" nozzles for in-flight testing under Task 5,
provided an extensive high quality data bank useful to preparation of this
Task 6 design guide as well as to future studies.

iii K



Task 4 was similar to Task 1, except that it dealt with the specific
test facility requirements, measurements techniques, and analytical methods
necessary to evaluate the in-flight noise characteristics of simple and

complex suppressor nozzles. This effort provided the capability to conduct
the free-jet, "flight" effects program of Task 5.

Task 6, the subject of the present report (FAA-RD-76-79, VI), embodies
the salient results of Tasks 2, 3, 4, and 5, combines them with other con-
tractor results, and arranges them in such a fashion as to permit acoustic

and performance prediction of future, high-speed-engine, suppressor

installation.

iv '_I,
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1.0 SUMMARY

The High Velocity Jet Noise Source Location and Reduction Program was
conceived to bring analytical and experimental knowledge to bear on under-
standing the fundamentals of jet noise, for simple and complex suppressor
nozzles, and to develop design methods. The objective of this noise abate-
ment nozzle design guide is to provide quantitative and qualitative guidance
to engineers and designers in selecting the most appropriate suppressor
installation, in terms of noise reduction and thrust loss, to meet a specific
requirement. The design guide is assembled in a form suitable for rapid
retrieval of pertinent design information for static and in-flight, model and
full-scale engine, suppressor nozzles.

Techniques are presented for estimating jet noise suppressor acoustics
and aerodynamic performance, assessing mechanical design impact on engine
installation, and evaluating the effect, on a given aircraft mission, of
maintaining acceptable sideline and community noise levels.

A central part of any design guide must consist of a performance-
prediction method. In this case, both aerodynamic and acoustic performance
must be determined, and installation penalties must be evaluated. Methods
are presented herein to assess each of these items based on empirical corre-
lations and experience obtained from this and other programs. Two indepen-
dent acoustic-prediction methods were developed in the current program.
Both methods are included in this design guide because they perform comple-
mentary functions. The empirical jet noise prediction method (referred to as
M*S, designating the last-name initials of the authors, i.e., Motsinger and
Sieckman) is developed from engineering correlation of nozzle noise data and
is the prime acoustic design technique in this design guide. It covers a wide
range of nozzle geometries and provides quantitative estimates of the acoustic
characteristics of a given suppressor nozzle design (Section 4.0). The
theoretical jet noise prediction (referred to as M*G*B, designating the last-
name initials of the authors, i.e., Mani, Gliebe and Balsa) is developed
from fundamental analytical methods and is restricted in terms of the
nozzle geometries which can be properly modeled. The M*G*B method (as
described in Appendix A), however, provides a more detailed picture of the jet
plume aerodynamic flow field and the component acoustic mechanisms; therefore, it
provides added insight as well as a means of evolving and possible optimizing
a given design concept based on theoretical considerations before undertaking
a test program.

The first three sections (3.0, 4.0, and 5.0) constitute the basic
quantitative design guide tools. Section 3.0, "Preliminary Noise Abatement
Nozzle Selection," provides a means of selecting suppressor types which
should be subjected to the recommended acoustic and aerodynamic per-
formance prediction techniques of Sections 4.0 and 5.0. (Appendix B
presents background information on multielement and two-stage ejector
nozzles.) The procedure presented in Section 3.0 represents the gross
initial steps of an aircraft-engine/suppressor integration study
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(not including mission analysis). Figure 1-1 is a roadmap of the entire
preliminary selection procedure presented in Section 3.0. The procedure
consists of an empirical correlation method based on peak static
perceived noise level (PNL) to effective perceived noise level (EPNL). It
adjusts a baseline nozzle (reference conical) to account for the degradation
in nozzle thrust due to the installation of a suppressor. The procedure in
Section 3.0 requires input on the type of engine cycle, aircraft and flight
details (i.e., number of engines, altitude, and aircraft speed), noise-
monitoring locations, and the noise goals. The noise goals permit use of
static peak-noise suppression ( PNL's) versus percent gross thrust
coefficient (Cfg) flight loss plots to focus on the magnitude of the noise
reduction required in order to suggest a preliminary selection of the type
of suppressor. This information is then adjusted as required to facilitate
in-flight jet noise estimates. The nozzle selection procedure concludes with
several charts and figures which permit an assessment of size and weight
based on studies conducted on typical suppressor systems (single and dual
flow). Three example cases are presented in Appendix C to demonstrate the
selection procedure in step-by-step fashion.

Section 4.0 presents acoustic design guidance, and Section 5.0 presents
aerodynamic design guidance. Reasonable estimates of the flight performance
characteristics for a given noise abatement nozzle may be obtained from these
two sections. The empirical jet noise prediction method (M*S) is presented
in Section 4.0. It was developed by correlating static, flight, and simulated
flight (free jet) data from this program and other published sources. The
data were correlated on the basis of engineering principles and physical
parameters. The M*S method is applicable to unsuppressed, single-flow,
conical nozzles as well as multitube and multichute, single- or double-flow
suppressors with or without ejectors. Conceptually, the M*S method is founded
upon round nozzle jet noise characteristics (empirically correlated, conical
nozzle data). Multielement nozzles are considered as assemblies of conical
nozzle sources from which the air flows in discrete elements. The premerged
and postmerged regions are then treated as separate sources with jet noise
characteristics defined by conical nozzle plume behavior. A broadband
shock-cell-noise treatment is included in the jet noise prediction and is
modeled after that proposed by the "SAE/A21 Subcommittee on Jet Noise."
Flight effects (Appendix D) are imposed based on empirical, incremental
corrections to the static sound pressure level (SPL) for each of the
individual noise sources (premerged, postmerged, and shock). Input required
to exercise the M*S prediction method includes: element type, element number,
suppressor area and radius ratio, inner and outer area ratio (where
applicable), chute/spoke element planform and cant angle, and plug
diameter. The prediction accuracy for static conditions is estimated
to be + 3.7 PNdB at 95% confidence level; the "flight" prediction accuracy,
which is based on a much smaller data base, is estimated to be + 3.5 EPNdB
at 95% confidence. Appendix E presents predicted acoustic design trends
from the M*S method.
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Section 4.0 also introduces the designer to the unified aeroacoustic
jet noise prediction model (M*G*B), which is reviewed in Appendix A, and how
it can be utilized as a design evaluation tool to study subtle tradeoffs
between convective amplification and fluid shielding in the aft quadrant,
between convective amplification and shock-noise reduction in the forward
quadrant, and between reduced convection effects versus high frequency
noise.

The basic M*S jet noise prediction model is supplemented by a discussion
of guidelines to good design practice in Appendix F, based on actual experience
in designing multielement suppressors, in order to assure that suppression
predictions are realistic.

PNL directivity, EPNL, spectral plots, etc. are included to provide
insight about how these characteristics are affected by nozzle operating
conditions (nozzle pressure ratio, total temperature, and velocity),
absolute nozzle size, and distance to the observer. A comprehensive series
of trend curves in Section 4.0 and Appendix E includes unsuppressed
(conical nozzle) and suppressed, single-and dual-flow configurations derived
from exercising the M*S prediction model. Several engineering correlation
(M*S) computer program examples are included in Appendix G.

The "Aerodynamic Performance of Jet Noise Suppressors," Section 5.0,
addresses two basic multielement exhaust system concepts. These are the
multitube suppressor concept and the multichute/spoke plug suppressor con-
cept. This section is supplemented by trends of performance as a function
of exhaust gas temperature in Appendix H, and of major geometric and
aerodynamic variables in Appendix I, for each suppressor family. The
intent is to provide the designer with a quantitative guide for the
approaches to take in order to attain good nozzle performance.

Specific performance prediction procedures are outlined. In the case
of multitube nozzles, design curves are presented which are based on
correlations of scale-model test data with geometric nozzle parameters. The
design curves address specific elements of overall performance such as tube
internal thrust losses, baseplate drag, flight velocity effects, etc.
Performance can be estimated over the full range from a simple bare suppressor
at static conditions to the full complexity of a suppressor with ejector in
flight.

A different technique is used for the multichute/spoke family of
suppressors. Equations, rather than design curves, are used for the direct
calculation of major thrust-loss elements. These equations were developed
using a linear regression analysis technique. Within specified constraints,
these equations can be used to calculate the performance of both single-
flow and dual-flow multichute/spoke annular nozzles.
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Very limited amounts of multichute/spoke-ejector, scale-model data exist.
The available data were generalized to give the nozzle designer an indication
of the level of performance to expect. Sample calculations are presented in
Appendix J for a multitube nozzle and for a multichute nozzle. These are
provided to illustrate each step of the performance estimation procedure.

Section 6.0 discusses mechanical design considerations and provides
both a quantitative and qualitative assessment of how the use of a
mechanical, retractable suppressor will affect the resultant size and weight
of typical baseline engine/exhaust-nozzle systems. Included in the section are
installation examples of how exhaust system configuration and size are
affected by the jet noise suppression arrangement utilized. Also included
are guidelines for designing an exhaust system to minimize the size,
consistent with engine/exhaust weight flow and supersonic cruise expansion
requirements, and to combine other functional operations with the nozzle
discharge flow area and expansion control (e.g., nozzle area ratio)
hardware. Increases in size, number of control systems, and number of com-
ponents generally increase complexity. Sizing relationships for unsuppressed
and suppressed, simple and dual-flow nozzles permit the designer to arrive at
a representative maximum nozzle radius, given an engine cycle discharge
area, for any combination of nozzle radius ratio and suppressor area ratio.
Section 6.0 also shows that complexity (which in turn is indicative of
system reliability) is related to the number of actuation systems required
for a given exhaust system. Although the characteristic plots included
in Section 6.0 are derived from specific suppressor/engine installations,
they provide a first-order estimate in assessing how engine/exhaust
system weight is affected by the suppressor aerodynamic performance and
noise reduction characteristics.

To further assist the engineer/designer, thi.s guide includes Appendices
which reduce the need to refer to other documents. Appendix K is useful from
a commercial supersonic aircraft-engine/suppressor viewpoint. It defines
the steps of a generalized procedure for evaluating the impact of suppressor
designs using range as a merit factor. Suppression level, thrust
coefficient, and weight were identified as three- variables (in order of
importance) that must be considered when evaluating a given suppressor
design. The assessment concludes that the addition of a suppressor to
achieve a predetermined noise goal allows the use of a smaller engine than
could be accomplished by using a conical nozzle and cutting back the
throttle to obtain a lower jet velocity.

The aircraft designer will also find this guide helpful in evaluating
configurations and determining the interrelationships among aircraft
performance, engine integration, and community noise signatures for his
particular application. Where the evaluation of an especially unique
airframe/engine configuration is desired, the Task 2 Final Report
(FAA-RD-76-79, II) presents an evaluation of several of these unique
arrangements which may lend insight to any additional acoustic benefits
resulting from aircraft installation variants.

Appendix L is a list of the nomenilature, symbols and abbreviations

used in this document.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

Future reduction of the noise levels produced by high jet velocity
powered aircraft will be very dependent upon progress made in reducing jet
exhaust noise, particularly in the case of supersonic cruise aircraft which
utilize advanced turbojet and low-bypass-ratio turbofan engine cycles.

Fundamental jet noise research from this program as well as other con-
tractor effort has considerably expanded and extended aircraft-related jet
noise understanding and data. This knowledge and data base will be useful
in future suppressor-design efforts as well as in planning further research
efforts.

This five-year program has extended the qualitative and quantitative under-
standing of supersonic jet noise generation and reduction. The noise-
generation mechanisms of baseline nozzle (single round and dual-flow types) as
well as complex configurations (suppressor nozzles) were subjected to theo-
retical analyses and to testing. Complex nozzle configurations, such as
tubes, chutes in single- or dual-flow installations, etc., were found to
exhibit adverse effects on aerodynamic performance by way of added base
pressure drag - which is a strong function of base ventilation fram entrained
or induced flow and flight speed.

The intent of this program was to acquire the 'undamental knowledge
required to understand the phenomena of acoustic suppression, the effect of
flight on suppression, and the thrust performance change attributable to
suppressor concepts. The knowledge gained is used in this report to aid
in the selection and design of practical noise abatement nozzles.

This report identifies the important design factors and develops quanti-
tative descriptions of their relationship to the resultant flight-noise
signature. The report consists of parametric charts, nomographs, formulas,
etc. to enable the user to quickly relate important engine exhaust design
parameters to noise. During the development of the prediction methods,
great emphasis was placed on evolving a format that can be utilized in both
the preliminary assessment and the detailed study phases. The extent to
which detailed acoustic and aerodynamic prediction methods have been
considered has been limited by the state-of-the-art information relating
noise and thrust performance to suppressor configuration and by practical
considerations of the accuracy requirement of the respective methods.

The report is arranged into four basic sections with eleven supporting
appendices and includes:

" Section 3.0 - Preliminary Noise Abatement Nozzle Selection

" Section 4.0 - Acoustic Design of Jet Noise Suppressors

" Section 5.0 - Aerodynamic Performance of Jet Noise Suppressors
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" Section 6.0 - Mechanical Design Considerations

" Appendix A through Appendix K.

As shown in Figure 2-1, sections 3.0 through 6.0 constitute the prime
path to be utilized in predicting acoustic and aerodynamic performance as
well as the mechanical design aspects of suppressor installations. The
supplemental paths, Appendices A and F, provide added depth and understanding.

Appendix A allows diagnostic assessment of the preliminary suppressor(s),
selected in Section 3.0, from the point of view of how the four noise-
generation/emission mechanisms, evolved in the course of the Task 2 phase
of the program, combine to yield the far-field noise and, more Importantly,
how the suppressor geometric design can be altered to exhibit a more favorable
noise signature. Appendix F supplements the M*S technique and provides design
experience which has been assembled either from a first-hand basis or through
available literature. It is intended to be used as a guideline, in concert
with the M*S model, to assure that basic suppressions are realized.

The basic flow of the design technique presented in Figure 2-1 leads
to a particular configuration, on an isolated propulsion system basis,
which satisfies the design requirements. It is recognized that unique
airframe/engine installation variants may be an additional consideration
in meeting requirements. These ancillary benefits should be evaluated, in
addition to those determined from the techniques presented, because they
enhance the acoustic performance of the configuration. These unique arrange-
ments were studied as part of this overall program and are presented in the
Task 2 Final Report (FAA-RD-76-79, II). The reader is urged to refer to
this when evaluating installation variants of this type.
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3.0 PRELIMINARY NOISE ABATEMENT NOZZLE SELECTION

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This Section provides information needed to establish suppression levels
which can be achieved by an installed suppressor on turbojet aid on over-
extracted or inverted-flow turbofan engines applicable for AST aircraft. It
is a short-cut noise-prediction technique for the exhaust nozzles of these
engines, accounting for the noise-reduction characteristics and the asso-
ciated aerodynamic performance. The results of this procedure are intended
to be used to identify candidate nozzles and to delineate the extent of more
detailed design studies to be conducted according to the procedures given in
Sections 4.0, 5.0, and 6.0 (acoustic design, aerodynamic performance, and
mechanical design, respectively) of this Guide. As a consequence of this
procedure, for a given airframe the aircraft mission can be determined in
terms of range versus EPNL for the particular nozzles of concern. Case
studies conducted as part of this program show that the alrport field length
is an important variable in such a trade-off study.

As a brief example of such a case study (from Reference 1), the NASA
Phase II AST aircraft and mission profiles were used to evaluate several
advanced turbojet (ATJ) suppressor configurations over a range of takeoff-

thrust conditions. The jet noise prediction procedure given in this Section
was used to determine the flight noise levels for a full-span suppressor.

The steps involved in the procedure to account for the effects of per-
formance loss associated with the suppressor, and for the flight-effects on
the effective perceived noise level, are illustrated in Figure 3-1. These

steps include: an adjustment from the baseline unsuppressed-nozzle curve (A)
to the baseline or unsuppressed/suppressed nozzle curve (B) which accounts
for the increased thrust required to overcome the degradation of performance

introduced by the suppressor; a reduction in the noise level from curve (B)
to the "interim" flight EPNL curve (C) to account for the suppressor static
noise suppression; then, an adjustment from curve (C) to (D) to account for
the flight effects upon the efficacy of the suppressor.

This procedure was augmented by concurrent assessment of the mechanical

arrangement of the suppressors and of the associated weight increase of the
basic nozzle; the combined effects of the performance decrement and weight
increment of the engine then was determined in terms of the aircraft range.
Baseline aircraft range, which already reflected the increased airflow size
required to meet the required takeoff thrust, was modified to consider the

impact of increasing the exhaust system weight due to the incorporation of a
mechanical suppressor and the associated increase in exhaust system diameter
which manifests itself into an increase in cruise afterbody drag or:

Total Range - RangeBaseline - 6Rangeweight - ARangeDiameter
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The results are summarized in Figure 3-2, for a typical advanced turbojet
(single flow) engine, in terms of aircraft range versus "traded" FAR36 EPNL for
two field lengths. More details of this example are available in Reference I,
but this summary of results illustrates the intended objective of this Manual.

The remaining portion of the Section includes:

* Definition and discussion of the various nozzle types, both unsup-
pressed and suppressed, which can be or have been candidates for high
velocity jet noise abatement.

* Description of the preliminary suppressor-selection process includ-
ing detailed charts, figures, and nomographs necessary to encompass
the various engine-cycle parameters, thrust degradation of specific
nozzles, suppressor potential, and rudimentary suppressor-weight
assessments to ultimately arrive at an estimated flyover-noise
level (EPNL). Examples of the use of this procedure are included
in a stepmby-step fashion in Appendix C.

* Discussion of mechanical design and installation considerations in-
volved in the application of the suppressors evolved in the preceding
step.

3.2 BASELINE AND SUPPRESSOR NOZZLES

3.2.1 General Description of Nozzle Types

The types of nozzles useful for high-jet-velocity engines are listed in
Table 3-1 and illustrated by schematics and photographs in Figures 3-3 through
3-7 as noted after each nozzle type in the Table.

The baseline nozzles (Figure 3-3) include the so-called "conical" (Fig-
ure 3-3a) which is actually a converging-area nozzle with the throat at the
discharge plane. The "annular plug" (Figure 3-3b) is a variation which, by
means of the central plug, allows more control of the area variation and
permits a converging/diverging area if desired. The conical and the annular-
plug nozzle are both suitable for the single-flow turbojet (ATJ) or mixed-
flow, variable-cycle engine (VCE). The "inverted flow, coannular plug"

(Figure 3-3c) is an extension of the annular plug to the dual-flow (VCE)
engine; in this manual, the dual-flow (VCE) engine cycle always has the
higher velocity stream on the outer annular duct.

Typical suppressors applied to these baseline nozzles are illustrated in
Figure 3-4. A multitube suppressor (Figure 3-4b) is applied to the "conical"
nozzle; a multichute suppressor (Figure 3-4a) is applied to the annular-plug
baseline nozzle; and a part-span (outer annulus only), multichute suppressor
(Figure 3-4c) is applied to the inverted-flow, coannular-plug, baseline
nozzle.

The addition of ejectors to these suppressor nozzles is illustrated in

Figure 3-5.
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Table 3-1. Baseline and Suppressor Nozzle Families.

Type Illustrated
in Figure:

Baseline

* Conical 3-3a
* Annular Plug 3-3b
" Inverted-Flow, Coannular-Plug 3-3c

Bare Suppressors

" Full-Span, Multichute/Plug 3-4a
" Full, Round, Multitube 3-4b
" Part-Span, Multichute/Coannular-Plug 3-4c

Suppressor Plus Ejector

* Full-Span, Multichute/Plug 3-5a
e Full, Round, Multitube 3-5b
e Part-Span, Multichute/Coannular-Plug 3-5c

Other

9 Includes SST Afterburning Exhaust 3-6 (Schematics)
Systems; i.e. Primary Tabs, Rods, and 3-7 (Photographs)
Compressor Discharge and Secondary
Flaps; Staged Ejector

13



a.Conical (Single Flow)

b. Annular Plug (Single Flow)

c. Inverted-Flow, Coannular Plug (Dual Flow)

Figure 3-3. Typical Baseline Exhaust Nozzles.
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a. Full-Span, Multichute/Plug (Single Flow)

b. Full, Round, Multitube (Single Flow)

C. Part-Span, Multichute/Coanriular-Plug (Dual Flow)

Figure 3-4. Typical Bare Suppressor Nozzle.
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a.Full-Span, Multichuto/Plug (Single Flow)

b. Full, Roundl Multitube (Single Flow)

c. Part-Span, Multichuto/Coannular-Plug (Dual Flow)

Figure 3-5. Typical Suppremsor-Plux-Ejector Nozzle.
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In addition to these "conventional" suppressor nozzles, many concepts
were investigated in the prior SST engine program which need to be mentioned
for historical purposes (or, perhaps for stimulating innovative engineering
in concepts yet to be invented). Examples are shown in Figure 3-6 and Figure
3-7. The original engine for the U.S./SST (Reference 2) was a fully aug-
mented turbojet with a two-stage ejector nozzle. This basic, two-stage
ejector nozzle was studied in depth to optimize the geometry for the best
pumping characteristics to attain minimum jet noise. Suppressor programs
evaluated simple primary-nozzle mechanical suppressors such as primary
rods, tabs, and ventilated chutes. These were deployed within the basic,
two-stage ejector-nozzle system and, indeed, provided nominal (small) jet-
noise reductions. Other systems employing part of the secondary-nozzle
reverser mechanism as secondary-flap suppressors were also investigated.

Appendix B reviews some of the noise/performance characteristics of
afterburning-turbojet suppressor installations, representative of the U.S.
supersonic transport program effort, and then discusses the multitube and
multichute suppressors that have been under continuing development subsequently.

3.3 PRELIMINARY SELECTION PROCESS

3.3.1 Suppressor Selection

The intent of this section is to aid the user in selecting which suppres-
sor type(s) to evaluate with the detailed acoustic and aerodynamic performance-
prediction techniques of Sections 4.0 and 5.0. Although the preliminary
selection process included herein is somewhat general, it is oriented to
supersonic aircraft applications with attendant high jet-exhaust velocities.
Once key engine and aircraft parameters are identified, the user can proceed
to utilize the charts, tables, and figures to assess the noise reduction
needed to attain a given noise goal. The procedure represents a rudimentary
aircraft/engine integration study although it does not extend to the impact
of different combinations of engine and suppressor systems on aircraft per-
formance in terms of mission economics and range. Results from some of
the aircraft-engine/suppressor integration studies conducted using the simulated
flight results obtained in Task 5 of this program (Reference 3) are included
in Appendix K to show the impact of various competing influences (noise,
performance, suppressor mechanical-design complexity) on the aircraft as a
complete system.

Figure 3-8 is a general road map of the entire selection/prediction
procedure included herein. Figure 3-9 presents the details of the jet noise
prediction methodology that is included for baseline and suppressed exhaust
systems. This prediction procedure is derived from that utilized in the
aircraft integration study of Task 3 and reported in Reference I. The
procedure can be simply defined as a peak static PNL to EPNL empirical correla-
tion method. Where appropriate, the major element blocks include the pertinent
figure and/or table number necessary to carry out the particular calculation
step in Figure 3-9. The following paragraphs will summarize the figures and
tables to follow using Figures 3-8 and 3-9 as guides.

Preliminary identification of an engine cycle, some aircraft information
(number of engines, altitude, and aircraft speed), noise-monitoring locations
(sideline, comunity), and noise goals permit the user to estimate the magni-

17 N
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77 7 N

a. Primary Tab Type Suppressor b. Primary Rod Type Suppressor

c. Compressor Discharge Bleed
Type Suppressor d. Secondary (Flop) Type

S uppressor

Figure 3-7. Photographs of Typical Single-Flow Suppressor Nozzles

for Afterburning Systems.
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tude of the noise reduction required as well as to make preliminary selection(s)
of the type of suppressor(s) that could conceivably meet the specified noise
goals. This information is then conditioned as required to facilitate the flight
jet-noise estimates. A step-by-step description of the procedure follows:

Step 1 - The engine cycle parameters including fully expanded isentropic velocity
(V), weight flow (W), and total temperature (TT) are determined (for each stream
in the case of a dual-flow cycle). In the event that only nozzle pressure
ratio (PT/PO) and total temperature are available, Figure 3-10 can be utilized
to obtain the individual jet stream velocities.

Step 2 - The ideal gross thrust, Fg, is obtained from:

Fg=Wi Z v
• Fgg V-

for dual flow, where

ZV = V i + V0

and

p=w 1W

or Zv can be obtained from Figure 3-11

* Fg = --WV for single flow
g

Step 3 - Calculate mass-averaged velocity, Vma , and total temperature TTma, for
dual flows from:

* V f i + V0 0
ma 1 +j

b TTma = TTi + TT0

1-+o

Or read Vma and TTma directly from Figure 3-11.

Step 4 - Use the mass-averaged velocity and total temperature from (3) to
estimate the modified, normalized, density parameter 10 log (Pma/Po)W l

* 10 log (Pma/Po)lf [10 log (Pma/Po) "I..__

where wis the Hoch/Cocking (Reference 4) density exponent and is obtained from
Figure 3-12, and 10 log (pma/pg)W is read from Figure 3-13 at log Vma/Ao; Vma
is from Step 3.

Step 5 - Normalized (i.e. corrected for gross thrust and density ratio) static
peak PHL (NPNLs) at an overhead distance of 2128 ft is obtained from Figure 3-14
for the baseline conical nozzle. This curve was established from data in
References 1, 5, 6, and 7. 22
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2
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Figure 3-14. Normalized, Static, Peak PNL for Baseline Conical Nozzle.
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Step 6 - The static peak PNL (PNLs) for the appropriate single- or dual-flow,

mass-averaged conditions and desired overhead distance, R, is then calculated
from:

0 PNLs = NPNLs + 10 log Fg + 10 log (Pma/Po)4)1- + 25 log R/2128

where Fg is obtained from (2), 10 log (Pna/Po)w -l from (4), and 25 log R/2128
from Figure 3-15.

Step 7 - The peak-noise-angle flight effects (i.e., static-flight) are then
obtained from Figure 3-16 for an inlet angle of 1400. The correction factors

of Figure 3-16 are based on the velocity index method of Bushell (Reference 8).

The flight peak PNL (PNLf) is then obtained from:

0 PNLf = PNL s - Flight Effects

where PNLs is from (6), and flight effects are from Figure 3-16 at proper Vma

and Va.

Step 8 - The effective perceived noise level, EPNL, of the baseline system is

then obtained by accounting for the directivity (field shape) or duration of

noise effect. The correction factor, designated Net [P-El, is obtained from

Figure 3-17.

There curves were established by studies in which duration corrections were made

using measured noise directivity patterns either corrected for flight or from
flight/simulated-flight tests. Figure 3-17 also includes sensitivity curves to

account for aircraft velocity and overhead distance. The resultant flight

noise or EPNL is estimated as follows:

EPNL - PNLf + Net[P- E]

= PNLf + Basic duration correction (i.e., at Va 
= 400

ft/sec, R = 2400 ft) + distance correction + aircraft
velocity correction

= PNLf + basic[P-El + 10 log R/2400 + 10 log Va/400

where PNLf is obtained from Item (7), Basic [P-E] from Figure 3-176, 10 log R/2400

from Figure 3-17b, and 10 log Va/400 from Figure 3-17c.

This single-engine EPNL should then be corrected for number of engines,

the installation as it affects the total lateral attenuation (i.e. shielding

and overground), nonfree-field effects (ground reflections), and appropriate

margin. Number of engines can be accounted for by simply adding 10 times the
log of the number of engines. Lateral attenuation, often referred to as ship Ald-
ing, is in effect due to ground proximity and shielding by the engine exhaust

nozzles. Reference 9 describes studies and measurements made by the British
Aircraft Corporation to assess lateral attenuation with respect to elevation

angle (from the horizontal to aircraft). The report describes a preliminary

technique for estimating shielding effect and overground attenuation factors.
The following tabulation (taken from Figure 13 of Reference 9) provides some

insight into the magnitude of lateral attenuation factor based on Concorde-

derived PNL and EPNL measurements. 28
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_a. Basic P - E

R = R2400 ft

*Va = 400 ft/sec

1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

V ma- Jet Velocity, ft/sec
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Figure 3-17. Flight Peak PNL Conversion to IWNL for Baseline
Conical Nozzle.
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Elevation Angle Lateral Attenuation, (dB)

50 9.6

100 7.8

150 5.4

200 4.6

250 3.4

300 2.5

40 1.3

Previous SCAR studies by General Electric (Under Contract NAS3-19544,

Reference 10) suggest that, at aircraft rotation, angle of elevation can be

between 200 and 30° which (from the previous table) can result in a
reduction of 4.6 to 2.5 dB at this noise-monitoring point. No correction should

be applied during the co munity monitoring point. To account for the fact

that noise measurements are taken under nonfree-field conditions (some ground

reflection, etc.), it is appropriate to increase the resultant system EPNL by
1-2 dB.

This system baseline noise can be compared to the noise goal previously

determined by the user at the initiation of the selection process (see Figures

3-8 and 3-9) to determine the amount of noise reduction that will be required

of the suppressor to be selected.

Step 9 - Given a peak noise reduction requirement (i.e., APNLs), use Table

3-2 to provide the nominal gross thrust coefficient for the baseline conical

nozzle (the table also includes several other typical baseline types for

reference purposes). Figure 3-18 and Figure 3-19 are then used to determine

the static suppression versus mass-averaged velocity and the static-suppres-
sion/flight-performance loss, respectively. This information permits the
user to obtain a flight performance-degradation estimate for one or more
particular suppressor types and for the required APNLs.

In using Figure 3-19, the data points establish the combinations of

static suppression and flight thrust loss which are achievable. The com-

binations are established by the type of nozzle, which is usually predeter-

mined by engine cycle and installation considerations; therefore, as the

type of nozzle is varied in the course of an iterative study, points for

that nozzle should be used on Figure 3-19. If the engine cycle conditions are

such that they do not conform to the nominal single- and dual-flow conditions

of Figure 3-19, then Figure 3-20 can be utilized to accommodate nozzle pressure

ratio excursions for single- and dual-flow chute/spoke plug suppressors. In

the event the configuration in question includes an ejector, Figure 3-21 may

be utilized; however, the Figure 3-21 trend curve is based solely on single-flow

configurations. Similarly, Figure 3-22 provides adjustment to account for

single-flow nozzle pressure ratio for multitubes alone and multitubes-plus-

ejector suppressor configurations. Having established the basic suppressor

thrust loss from Figure 3-19, and any appropriate adjustments, the flight thrust
coefficient is obtained from:

Suppressor (Cfg) f Baseline (Cfg)f x (1 - Cfg loss) + ACfgA

32
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I I

Single Flow
- Dual Flow

(Applicable for (PT/Po)i 2.5-3.5)

" Valid for all Single- and Dual-Flow Chute/Spoke Plug Systems

" Can be Utilized for ACf Purposes Assuming Conical Nozzle is

Essentially Invariant t~rough PT/Po Range or Interest
0 0.03 0 3
O*o 0.36

O 0.02

0

0.01 Increase_

-0.02

Corresponds to Takeoff/

-0.03 Community Region of
a4Interest for Turbojets

2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5

Nozzle Pressure Ratio, PT/Po

Outer Nozzle Pressure Ratio, (PT/Po)° 0

Figure 3-20. Variation of Flight Gross Thrust Coefficient with Nozzlei

Pressure Ratio for Multielement Single-Flow and Dual-Flow

Nozzles. I
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" Valid for all Single Flow (1 ) Chute/Spoke Plug

Suppressor Systems

" Assumes Conical Nozzle Cf is Essentially Invariant

through PT/Po Range of Inferest

Note: (1) Probably good as a first order approximation
for dual-flow systems

0.06
&40 Mo =0.36
0

0.04

0Z
0.02

~Incr ase

0
4J,

Decrease

44
Nw. Corresponds to
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0for Turbojets

2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

Nozzle Pressure Ratio, PT/Po

Figure 3-21. Effect of Ejectors on Multielement Plug, Single-Flow

Nozzle Flight Aerodynamics Performance.
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" Applicable to Full Round Multitube Single-Flow
Systems

" Assumes Conical Nozzle Cf ; Essentially Invariant

through P T/Po Range of Interest

Tooo 0.06
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0 0.04
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Figure 3-22. Variation of Multitube Flight Gross

Thrust Coefficient Due to Nozzle
Pressure Ratio and Ejector Installation.
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where: Baseline (Cfg)f0.985 (Table 3-2), Cfg loss is from Figure 3-19 for
pertinent APNLs and suppressor type, and ACfgA is additional suppressor
performance adjustments from Figures 3-20 through 3-22.

Table 3-2. Nominal Gross Thrust Coefficients for

Baseline Type Nozzles.

" Mo a 0.36

" Applicable for Takeoff/Community Noise

Type Exhaust Nominal Gross
Nozzle Thrust Coefficient

(Cfg)

e Conical - 0. 985

e Annular Plug 2- 0.981

9 Inverted Flow

Coannular Plug a5 0. 965

Step 10 - Figure 3-23 is utilized to increase engine size* to compensate for
the decrease in suppressor thrust coefficient. If net thrust is held constant,
then unsuppressed/suppressed engine size (i.e., weight flow), assuming afterbody
and inlet drag = 0, ib obtained from:

e Scale Factor = WSuppressor/WBaseline = TBaseline/ySuppressor

where T = (Cfg Vma-Va) and T is obtained from Figure 3-23 at the appropriate
Vma, Va, and Cfg values for both the baseline and suppressor nozzles.

Step 11.- The unsuppressed/suppressed flight-noise level (see Figure 3-9) is
obtained as follows:

e EPNL/S - EPNL of Baseline + 10 log (Scale Factor)

W w
where EPNL of baseline is from Step 8 and scale factor - Suppressor/ Baseline
from Step 10.

*Figure 3-23 can also be utilized if engine weight flow is held constant and the
jet velocity is increased to compensate for the thrust loss due to the suppres-
sor performance loss. Once T of the baseline is established, the user simply
assumes that T of the suppressor is the same and proceeds to use the nomograph
to find the new cycle velocity. Assuming the user has sufficient cycle in-
formation, the unsuppressed/suppressed noise level has to be computed in its
entirety using Figures 3-12 through 3-17 as described in Steps I through 8 above.
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Step 12 - The interim suppressed flight noise, EPNL1 /C (assumes flight effects
and duration of noise, P - E, are identical for baselilne and suppressor nozzles),
is obtained from:

0 EPNLI/S = EPNLU/S - APNLs + A(Vma/Vma at APNL peak- A(Ejector)

where EPNLU/,, is from Step 11, APNL is established noise reduction as discussed
in Step 9, aV /V at APNL ) is obtained from Figure 3-24 or Figure 3-26 to
allow for off-nominal cycle Mitions noted on Figure 3-19 (always reduces basic,
static, peak suppression) and A(Ejector) from Figure 3-25 or Figure 3-27 to
account for acoustic benefit of treated ejector.

Step 13 - Because the peak noise of single-flow suppressors in flight appears
to occur at 1200, rather than 1408 as is the case for conical nozzles, Figure 3-
28 is included to account for the shift. This shift reduces the single-flow
suppressor acoustic effectiveness in flight; i.e., flight effects are greater
for a conical nozzle than for a suppressed nozzle. The Task 5 free-jet, dual-
flow-suppressor results (Reference 3) show that flight suppression effectiveness
is affected by the geometry of the suppressor and the inner and outer streams
along with the pressure, temperature, and velocity excursions in the respective
streams. The sensitivity of suppressor effectiveness to all these variables is
handled by the engineering correlation in Section 4.0. For preliminary design
purposes, the following tabulation can be utilized as a first-order correction
to account for the dual-flow-suppressor flight effects (relative to a conical
nozzle).

V (ft/sec) A(Flight Effects),* dB
ma Conical - Dual Flow Suppressor

1250 -1750 5.5

1975 4.6

2000 ""3.8

2125 2_55 2.9

> 2250 2.0

*Applicable for Va = 300 - 400 ft/sec

To account for differences in basic (P-E) between suppressors (single and
dual flow) and baseline conical nozzles, the trend curves shown in Figure 3-29,
which are generally representative of what was observed in Task 5 free-jet tests
(Reference 3), are also included. In general, both A(flight effects) and

A[basic (P E)l corrections will result in degradation of the static noise-
suppression levels of a noise-abatement nozzle. Sensitivity of A(P -E) to air-
craft velocity and overhead distance is not required since it has been already
accounted for in the calculation of the baseline system EPNL (Step 8).

Step 14 - The suppressed flight noise, EPNLs, prior to aircraft and engine
adjustments, is estimated from:

. EPNLs  EPNLI/S 4. A(Flight Effects) + A Basic (P-*E)
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" Single- and Dual-Flow Systems with Chutes
or Spokes

" Based on FAA/SST Phase II, NASA Lewis/DBTF
and FAA/DOT High Velocity Programs
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Figure 3-26. ultitube (Alone) Nozzle Static Suppression Dropoff
Characteristics.
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" Applicable to Full, Round, Multitube Single-
Flow Systems

" Based FAA SST Phase I & II Programs
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Figure 3-27. Static Acoustic Effectiveness of Treated
Ejectors on Multitube Nozzles.
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where EPNL / is obtained from Step 12, A(Flight Effects) is obtained from
Figure 3-21 -or single-flow suppressors and from the table in Step 13 for
dual-flow systems, and A tBasic (P- E)I is obtained from Figure 3-29.

The system suppressed flight noise (see Figure 3-9) can be obtained by
simply accounting for the pertinent aircraft-engine corrections as described for
the system baseline flight noise in Step 8.

The system suppressed flight-noise level, EPNLs, estimated with Steps I
through 14 can be compared to the noise goal determined at the initiation of
the selection process. If the estimated level is acceptable, the user can
proceed with the detailed acoustic prediction (Section 4.0) as well as the
aerodynamic perfoxunce prediction (Section 5.0) to select the appropriate
suppressor geomtry for a given engine-cycle/exhaust-systm installation (e.g.,
single or dual flow, partial or full-span suppressor, sultichutes or tubes,
etc.).

3.3.2 Examples Utilizing The Selection Process

Appendix C presents three sample calculations, utilizing the procedure
outlined in Section 3.3.1, at conditions representative of takeoff (sideline) and
community flight modes. Single- and dual-flow suppressor configurations are
included.

3.4 MECHANICAL AND INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS

The preliminary selection process must include some qualitative or quanti-
tative assessment of the impact that a mechanical, retractable suppressor would
have on the size and weight of the baseline engine/exhaust-nozzle system. The
Task 3 Final Report (Reference I) includes results from a comprehensive air-
craft integration study which provide some insight into the mechanical com-
plexities of jet noise abatement nozzles. Figure 3-30 includes schematics of
three suppressor configurations along with representative single- and dual-flow
baseline nozzles that were studied, from a mechanical design engineer's perspec-
tive, to determine weight and maximum-diameter variations.

The suppressor schematics incorporate the respective scaled-up, suppressor
model based on the cycle data matched to its configuration. These schematics
are typical of the type used to initiate layout drawings and to estimate weights
during preliminary design studies. The outline drawings, therefore, permit
the designer to define the maximum exhaust system diameter (used to evaluate
drag changes) as well as estimate exhaust system weights using standard scaling
techniques (which have been derived from past production and from similar
current-preliminary-design, exhaust systems). The drawings are discussed in
more detail in Section6.0.

A suppressed exhaust system must be derived by modifications to single-flow
or dual-flow baseline nozzles (which for this study were plug nozzles) and should
include the following major features:

0 A plug nozzle to provide a high-radius-ratio exhaust discharge and
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Figure 3-29. Flight Peak PNL - EPNL Sensitivity to Suppressors
Re: Conical Baseline Nozzle.
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Mechnicel DefisimZploentation perspective

I e 32 Deep Chutes

Ia XaEgine Wight Flow -770 lb/sec
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(a)alnl*-lowCbte/Plug: Suppressor

-- * Acoustically Treated Ejector
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* egine Weight Plow - 60 lb/e
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man. Di.

I (c) Dual-flow Chute/Plug Suppressor

Figure 3-30. Typical Single-Flow and Dual-Flow BXhaust System Schematics.
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to provide storage space for suppressor devices during unsuppressed
(stowed) operation. Plug nozzle performance is excellent over a
wide range of exhaust pressure ratios.

" A translating, external, cylindrical shroud positioned axially to
obtain the optimum internal expansion area ratio for performance
throughout the wide range of pressure ratios experienced in the
mission.

* Integration of thrust-reverser cascades into the translating shroud
to minimize actuation requirements.

a A low-temperature augmentor for thrust augmentation during climb.

Since the maximum-diameter sizing requirement of the exhaust system has
the largest effect on weight and exhaust nozzle drag, it should be determined
as a result of one of the following sizing checks:

* A stackup should be made through the turbine allowing for structure
outside of the turbine tip, height of the bypass airflow duct,
space for the translating shroud support structure, thickness of
the translating shroud, and thickness of the outer cowl.

* A stackup should also be made, through the exhaust duct, that
provides for the plug support beam, which in turn sizes the duct
for the augmented reference Mach number.

• The translating shroud exit should be sized to closely maintain the
full expansion area at supersonic cruise.

* The primary suppressor sizing requirements for jet noise-suppressor
implementation must be considered, such as suppressor exit radius
ratio and area ratio.

In general, the stackups through the turbine frame and the exhaust duct
do not determine the nozzle maximum diameter for high speed aircraft/engine
cycles. Unsuppressed exhaust system maximum diameter is usually dictated by
the full expansion at supersonic cruise; however, suppressor area ratio and
radius ratio requirements tend to make the nozzle larger than required for
full expansion. The relationship, which is further discussed in Section 6.0,
between the nozzle exit radius (R9), throat area (A), area ratio (AR), exit
angle (P3), and radius ratio (Ri/Ro) is illustrated on Figure 3-31. Previous
studies have shown that cant angle (P) has little effect on nozzle radius R9.
Figure 3-31 can be utilized to obtain an estimate for the nozzle exit radius
(R9) for a given cycle flow area (A8) and suppressor geometry (AR and Ri/Ro).
Also shown on Figure 3-31 are typical supersonic-cruise, single- and dual-flow,
full-expansion, nondimensional, radius ranges obtained from previous studies of
unsuppressed plug nozzle type systems. Figure 3-31 also shows a recommended
maximum design limit (envelope) of R9gV/Ag.ccs equal to 2., above which an
excessively large and heavy exhaust system generally results.

Figures 3-32 and 3-33 are included to further assist the user in assessing
the impact of installing a suppressor (suppressor A weight and A increase in
nozzle maximum diameter) on advanced engine cycles indicative of turbojet (single
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flow) and variable-cycle (dual flow) applications. These results are from
the in-depth aircraft-integration study conducted and reported in the Task 3
Final Report (Reference 1). These curves illustrate the difference in weight
and diameter increment between simple suppressors like the 40-shallow-chute,
coannular, plug nozzle (Figure 3-33) and a complex suppressor such as the 56-tube +
center-hole nozzle with a treated ejector (Figure 3%32). Although the results
are for specific suppressor installation, they nevertheless can provide the
user with a first-order estimate in assessing the impact of aerodynamic performance
and suppression characteristics on engine/exhaust-system weight.
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4.0 ACOUSTIC DESIGN OF JET NOISE SUPPRESSORS

In this Guide, the acoustic design method for general use consists of the
M*S Engineering Correlation Prediction Method, in Section 4.1, augmented by the
General Guides for Good Design Practice presented in Section 4.2. The unified
aeroacoustic jet noise prediction method (M*G*B),which was based on a model of
the principal jet-noise generation and emission mechanisms from engineering
principles, see References 14 and 15) is not included as one of the prime paths
in the basic design guide. However, its demonstrated success as a diagnostic
tool for assessing the relative importance of the various jet-noise mechanisms
for a given nozzle type makes it an ideal supplement to the more engineering-
correlation-orientrd M*S technique. Appendix A reviews the primary generation
and emission mechanisms, summarizes the formulation of the M*G*B model, and
concludes with an example of how the M*G*B model can be used as a diagnostic
tool. The development of the M*S method, the nozzles for which it applies, the
ranges of the variables for which the accuracy of the method has been established,
and the accuracy of prediction are described in detail in Reference 12 for the
case of statically generated noise; extension of the method to include flight
effects is described in Appendix D of this Volume. The computer program is
described in Reference 13 (which also includes the M*G*B aeroacoustic predic-
tion method), and two sample cases are discussed in Appendix G of this docu-
ment. The method has been exercised to establish the (noise) trends with
pertinent variables (e.g. area ratio, element number, cycle conditions), and
these illustrative results are presented in Section 4.1.2.

4.1 ENGINEERING CORRELATION NOISE PREDICTION METHOD

4.1.1 Ranges of Applicability for the Basic Method and Accuracy

The following paragraphs (abstracted from Reference 12) summarize the
ranges of variables for each nozzle type for which the basic prediction method
has been checked against experimental data. It should be noted that the ranges
for nozzle pressure ratio and total temperature are interdependent in that they
generally increase or decrease together as on the operating line of a turbojet
engine (see Figure 4-1); that is, the data base for the correlation is generally
consistent with operating conditions to be expected for typical engines. The
nozzle types illustrated i, Figure 4-2 are correlated in the M*S method over
the ranges listed below:

Conical Nozzle - The correlation includes predictions of pure jet-mixing
noise for both converging and converging/diverging (design point-only) nozzles.
A separate prediction of shock noise is included for convergent nozzles.

The range of applicability of both the jet-mixing and the shock-cell
noise correlations is:

Jet Velocity, V (ft/sec) 400 < V < 2860

Jet Total Temperature, T (0 R) 519 < T < 2100
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Flow
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Dual Flow
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Multichute or
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Dual Flow

Figure 4-2. Nozzle Types Included in the Correlation.
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Nozzle Pressure Ratio 1.0 < P T/Po < 4.0

Nozzle Diameter, D (ft) 0.8 < D

Multitube, Single-Flow Nozzle - The multitube, single-flow nozzle corre-
lation includes nozzles with an arbitrary number of tubes having simple con-
verging ends, coplanar termination, all tubes parallel (except that the outer
row can be canted relative to the axis), uniform center-to-center spacing of
tubes in a hexagonal array, and the option of a centerbody plug.

The ranges of the variables specifically associated with the multitube
nozzles which were correlated (in addition to the variables listed under the
conical nozzle) are:

Suppressor Area Ratio, AR 2.0 < AR < 8.0

Number of Elements, N 7 < N < 253

Suppressor Radius Ratio, R 0 < R < 0.75r - r -

Cant Angle of Outer-Row 0 < < 5
Tubes,a (degrees)

Multichute or Spoke, Single-Flow Nozzle - This correlation includes both
chutes and spokes without discrimination. This concept evolved from the more
complex planform variations of chute configurations and was found to apply
equally well to spokes. The planform of nozzle elements may be trapezoidal
(not limited to radial lines), the termination can be canted, and a centerbody
plug is included.

The ranges of variables specifically correlated with the data (in addition
to the variables listed under the conical nozzle) are:

Suppressor Area Ratio 1.5 < AR < 2.5

Number of Elements 24 < N < 64

Suppressor Radius Ratio 0 < R < 0.783

Exit Cant Angle (degrees) -10 < < < 15

Coannular-Flow, Multielement Suppressor on Outer Stream - In this case,
the multielement nozzle is applied to the outer stream of a coannular exhaust.
The velocity of the outer stream may be selected to be higher or lower than
the inner stream (although the case of primary practical interest is for the
highest velocity stream to have the suppressor). The same conditions apply
in this case that applied for the single-flow, multielement nozzles (tubes with
converging ends, coplanar termination, etc.).
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The ranges of variables specifically correlated with the data for dual-
flow nozzles with multichute/spoke suppressors on the outer stream (in addi-
tion to the variables listed under the conical nozzle) are:

Suppressor Area Ratio 1.5 < AR < 3.0

Number of Elements 20 < N < 40

Suppressor Radius Ratio 0.653 < R < 0.783

Exit Cant Angle (degrees) 8 = 0

Multielement Nozzle with Ejector - Hard-wall or treated ejectors with
single- or dual-flow, multielement suppressors are also included. The hard-
wall ejector correlation is derived on a purely empirical basis, but the effect
of adding treatment is predicted by means of the engineering correlation of
the basic data. Thus the treatment for which the check against measured data
was made (the single-layer liner with honeycomb separating the solid backplate
and perforated faceplate, single degree of freedom) may be extrapolated to
other types of point-reacting treatment provided the resistance and reactance
are specified for the desired frequencies.

The range of variables for which the correlation was established (in addi-
tion to those for the conical nozzle and multielement suppressors) is:

ARe
Area Ratio of Ejector Relative 1.0 < ej < 1.97
to Area Ratio of Nozzle

Ratio of Hard-wall Ejector Length to 0 < L /D < 4.0
Equivalent Conical Nozzle Diameter H eq

Ratio of Treated Ejector Length to 0 < LT/D < 2.0Equivalent Conical Nozzle Diameter T eq

Ratio of Ejector Inside Diameter to 1.0 < D /D < 1.28
Nozzle Element Envelope Diameter ej n

The accuracy of the prediction was established by means of linear regres-
sion analysis of the measured versus the predicted noise. This was done both
for the maximum value of the far-field PNL and for a so-called EPNL; in the
latter case the static far-field data were used in an EPNL calculation based
on a level flyover at 300 ft/sec. In order to eliminate size effects and
differences in suppression levels so that the range in noise levels was a
result of thermodynamic conditions alone, the noise levels were normalized
relative to a "reference" level.

Thus, when sets of data were from two nozzles of different flow areas, the
noise for each was predicted at a reference set of thermodynamic conditions (a
pressure ratio of about 2.5 and a temperature resulting in a jet velocity of
about 2000 ft/sec); noise at other conditions was then normalized relative to
the reference conditions. The data were thus put in the form given by:
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Measured Relative to Reference: M = (PNL measured at test point) -

(PNL predicted at reference)
+ 100

versus

Predicted Relative to Reference: P = (PNL predicted at test point) -

(PNL predicted at reference).
+ 100

The same was done for the case of EPNL. Then, the regression analysis was
performed according to the linear relationship:

(M - 100) = m (P - 100) + b

and the values of the regression constants, m and b, were determined for each
nozzle type with the results given in Table 4-1; also included are the limits
of error for 80 and 95% confidence. Similar information for the prediction
method as extended to flight (from Appendix D) is included in Table 4-2 for the

nozzles as defined in Table 4-3.

In order to obtain a noise estimate or "expected value" within these
confidence limits, it is necessary to adhere to the following procedure:

1. Predict the noise for the nozzle at reference conditions (pressure
ratio of about 2.5, temperature yielding a fully expanded jet velo-
city of about 2000 ft/sec, and the actual size and area ratio of the
nozzle).

2. Predict the noise for the nozzle at the conditions of concern (pres-
sure ratio, temperature, and actual size and area ratio of the noz-
zle).

3. Determine the value of P as defined in the preceeding paragraph.

4. Determine the expected value of the measured noise relative to the

reference conditions from:

(M - 100) = m (P - 100) + b

5. Estimate the expected value of the noise from the nozzle:

Expected Value = (M - 100) + PNL Predicted at Reference Conditions or
EPNL Predicted at Reference Conditions

It is of greater importance to use this form of estimating the expected value
of the noise as the value of m deviates more from unity and as the value of
b departs more from zero. The M*S computer program as documented in Reference
13 has been used to generate the data in the following Section.
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Table 4-1. Linear Regression Analysis Results for

Suppressor Nozzles.

Linear Regression Confidence Number
Nozzle Constants Limits (dB) of
Type m b 80% 95% Nozzles

PNL All Suppressors 0.973 0.07 2.4 3.7 43

Conical 1.003 0.63 1.3 2.0 1

Single-Flow,
Multitube 0.951 0.19 2.6 4.1 21

Special Nozzles 0.883 0.59 1.9 3.1 2

Single-Flow,
Multichute/Spoke 0.995 0.05 2.4 3.6 10

Dual-Flow,

Multitube 0.887 -1.81 2.3 3.8 1

Dual-Flow,

Multichute/Spoke 1.041 0.22 1.8 2.8 9

EPNL All Suppressors 0.968 0.29 2.1 3.3 43

Conical 0.975 -0.34 1.2 1.9 1

Single-Flow,
Multitube 0.952 0.20 2.5 3.8 21

Special Nozzles 0.937 0.06 1.9 3.1 2

Single-Flow,
Multichute/Spoke 1.003 0.11 2.0 3.0 10

Dual-Flow,
Multitube 0.911 -0.25 1.7 2.8 1

Dual-Flow,
Multichute/Spoke 1.000 0.89 1.6 2.5 9
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Table 4-2. Predicted Versus Measured Simulated Flight by Free Jet.

Linear Regression Confidence Number
Nozzle Constants Limits (dB) of
Type m b 80% 95% Points

PNL All Suppressors 1.029 -0.18 2.3 3.5 59

Conical (2) 0.966 +1.80 1.2 1.9 35

Model 51 1.000 +0.02 2.2 3.5 22

Model 52 1.183 -1.36 2.0 3.2 14

Model 53 0.979 +0.82 2.0 3.3 11

104 Tube 0.808 -0.68 2.1 3.4 12

All 1.004 +0.56 2.3 3.5 94

EPNL All Suppressors 1.090 -0.12 2.3 3.5 59

Conical (2) 1.068 -0.98 1.5 2.4 35

Model 51 1.057 -0.78 1.6 2.6 22

Model 52 1.190 +0.78 2.3 3.7 14

Model 53 1.051 +0.73 1.9 3.1 11

104 Tube 0.825 -1.51 1.9 3.1 12

All 1.083 +0.29 2.1 3.2 94
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4.1.2 M*S Generated Trend Data

This section contains trend data curves of noise as predicted by the M*S cor-
relation. Predictions are presented as peak PNL or EPNL suppression relative
to an equivalent-ideal-gross-thrust conical nozzle, and absolute PNL and EPNL
values are given for the conical and typical suppressor nozzles. The basic
size and distance for the nozzles for the various trend curves is 338 square
inches and 2400-foot sideline, respectively, but changes in levels or suppres-
sion with size and distance are given for the conical and typical suppressor
nozzles. This section is not meant to contain an all-encompassing set of trend
curves. It does, however, contain a sufficient number of them to enable a
nozzle designer to make preliminary judgements about various possible nozzle
designs. The curves also give an indication of the type of more detailed
studies which can be made using the supplied computer program. It should
be noted that suppressor trend curves, in general, are dependent upon the
source composition (postmerged, premerged, and shock) of the noise
spectrum. Therefore, any change (geometric, cycle size, or distance) which
changes this composition may change the trends.

The geometric parameters influencing the suppression of a multielement
nozzle, which are correlated in the M*S model are given in Table 4-4. Trend
curves may be run for any and all of these parameters, but only the trends
with area ratio and degree of segmentation (number of elements) are presented
in this section. Use of the computer program to generate other trend curves is
discussed in Section 4.1.2.2. Area ratio and degree of segmentation do not
necessarily result in the largest change in suppression; however, these para-
meters do establish the basic noise characteristics of the nozzle. Depending on
these characteristics (premerged or postmerged domination), changes in the other
parameters will produce varying degrees of change in suppression.

To produce the suppression trend curves presented, the program was exer-
cised over a range of area ratios and element numbers as given in Figures 4-3
through 4-5. Radial planform, zero exit cant, and 0.75 radius ratio were
assumed for chute suppressors. The representative suppressors in Figures 4-3
through 4-5 are similar to the "state of the art" suppressors proposed by
various companies. The ranges of area ratio and element number covered repre-
sent feasible limits to these variables based on published studies (see Section
3.0).

The cycle conditions used are presented in Table 4-5. These conditions
are representative of typical operating lines for dual-flow (VCE) and single-
flow (turbojet) engines and contain takeoff, cutback, and approach power set-
tings. The dual-flow cycle is actually from a large nozzle-area-ratio
(Ao/Ai  4) engine; however, it is used in this study for all nozzle area ratios
to more easily assess the impact of geometry changes. Dual-flow suppression is
based on the equivalent-ideal-gross-thrust-conical-nozzle noise for the dual-
flow nozzle being examined. The single- and dual-flow cycles have differing
thrusts at a given power setting and are therefore not directly comparable.

The trend curves are separated into two sections: a cycle section and a
geometry section. The cycle section contains trends for conical and repre-
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Table 4-4. Definition of Multielement Suppressor
Geometric Parameters Included in the
M*S Model.

Parameter Definition

Degree of Segmentation, N Number of flow or segmenting elements;
i.e., tubes, holes, chutes, spokes

Area Ratio, AR For full baseplate-tube/hole array
ratio of area of a circumscribing circle
skirting the outermost flow points at
the exit plane to the total physical
flow area

For annulus of tubes, holes, chutes, or
spokes = ratio of total annulus area to
total physical flow area of annulus.

Radius Ratio, Rr Ratio of plug radius to shroud radius at
throat plane

Exit Plane Stagger Degree of exit plane angularity rela-
(or Cant) Angle, a tive to coplanar

Tube Cant Angle, 8 Degree of tilt relative to centerline of
tube array, outer row only.

Chute/Spoke Ratio of chute/spoke width at shroud to
Exit Planform width at plug (see Appendix F).
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Figure 4-4. Typical Multichute-Suppressor Configuration.
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Number of Elements - 20, 30, 40*

Suppressor Area Ratio - 1.5, 2.0*, 2.5, 3.0

Nozzle Area Ratio - 1.0, 2.0, 3.0

(Run Only for 30 Chutes/AR = 2.0)S

* Representative Suppressor

Figure 4-5. Typical Dual-Flow, Multichute Suppressor Configuration.
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sentative suppressor nozzles with varying cycle conditions including jet
velocity, pressure ratio, temperature, and flight velocity. Also shown are
trends with nozzle flow area and measurement distance. The plots with jet
velocity are given on an absolute basis; others are normalized to some refer-
ence condition. Selected directivity and spectral plots for the trends appear
in Appendix E.

The geometry section contains trends of suppression relative to conical
nozzle noise for various suppressor nozzle types. The trends are presented on
a static and in-flight PNL and an in-flight EPNL basis and are a function of
area ratio (suppressor, nozzle, and ejector) and element number. Selected
directivity and spectral plots for these trends appear in Appendix E.

4.1.2.1 Cycle Parameters

this section contains trend curves with jet velocity, flight velocity, and
size and distance. The trends with jet velocity are given in Figures 4-6
through 4-14. Figures 4-6 through 4-8 give absolute static PNL, flight PNL,
and flight EPNL, respectively, versus mass-averaged jet velocity for a conical
nozzle on the turbojet cycle, a conical nozzle on the mass-averaged dual-flow
cycle, and representative single- and dual-flow-suppressor nozzles. The noise
given is not normalized for density; however, since it is plotted on a mass-
averaged-velocity (or specific gross thrust) basis, the generated noise may be
compared. The expected increase in noise with velocity is apparent. Also, a
reduction in suppression is observed with decreasing jet velocity. The in-flight
suppression actually becomes negative (increased noise relative to a conical
nozzle) at jet velocities below 1300 ft/sec. These figures can be used to find
the absolute level of the conical nozzles for these particular sets of cycle or
operating conditions. If the operating conditions vary in terms of pressure
ratio or temperature from those in Table 4-5, the absolute noise is determined
from Figures 4-9 through 4-11. Here, the conical nozzle in-flight PNL at 500,
maximum PNL, and EPNL are plotted versus jet velocity with lines of constant
pressure ratio and temperature indicated. Section 4.1.1 has shown the range
of applicability for these plots since the empirical prediction used to
determine the noise becomes less accurate as the extremes of possible operating
envelope are approached. At a given jet velocity, the figures indicate lower
noise for lower pressure ratio. For the 500 inlet angle at high pressure ratios,
Figure 4-11 indicates levels independent of jet velocity, i.e., total shock-
noise domination. Appendix E contains PNL directivity and spectral plots at 500,
90, and 1300 to the inlet (Figures E-1 through E-3), which show that both jet-
mixing noise and shock noise increase as pressure ratio is increased at a given
jet velocity (decrease in temperature). This is, however, accompanied by an
increase in thrust which is responsible for about one-half of the increase in
mixing noise for high jet velocities (V. > 1800 ft/sec).

Figures 4-12 through 4-14 are corresponding plots for the representative,
single-flow suppressor. As with the conical nozzle, high-temperature/low-
pressure-ratio cycles are favored, but here the benefit is smaller. This is
partly because the shock noise is less important on suppressor nozzles. These
plots, as stated earlier, are for a representative suppressor nozzle at a
specific size and distance. Changes in the spectral character of the suppressor
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due to changes in geometry, size, or distance can have a large effect on the
relationship between noise and cycle conditions.

Figures 4-15 through 4-20 show the relationship between in-flight EPNL and
size and distance. For these plots, an increase in size is accompanied by a
corresponding increase in thrust. It should be noted, however, that the noise
increase is at a slower rate with size than would be expected due to the increase
in thrust. The reason lies in the fact that, as size increases (from 0.5 square
feet up), high noise levels are shifted from high nonweight bands into less
heavily weighted bands. Although the actual SPL is increasing in the expected
manner with thrust, the subjective PNL and, hence, EPNL go up less rapidly.

Figures 4-15 and 4-16 give the effect of size and distance on in-flight
EPNL for a conical nozzle at supersonic (with shock noise) and subsonic (without
shock noise) conditions respectively. Both figures show approximately the same
trends (within 2 dB). Appendix E (Figures E-4 and E-5) contain PNL directivity
and spectra showing these trends.

Figures 4-17 through 4-20 give trends with size and distance at the same
two conditions for two suppressors. The suppressor with an area ratio of 1.5
(postmerged or low-frequency dominated) behaves similar to a conical nozzle at
the high jet velocity. The high-area-ratio (AR = 3.0) suppressor (premerged or
high-frequency dominated) falls off much more quickly with distance. Also, the
subsonic condition on the low-area-ratio suppressor behaves more like the high-
area-ratio suppressor than the conical because of the high-frequency-noise
component. As mentioned before, changes in cycle or other physical dimensions
cf the suppressor may have an effect on the trends shown.

The effect of flight velocity on conical nozzle noise is given in Figures
4-21 and 4-22 for maximum PNL and EPNL respectively. The noise decreases with
increasing flight velocity. Figures E-6 and E-7 in Appendix E indicate the
relationship between static and flight.

Figure 4-23 indicates the effect of flight velocity on the suppression
(relative to conical) for the representative suppressor. At high jet velocities,
the differences in flight effects between the suppressor and conical nozzles
cancel each other; the result is approximately constant suppression with jet
velocity. At this jet velocity, the suppressor is postmerged controlled. At a
low jet velocity where the suppressor is premerged controlled, the suppression
decreases rapidly with flight velocity, actually going negative at 300 to 400
ft/sec. This is due to the more favorable flight effects present with the
conical nozzle. A spectral examination given in Appendix E (Figures E-8 and E-9)
indicates this effect. Here, ideal gross thrust is constant. Again, changes
in the spectral composition of the suppressor noise due to size, distance, or
geometry can cause differences in the PNL or EPNL suppression.

4.1.2.2 Geometric Parameters

This section contains trends of suppression relative to conical-nozzle noise
for various suppressor types including single-flow multichute and multitube,
dual-flow multichute, and single-flow multichute and multitube nozzles with hard-
wall ejectors.
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Figures 4-24 through 4-26 give suppression trends with suppressor area ratio
and element number for single-flow multichute and multitube nozzles on a static
maximum PNL, in-flight maximum PNL, and in-flight EPNL basis respectively.
Trends are given at three power settings corresponding to representative take-
off, cutback, and approach conditions. Nozzle geometry descriptions are given
on each plot.

The high power settings indicate that increasing area ratio is favorable,
but chutes tend to increase suppression at a slower rate than tubes. Sup-
pression is a weak function of element number with higher numbers of elements
usually better. Negative suppression, seen in Figures 4-7 and 4-8, is also
shown in-flight on Figures 4-25 and 4-26 at approach power. These trends and
suppression levels are a function of size, distance, and geometry and cycle
parameters; therefore, they may change for a given application. PNL directivity
and spectral plots are given in Appendix E (Figures E-10 through E-17).

Figures 4-27 through 4-29 show trends with suppressor area ratio and element
number for a dual-flow nozzle at a nozzle area ratio of 2.0. Trends with nozzle
area ratio are given in Figure 4-30. Again, trends on a static PNL, in-flight
PNL, and EPNL basis are given at three cycle conditions. As with the single-
flow multichute nozzles, increasing area ratio improves suppression (but very
slowly). Suppression is, again, a weak function of element number. Negative
suppression is indicated for the low-jet-velocity, in-flight conditions.

These trends (in addition to being a function of size, distance, and
geometric and cycle conditions) are a strong function of nozzle area ratio.
The trends with nozzle area ratio for a representative suppressor on a dual-
flow nozzle are given in Figure 4-30. Except for the low-velocity condition,
the best suppression is achieved at an area ratio of about 2.3. In cases where
inner to outer cycle conditions and nozzle area ratio are changing, the trends
can change substantially. Because of this and size, distance, and geometry
considerations, it is recommended that the M*S model be exercised to generate
trend curves for dual-flow nozzles for the specific case under consideration.

Figures 4-31 through 4-33 show trends with hard-wall-ejector geometry
parameters. Cycle conditions also play an important role in determining
ejector suppression (see Reference 12). These trends are illustrations only
and should not be used to approximate ejector suppression. Ejectors work only
on the premerged (high frequency) portion of the spectrum (see Figure E-18
in Appendix E); therefore, PNL and EPNL suppression are highly dependent on the
bare suppressor spectral distribution. The reason for the relatively low
increase in suppression due to the ejector is twofold. First, hard-wall ejectors
have little effect on the side angles (700 to 1200) but a large effect on
shallow angles and, therefore, show only a small increase in suppression peak to
peak. EPNL shows more suppression. Second, since ejectors work on high-
frequency noise, the more this part dominates the more PNL suppression can be
achieved - up to the maximum for the ejector. For the nozzles shown, the small
size and large distance make the spectral distribution less desirable for an
ejector. A larger size and/or smaller distance would increase the premerged
noise relative to the postmerged and result in a more effective ejector when
the system is considered. As with dual-flow nozzles, it is recommended that the
M*S model be exercised to generate trend curves for the specific nozzles with
ejectors and cycle conditions under consideration.
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The effect on noise of variables other than area ratio and element number
can be predicted by the M*S model (see Table 4-4). By exercising the program
over a range of these variables (or combination of these variables), trends
can be discerned. Some examples are provided in Figures 4-34 through 4-36.

To generate Figure 4-34, the program was exercised over nozzle radius ratios
of 0.5 to 0.9, and static maximum PNL suppression was plotted versus radius
ratio. The trend indicates lower noise for radius ratios less than 0.6. The
noise also decreases as radius ratio is increased above 0.7. The ramp between
0.6 and 0.7 is based on one set of data at about 0.62 radius ratio. Above 0.75
and below 0.55 in radius ratio, the curve is well-defined by data.

Figure 4-35 gives the suppression trend with outer row tube cant. The
suppression decreases until a cant angle of about 6 is reached. The noise is
constant above 60. This trend occurs because, as the cant angle is increased,
the outer row flows merge farther downstreamcausing a loss in cutoff effect
(see Reference 12) until it completely disappears at about 6.

The effect of treating an ejector is shown in Figure 4-36. A very slight
increase in suppression for the conditions chosen is observed as L/D increases;
in this case the size of the nozzle and the sideline distance used for the
prediction were such that the basic nozzle spectrum was not dominated by pre-
merged noise, and the treatment in the ejector was, consequently, relatively
ineffective. Other, more attractive, designs can be evolved and identified by
the M*S model.

4.1.2.3 Comments

This section contains trend curves for specific nozzle types at specific
cycle and geometric conditions. The curves provide a nozzle designer with the
trends required to have a "feel" for what impact the various parameters have
on suppressor noise. Because of the specific nature of these trends, they
should only be used as a guide to generating trend curves for the specific
application under consideration or to generate very preliminary noise levels
for designs under consideration.

In general, large element numbers with large area ratios produce the most
suppression up to a certain point. At the design condition (where the maximum
suppression is needed) a balance between postmerged noise and premerged plus
shock noise, including flight effects, usually yields the optimum suppression.
Suppression is also higher for low-pressure-ratio, high-temperature cycle
conditions. Dual-flow nozzles give highest suppression when the nozzle area
ratio and jet velocity ratio are between 2 and 3. Ejectors are most effective
on nozzles dominated by premerged and shock noise and have a peak effect at a
pressure ratio of 2.0 and high temperature.

4.2 GUIDES FOR GOOD DESIGN PRACTICES

4.2.1 Introduction

Development work on multielement jet noise suppressors dates to the early
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1950's (Reference 16) with the first commercial application of a 21-tube sup-
pressor design to a U.S. built jet transport in 1958: the Boeing 707 powered
by P&W's JT3C turbojet engine. A 9-tube suppressor was later installed on
P&W's JT4A powering the Boeing 707. The designs were typical of suppressors
later used on DC-8 and Convair 880 jet-powered transports. Suppressor develop-
ment work was continued primarily by Boeing, P&W, and GE during the precon-
tract period for the U.S. SST, and more concentrated efforts were made from 1968
through 1971 by Boeing, GE, NASA, etc. during the GE4/SST development program.
During this phase of development it was found that the performance of most
multielement suppressor nozzles is uniquely dependent on an array of geometric
variables and on the nozzle thermodynamic-cycle composition, in terms of P and
T, with the noise dependency varying for each nozzle configuration. The Tack
of understanding of such changes with power setting and nozzle geometry, in
terms of the physics of flow and correlation with noise processes, made it
necessary to conduct extensive nozzle tests to generate an empirical data base.
Thus, literally hundreds of test configurations were developed and subjected to
various test methods for acoustic evaluation. Following termination of the
GE4/SST program, Boeing and GE continued multielement suppressor technology
development through DOT/FAA sponsored contracts; Boeing primarily concentrated
on developing multitube technology refinements, and GE concentrated primarily
on multichute/spoke, annular-plug nozzles with multitubes of secondary interest.
Static suppression levels were advanced from the 6 APNL of the early 707/JT3C
and JT4A applications to more than 20 APNL for Boeing's multitube-with-treated-
ejector configuration. Reference 17, and in excess of 14 APNL for the GE
multichute annular plug with treated ejector (when applied to a full-scale
turbojet engine), Reference 18.

To further the understanding of basic suppression principles for jet noise,
the "High Velocity Jet Noise Source Location and Reduction" program continued
multielement-suppressor technology investigation primarily in the form of high-
radius-ratio, full and half-span chute/spoke suppressors. These efforts are
fully reported in the Task 3 (Volume II) and Task 5 final reports (References
19 and 3). This program also developed the M*S prediction technique which has
been established as the basic, first-level, design tool for use in this design
guide.

Significant design experience has, therefore, been assembled either on a
first-hand basis or through available open-literature sources. This experience
has helped develop the multielement suppressor nozzle design insights
categorized within this section as "Guides For Good Design Practices." These
suggestions for good design supplement the basic M*S model which accommodates
all the primary geometric and thermodynamic design parameters. They are intended
to be used as guidelines, in concert with the M*S model, to assure that the basic
suppression levels are met. The data in this section have been developed from
historical as well as current sources. No confidence limits have been placed
on the data because they are intended to be used as guidelines rather than
absolute levels. The basic suppression levels are evolved from parametrically
exercising the M*S model in the static mode and selecting optional designs.
General acoustic-suppression trends anticipated from exercising the M*S model
over select ranges of the primary geometric and thermodynamic variables were
discussed in Section 4.1.2.
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In most cases within the range of practical design, the variables which
fall within the "guidelines" category, and which are summarized in Section 4.2.2
and discussed in Appendix F, do not alter the acoustic and aerodynamic performance
to a large degree. However, the attention these variables receive during design
may mean the difference between an average and an above-average design.

4.2.2 Summary - Design Guidelines

Multielement-suppressor design involves a complex interaction among acoustic
suppression potential, aerodynamic installed thrust performance, mechanical
feasibility (i.e., implementation, stowability, and reliability), and ultimate
impact of the above on mission. The M*S model correlation has been evolved as
a working tool to readily allow parametric evaluation of suppressor geometric and
thermodynamic properties - unincumbered by the limitations of implementation
practicability. It can accommodate the primary multielement geometric design
variables: area ratio, radius ratio, degree of segmentation, use of treated
ejector, tube cant angle, chute planform shape, and chute exit plane cant.
Suppression variations anticipated as a result of exercising the M*S model over
selected primary variable ranges were discussed in Section 4.1. Tuning the
optimal M*S selections during the design-implementation phase is accomplished
by sound engineering judgement with the aid of "Guides For Good Design Practices"
as discussed in Appendix F. This is to assure that suppression is not degraded
by random geometry alterations when integrating the suppressor into a viable
propulsion system. For tubes/holes these guidelines consider length, size and
spacing uniformity, exit and base plane stagger, canting, internal geometry,
and exit planform. For chutes/spokes they include element selection, exit plan-
form, exit plane cant, and general design considerations.

Suggested Guidelines for Tube Suppressors

0 Finite external tube length is necessary to allow significant
ambient-air entrainment, enhanced mixing, more rapid velocity
decay, slightly improved acoustic suppression, and significantly
better aerodynamic performance.

0 Slight variance from tube size and spacing uniformity will not
significantly alter suppression potential. Moderate variation will
slightly degrade suppression, and large variation will seriously
degrade suppression. Using center holes or annular flows over plugs
also seriously degrades acoustic performance.

0 Variation from coplanar tube-array termination may be detrimental to

suppression optimization; the greater the deviation from coplanar,
the greater the loss.

0 Base plane stagger with coplanar exit may enhance air entrainment,
suppression, and aerodynamic performance.

0 Tube canting inward lowers suppression, and canting outward may not
significantly impact suppression.
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0 Internal tube geometry design is very critical - primarily in terms
of minimizing aerodynamic losses and impacting nozzle pumping
characteristics.

0 Changing tube exit planform from round to trapezoidal has minimal
impact on suppression potential. Greatrix tube ends, however,
enhance suppression significantly but are quite poor aerodynamically.

Suggested Guidelines for Chute/Spoke Suppressors

Spoke or chute selection is more uniquely determined by aerodynamic
performance and mechanical-implementation considerations than sup-
pression capability.

0 Planform shape within the range of 1.25 < W /W < 1.5 is considered
most practical; variation most heavily impacts aerodynamic performance
while moderately changing suppression.

0 Chute/spoke exit plane cant aft or forward may change suppression by
+ 3 PNL for + 150 to -15*.

0 Design details of chute axial cross section are very important to
good aerodynamic performance. Thirty percent convergence of flow
area is a suggested guideline.

4.3 M*S COMPUTER PROGRAM EXAMPLE CASES

Two examples of M*S computer program application for various nozzles are
shown in Appendix G. The cases presented in Appendix G are illustrative and
are not intended to represent actual or proposed nozzle designs.
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5.0 AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF JET NOISE SUPPRESSORS

5.1 BACKGROUND

The selection of a jet noise suppressor for a particular application
requires consideration of the suppressor aerodynamic performance. This was
discussed in Section 3.0, Preliminary Noise Abatement Nozzle Selection.
Performance is important at takeoff where the suppressor is deployed and even
more important at the supersonic-cruise design point for supersonic transport.
It is crucial, then, that the selected suppressor system not adversely affect
design point performance. This could occur, for instance, when the suppressor
significantly increases potential leakage paths. Suppressors which significantly
increase diameter, and hence pressure and friction drag, should be avoided.

During deployed operation the suppressor must perform well from static
conditions up to about Mach 0.4. Although typical AST lift-off occurs at
about Mach 0.3, the suppressor should work well beyond the measuring point in
order to minimize community annoyance. Normally, this low Mach number range
would not greatly affect nozzle performance. However, scale-model-suppressor
wind tunnel tests have shown that multielement suppressors of all types are
very sensitive to external flow velocity. Under static conditions, the jet, or
jets, "pump down" the relatively large suppressor base areas, creating a
drag force. External flow augments this pumping action to further increase
drag. Noise-abatement nozzles which utilize ejectors to entrain large amounts
of air are particularly sensitive to external flow. Although static thrust
augmentation can be obtained (i.e., actual thrust >ideal thrust) the augmentation
rapidly decreases with external flow velocity.

A performance prediction methodology which, in conjunction with Section 4.0,
allows the exhaust system preliminary designer to conduct performance/suppressin
trades on a wide range of suppressors is presented herein. The methodology
provides estimates of the static and in-flight isolated installed gross thrust
coefficient, Cfg, for mechanical-type suppressors in the deployed mode as
envisioned for installation on future supersonic-cruise aircraft. The mechanical
suppressor includes two basic families, the multichute/spoke plug nozzle and mul-
titube full round nozzle. The multichute/spoke plug suppressor category en-
compasses single- and dual-flow nozzles, with and without ejectors. The multi-
tube category is limited to single-flow nozzles, with and without ejectors.
The basis for the methodology is cold-flow, scale-model, thrust and pressure
data. Appendix H reviews results from tests, conducted by GE and other contractors,
on the effect of exhaust gas temperature on suppressor performance. These data
suggest that, for preliminary design purposes (e.g. comparison and screening
studies), cold-flow-performance results should be acceptable. The performance-
prediction methodology for each category is supplemented by a discussion of
major geometric variables and performance trends in Appendix I. The methodology
estimates performance through a series of discrete steps. Example problems
illustrating this design methodology are included in Appendix J.

5.2 AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF MULTITUBE NOZZLES
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5.2.1 Introduction

Multitube nozzle aerodynamic performance losses can be separated into two
general categories: internal losses associated with the flow within the
tubes, and external losses associated with baseplate drag. Both types of loss-
es are discussed below, and methods are presented for calculating their magni-
tude.

Internal losses are independent of external flow. The baseplate pressure,
however, is strongly influenced as free-stream velocity increases. Although a
major portion of multitube experimental work has been conducted at static
conditions, some in-flight data, primarily gathered by Boeing, Reference 11,
are included in Appendix I.

Ejectors are an integral part of most multitube suppressor systems designed
for supersonic-cruise aircraft. Proper design of the ejector can result in
thrust augmentation at static and low-velocity-external-flow conditions. A
majority of the multitube/ejector nozzle performance data, especially with
external flow, were generated by Boeing (Reference II) and are summarized in
Appendix I. Appendix I also includes some flight data taken by NASA with the
F-106B aircraft (Reference 20).

A methodology useful in predicting nozzle aerodynamic performance is also
discussed. Example problems utilizing the design methodology are presented in
Appendix J.

5.2.2 Performance Estimation Methodology

The discussions on individual performance-loss mechanisms are included in
Appendix I to familiarize the reader with general performance trends. In the
following sections, methods are presented that allow the estimation, on a
preliminary design basis, of the performance of multitube nozzles.

The methodology presented "builds up" the performance estimate through a
specific series of steps. The starting point, using the schematic shown in
Figure 5-1, is the internal performance of the bare tube suppressor, Cfgint .
The baseplate drag (with no external flow) is then calculated. The next
step is to apply bare-suppressor drag increments to account for external flow
effects. When ejectors are employed, ejector increments are added as a function
of free-stream velocity. An example case is presented in Appendix J utilizing
the methods outlined.

5.2.2.1 Tube Internal Losses

The internal performance of a bare, multitube suppressor can be estimated
from Figure 5-2, where Cfgint is presented as a function of tube length, tube
number, total flow area, and nozzle pressure ratio. This figure is the same as
Figure 1-6 in Appendix I, with the exception that the parameter Ltiv- has been
nondimensionalized by the square root of the total flow area. As noted in
Figure 5-2, the major constraint is that the tube entrance is rounded (R/D_>0.1),
and the tube internal Mach number is nO.5. If for some reason these contraints
cannot be met, it is suggested that Reference 22 be consulted directly. Variations
in Figure 5-2 would also occur as Reynolds number is varied; however, for a
preliminary design estimate, Figure 5-2 should be adequate.
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5.2.2.2 Base Pressure Correlation (Static)

As discussed in Appendix I, a large number of geometric parameters affect

the suppressor baseplate static pressure. In view of the number of
variables involved, various attempts have been made to correlate the available

base pressure data to a simple geometric parameter. A "ventilation" parameter
(VP) has been defined which appears to collapse the base pressure data quite

well. This parameter is defined as:

VP = [$2 + (LT/cos 0) 2 I/A8 n

where S = distance between tubes on outer row,

LT = external tube length,

e = baseplate/tube stagger angle,

A8 = total flow area,

n = total number of tubes in outer row.

The correlation of this ventilation parameter with a variety of test data is

shown in Figure 5-3 for a nozzle pressure ratio of 3.0 and no external flow.

Also shown on Figure 5-3 is the spread in data, ±0.7%, and the corresponding
spread in thrust coefficient assuming an area ratio of 3.0 for the suppres-

sor. Considering the problems inherent in obtaining an accurate, average

(integrated), base pressure, the above correlation is considered excellent.

Figure 5-4 presents design curves of baseplate pressure versus ventila-

tion parameter for nozzle pressure ratios from 2.0 to 4.0. The average base
pressure obtained from 5-4 can be converted to a loss in thrust coefficient

as follows:

Cfgbase = K [(Pb/o)_I (AR-l)

where K is obtained from Figure 5-5. The static thrust coefficient for the

base nozzle is then:

Cfg = Cfgin t + LCfgbase .

Asa note of caution, the majority of the data used for the correlation

were from models with evenly spaced tube patterns. The Boeing 31-tube and

37-tube radial arrays, however, seemed to fit within the data scatter band.

Also, for a given model, all tubes were the same diameter.

5.2.2.3 External Flow (Bare Suppressor)

The effect of external flow is to increase nozzle drag, as sh6wn in Figure

1-20, Appendix I. The drag that contributes to the loss in Cfg with velocity

shown in Figure 1-20 includes the suppressor baseplate drag and the approach
ramp drag. Data for the 19-, 31-, 37-, and 61-tube nozzles shown in Figure 1-20,
Appendix I, were correlated with the distance between tubes in the outer row.

The resulting correlation is shown in Figure 5-6. This figure presents
lapse rate (ACfg/Vo ) as a function of tube spacing and nozzle pressure ratio
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Figure 5-6. Bare Multitube Nozzle Lapse Rate.
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where ACfg = Cfg static - Cfgvo and Vo = flight velocity.

5.2.2.4 Ejector Performance

A generalized method for estimating the performance of multitube suppres-

sor nozzles with ejectors is not available. However, the extensive work
completed by Boeing as part of the SST Technology Follow-On Program, Phase

II (Reference 1]), provides the trends discussed in Appendix I. Figure 5-7,
from Reference 21, illustrates static suppressor/ejector performance trends as
a function of major variables. Within the constraints of EAR/NAR z1.15, the

Static performance with ejectors at a nozzle pressure ratio of 3.0 appears to

improve from 5% to 8% in Cfg as shown in Figure 5-8. Also indicated in
Figure 5-8 is the rate at which the performance improvement decreases with

flight velocity. Although Figure 5-8 can be used to arrive at a general level
of suppressor/ejector performance, it is highly recommended that any design

of a multitube/ejector exhaust system be preceded by a thorough review

of References 21 through 23.

5.2.2.5 Example Performance Prediction

Performance of a typical multitube nozzle, with and without ejector, is

presented in Appendix J. The empirically derived 'design curves discussed in

the preceding sections were used to generate the data.

5.3 AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF MULTICHUTE/SPOKE PLUG NOZZLES

5.3.1 Introduction

One of the more promising noise-abatement-nozzle concepts investigated

for suppressing the jet noise of a high-velocity flow is the multichute/spoke

plug configuration. This type of noise suppressor, Figure 5-9,, breaks the
large flow area into smaller flow elements through the insertion of rectangular

or trapezoidally shaped, dividers into the flow. Deployment of the suppressor

from brake release through the community noise measuring point results in a
reduction in jet noise at the expense of nozzle performance relative to an

unsuppressed exhaust system. This performance loss is a strong function of

chute/spoke geometry. A good portion of the data base described in Appendix I

was derived from scale-model tests conducted primarily by GE (Reference 2, 18

and 19). Flight data taken by NASA on the F-106B (Reference 24) are also includ-

ed in Appendix I.

This section details the methodology used in calculating the wind-on, un-

installed performance of an exhaust system with a chute or spoke suppressor.
In addition, Appendix I presents the sensitivity of the thrust coefficient to

changes in certain geometric parameters for a specific suppressor nozzle in

the form of plots. A detailed example of the calculation procedure used for

overall nozzle performance is included in Appendix J.
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5.3.2 Performance Estimation Methodology

5.3.2.1 Bare Suppressor

In the context of an overall airframe/engine design, many refinement

iterations occur. The nozzle design is a typical engine-subsystem optimization
procedure. Inputs from the cycle, technical, and acoustic groups are used to

set the nozzle design constraints. Using these inputs, an optimum-performance

exhaust system, as schematically shown in Figure 5-10, can be designed for the

mission. Nozzle performance coefficients are then supplied to the aforementioned
groups, and the next iteration commences.

The inputs from the cycle, mechanical, and acoustic groups used in

calculating nozzle performance coefficients are:

Mp External Mach number

PO Free-stream ambient pressure

PR O , PRi Outer and inner nozzle pressure ratios

Yo, Yi Outer and inner ratio of specific heats

TTo, TTi Outer and inner total temperature

Ao, Ai Outer and inner nozzle throat areas

Dmax Maximum nacelle diameter

N Number of spokes or chutes

Wci/Nco Chute width ratio

AR Area ratio of suppressor

0 Angle between suppressor exit plane and a line normal to

tae nozzle centerline (cant)

Viscosity

The nozzle designer has control over the following parameters:

DR s  Thickness of shroud at exit plane of suppressor

Rio  Inner nozzle outer radius

DR Depth of suppressor element on outer shroud

*Plug angle at chute exit plane

Average plug angle under spoke or chute

The general equation for calculating the overall nozzle thrust coeffi-

cient is:

Cfg~ozzle = Cfg (FID o ) + Cfg i (FIDi)

FID + FIDi

More details on the above input are included in Appendix I.

The method used in calculating the terms in the preceding expression is

presented below:
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D
Ro max -DR (2)~S

2

Solve implicitly using equations 3a-3h for Rot, Wc i  We 1 0

Wc /WC = Given (3a)
i 0

Total Chute Area = A, (AR - 1) (3b)

A Chute = (Total Chute Area)/N (3c)

Chute 00 0

+ o [ -Wco/4 - wc,4 ][(Wco + Wci)/2]

2 2 c1

+ Ro2 sin - 1 (Wci/2 Roi) - (Wci/2) *o 2 WC124

Wf o =2 Ro o sin [180/N - sin - 1 (Wco/2 Roo)] (3e)
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Wfi =2 Roi sin [180/N - sin-1 (Wci/2 Roi)] (3f)

AFlow = Total Flow Area/N (3g)

AFlow (ivcos 0)RO sin-i (Wfo/2 Roo) - (Wfo/2) Ro W-Sf/4 (3h)

0L 0~ V~WfL/4fi [(Wf0 + Wfi)/2]

+ Ro, sin1 (Wfi/2 R) - (wfi/2) R 2i Wf /4A

Suppressor projected base area:

AB =r(Roo _ Roi)+ N sin-1 (Wco/2 Roo )[(Roo + DRS)
2 - o (4)

- Ao cos a

Suppressor discharge coefficient:

CDo = CDV (CD6) (5a)

For TT o < 10000 R

CDV = 1.0 + [P0 (PR )/146960][5.4913999 - 0.060446929 TTo(cen )

-1.5267814(10- 3)Tocen) + 1.110391(10-4 )T() (5b)

-2.6897358(10-6 )T () + 2.9889184(10- 8)TTC)

- 1.2608694(10- 10)T 6
To (cen)

For TTo > 1000* R, CDV = 1

TTo(cen) - (5/9)(TTo - 491.688) converting TTo to 0 C
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CD6 1 - (0.130768/Re ) (5d)
HR0

ReHR [12 HRo(PRo)P0/l (TT) y/25040 CP (Yo -1)TT (5e)
o0

ii(TTo) f 2.278(10-8 )TI 5/(TTo + 198.6) (5f)

HR ° = Hydraulic radius of flow area between chutes (5g)

Geometric ratios used in statistically generated equations:

Rr = Roi/Roo  (6a)

Wf i/o = Wfi/Wfo (6b)

Wc i/o = Wci/Wc0  (6c)

DAR f DR/(Ro ° - Roi) (6d)

DQ = DR/Wco  (6e)

r 6 (r/180), converting degrees to radians (6f)

r( 1180) (6g)

ar  B(w/180) (6h)

B = 1.5708 + Or -r (61)

r124

124:
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Average base pressure ratio suppression

PB 1.39237 - 0.397401 *r + 0.075001 4r (7)

- 0.207877 PRO + 0.509907 Rr - 0.0513198 Wfi/o

- 0.324831 Wet/o - 0.969623 DAR - 0.128395 DAR
2

- 0.0946673 Wc
2  - 0.0300258 (DAR) Wc + 0.0360116 PR

2

i/o i/O

_ 0.0311525(Mp)(PRo) + 0.0523766 (Wc/) Mp + 0.032071(Wc/) PR
0i/0 i/0 0

- 0.0620996(DAR) Mp + 0.073894(DAR)PRo + 0.0151679(N)DAR

- 0.00335317(N)PR - 0.0661407 B
2 + 0.338926(B )DAR

0 r r

- 0.0652494 (Br) Mp + 0.0257783 (Brk.PR0

Base pressure drag of suppressor:

Base Drag = P0 (1 - PB)ABase 4. (8)

A
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Outer shroud and plug pressure and friction thrust loss:

For PR > 1.75, DR/Wco < 1.0 (9a)
0

ACfg °  0.126999 + 0.00150249 N + 0.0046364 8r - 0.0861853 Br

- 0.00362889 PR - 0.0233458 Rr + 0.0535316 Wfi/o

+ 2.4722 DAR2 + 0.144784 Wc/
2  + 0.0105388 PR

2

i/o 0

- 0.0367926 (Mp) PR0 + 0.0248003 (Wci/o) Mp

- 0.0430253 (Wci/o) PRo + 0.868742 (DAR) Mp

- 0.306672 (DAR) PR + 0.0013177 (N) Mp - 0.000776167 (N) PR0 0

+ 0.0101801 (Br) Mp + 0.00935727 (Br) PRo

For PR > 1.75, DR/Wc > 1.0 (9b)O O~

ACfg = -0.209783 + 0.0800173 r -0.170768 r + 0.193405 Mp

+ 0.00055485 PR + 0.202381 Rr - 0.0151082 Wc i/ + 0.0129846 DQ

2

i0.161545 Wc - 0.117331 (DAR) Wc i/ + 0.00986606 PR2

- 0.0171178 (Mp) PR0 - 0.0301847 (Wci/o) Mp + 0.0290685 (Wc i/o) PRo

- 0.00365368 (N) Mp + 0.000344757 (N) PR + 0.0950154 B
2

o r

- 0.000342231 (B ) N - 0.0459412 (Br) PR
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Ideal thrust of outer flow:

FID = (10)
0 C2 21( M R (I1-V

CD (A )PR (P )y -0 0 01 00 0 o 0 0 2

Suppressor base thrust loss:

ACfga = (Base Drag)/FID (11)0

Outer-nozzle thrust coefficient:

Cfg ° = 1 - ACfgB - ACfg (12)

Inner-nozzle thrust coefficient:

/1- NPRi ( - i)/Yi
Cfg i  1 P ( yig/ i  (Peak Cfg i - 1) + CXi  (13a)

Where peak Cfgi is the peak internal thrust coefficient as a function of
external area ratio (see Figure 5-11).

1 - NPR (1 - Yi)/ 'i

CXl = 1 - PR i (l - i)IYi i (13b)

(NPR -1 - PRi-I (A-9/A8)

CD( i1i) i i ( 1 - PRi(I - Yi)/Y

Where:

CD - 0.981

(A9/As)i = Internal area ratio of inner nozzle

NPR = Design pressure ratio corresponding to (A9/As)1
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Ideal thrust of inner flow:

FIDi =, (14)

CDi(Ai)PR (P0)Y 2 l + PR itY 1 [Yi lJ 1

Where CD, M 0.981

Having calculated all of the terms in Equation 1, the overall thrust co-
efficient may be restated:

Cfg (FIDo ) + Cfgi (FID )
CfgNozzle FID + FID

0

It should be noted that the performance of a single-flow suppressor
nozzle may be calculated from the above procedure by assuming a zero flow
area and weight flow for the inner nozzle.

Equations in this analysis can be grouped according to specific geometric

or aerodynamic components:

Equations 2, 3, 4, Geometric definition of the suppressor

Equation 5 Suppressor discharge coefficient

Equations 6, 7, 8, 10, 11 Thrust loss of outer flow due to suppressor

Equation 9 Thrust loss of outer flow due to outer
shroud and plug, pressure and friction
drag

Equation 12 Outer nozzle thrust coefficient

Equations 13, 14 Inner nozzle thrust coefficient

Equation 1 Overall nozzle thrust coefficient

With the exception of equations 7 and 9, the performance-loss analysis is

independent of the suppressor design and consists of equations which are the

general tools of nozzle design. The general equations can be found in many

reports and texts. Equations 7 and 9 are different; these two equations were
developed under this program, using a linear regression analysis, as discussed
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in Appendix I. Since Equations 7 and 9 are statisticaly generated from

a given data base, the validity of these equations would be highly suspect if

they were used outside the range of the data base. It is suggested that the

analysis (Equations 7 and 9) for overall nozzle performance be used only

between the lower and upper ranges specified in Table 5-1. It. addition, the

chute contour should be designed with the projected base area position as far

upstream as possible from the trailing edge. If the above constraints are

met, the predicted overall thrust coefficient for a given design should be

within + 1.0%6 of the actual thrust coefficient.

5.3.2.2 Ejectors

Ejector performance increments have been generalized based on setback

ejector test results from Reference18. These increments are shown in Figure

5-12 as a function of nozzle pressure ratio. Linear interpolation can be

used for Mach numbers between 0 and 0.36.

5.3.2.3 Example of Performance Prediction

In Appendix J, a dual-flow exhaust system with a suppressor on the outer

nozzle is treated as an example for the calculation procedure described above.
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Figure 5-12. Multichute/Ejector Performance.
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Table 5-1. Applicability Range of Parameters in GE Chute/Spoke Data Base.

Range of Chute/Spoke

Application Parameters

1.5 < Area Ratio, AR 2.5

0.457 <_ Radius Ratio, Ri/R o  !S 0.78

0.39 _ Width Ratio, Wfo/Wco  2.2

0.5 _ Depth Ratio, DR/Wco  _ 3.1

20 _ Element No., N < 48

900 ._ Angle Between Plug and < 1100
Suppressor Exit, B

100 < Plug Angle at Suppressor < 150
Exit Plane, 0

00 < Plug Angle Under Spoke < 150

or Chute, 0

0 < Flight Mach No., Mp 0.45

1.5 < Nozzle Pressure Ratio, <_ 3.5

PR
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6.0 MECHANICAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The exhaust system configuration and size are affected considerably by

the jet-noise-suppression arrangement. Exhaust system configuration and
size then affect the weight, complexity, and performance of the exhaust
system. Single-stream exhaust nozzles employ mechanical suppression devices
such as spokes, chutes, and tubes in the exhaust stream as shown in Figure
6-1. Two-stream exhaust systems are arranged with the hot, high-velocity
stream on the outside and the cooler, low-velocity stream on the inside to
take advantage of the so-called "coannular" suppression effect. This con-
figuration is shown in Figure 6-2. Mechanical suppressors may be added to
the hot, high-velocity stream of a dual-stream exhaust system as shown in
Figure 6-3; this increases suppression beyond that obtained by the coannular
effect. Additional suppression on both the single- and the dual-stream
exhaust nozzles may be obtained by surrounding the exhaust discharge with an
ejector shroud as shown in Figure 6-4. Single-stream nozzles can be used on
turbojets or bypass engines. Dual-stream nozzles are applied to bypass
engines. Either single-stream or dual-stream nozzles can be applied to
Variable Cycle Eagines (VCE).

6.1 MECHANICAL SUPPRESSOR EFFECTS

6.1.1 Exhaust Temperature Limit

Mechanical suppressors employing spokes,,,hutes, or tubes, which are
immersed in the hot exhaust stream, limit the exhaust stream temperature to
about 1700'F with the use of high-temperature metals. Development of
ceramic suppressor elements may allow the temperature limit to increase to
about 23000F. Providing cooling for suppressor elements is generally
regarded as prohibitive because of the additional cooling-system weight,
cooling-air performance losses, and increased suppressor-element storage
space.

6.1.2 Suppressed Performance

Mechanical suppressors decrease the exhaust system aerodynamic per-
formance. The primary cause of lower performance is the low base pressure
behind the suppressor elements (see Section 5.0 for details). Larger base
areas result in larger performance losses; therefore, from a performance

standpoint it is desirable to have a small base area ratio.

Base Area Chute Base Area + Exhaust Throat AreaAR-
Exhaust Throat Area Exhaust Throat Area

The base area pressure can be increased somewhat, improving performance
by ventilating the base of the suppressor elements to the ambient air.
Ventilation of radial suppressor elements is improved by making the cross
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Figure 6-1. Mechanically Suppressed, Single-Stream Exhaust
Nozzle Schematic.

I
Figure 6-2. Coannular, Unsuppressed, Dual-Stream Exhaust

Nozzle Schematic.

I
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f'igure 6-3. Mechanically Suppressed-Outer-Stream Exhaust
System Schematic.

Figure 6-4. Ejector-Shrouded Exhaust System Schematic.
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section "V" or "U" shaped and opening the outer radius to the ambient free-
stream flow. Lengthening the outer cross section also increases the ventila-
tion. Ranking of suppressor-element geometries in terms of improved aero-
dynamic performance is, therefore: (1) spokes (unventilated), (2) shallow
chutes, and (3) deep chutes (see Figure 6-5). Base pressure of tube suppres-
sors is improved by ventilation and lengthening the tubes to reduce aspiration
of the base. Ventilation of the suppressor base in a two-stage ejector
nozzle (TSEN), typical of that evaluated during the U.S. SST program, is
difficult because it requires optimum ventilation positioning of the suppres-
sor relative to the tertiary inlet which is designed primarily for good
unsuppressed performance.

6.1.3 Suppressor-Stowed Performance

During engine operation where suppression is not required, suppression
devices are stowed to improve aerodynamic performance which facilitates con-
figuration flexibility to meet operational requirements. The stowage
arrangement should be such that interference (with unsuppressed flow streams)
and high leakage losses do not occur. Single-flow plug nozzles provide
space in the plug for stowage of a high-suppression, good-performance, deep-
chute suppressor. Chute cover doors provide good aerodynamic surfaces with
minimal leakage loss effects. Tube suppressors can also be stowed in plug
nozzles, as shown in Figure 6-6, but the stowage constraints result in a
suppressor design with a large number (Z200) of short tubes which do not
terminate at a common plane. The desirable tube suppressor configuration
for good performance (see Sections 3.0 and 5.0) and high suppression (see
Sections 3.0 and 4.0) has about 60 relatively long tubes ending in a single
plane.

The stowage space for suppressors in dual-stream plug nozzles is more
limited. For this application, shallow-chute suppressors stowed in an
inverted position, parallel to the plug surface, without cover doors is
recommended. This arrangement provides the additional suppression required
above the coannular suppression with negligible st'owed-position performance
losses.

Tube suppressors in two-stage ejector nozzles, as shown in Figure 6-7 in
the stowed position, tend to interfere with the tertiary or ambient stream
flow and thus reduce unsuppressed performance. Storage arrangements of the
tube suppressors which have the tube inlets on main-stream expansion surfaces
may cause unsuppressed-performance losses.

Mechanical, jet-noise suppressors designed for good suppression tend to
make the exhaust system larger in diameter than desired for good unsuppressed
performance. This increases drag and/or internal losses. Therefore a care-
ful trade of exhaust system diameter and jet noise suppression must be made
to assure good performance in the unsuppressed modes.
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Spoke Shallow Chute Deep Chute

Figure 6-5. Typical Mechanical Suppressor/Plug Nozzle
Elements.

Figure 6-6. Multitube/Plug Nozzle Concept
Schematic.

.
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6.2 WEIGHT. COMPLEXITY, AND COST IMPLICATIONS OF JET NOISE SUPPRESSORS

The exhaust system weight is primarily a function of the nozzle maximum
diameter. Other weight effects include the addition of hardware to implement
modes of operation other than the primary function of expanding the exhaust
gas efficiently (such as thrust reversers and sound suppressors). Secondary
weight effects include the number of components required and the configura-
tion, loading, and support of these components. Larger quantities of com-
ponents generally result in higher weights. Components subjected to bending
generally weigh more than those subjected to tensile stress; complexity also
follows these trends. Increased size, number of control systems, and number
of components increase complexity. Cost increases with size and complexity.

Therefore, it is important in the design of an exhaust system to mini-
mize the size, consistent with exhaust gas flow rate and expansion require-
ments, and to combine other functional operations with the gas-discharge area
and expansion-control hardware. This should be done primarily with components
in hoop (tension) stress. An example of this is the integration of the
thrust reverser in the single-stream plug nozzle shown in Figure 6-8. The
thrust reverser cascades are attached to the translating shroud that controls
the internal expansion area relative to the throat area for efficient expan-
sion at varying exhaust pressure ratios throughout the flight profile.
Extension of the shroud to a position that exposes the cascades to the exhaust
gas and ambient air, for thrust reversing, is accomplished with the same
control system, which positions the shroud for efficient expansion. Movable
reverser internal or external covers are not required. The reverser blocker
function is effected with the flaps and with the control system which con-
trols the nozzle throat area. The shroud and reverser cascades are a cylinder;
this results in differential pressure loads being taken in hoop tension.

Integration of a jet noise suppressor in the exhaust system requires the
same approach to function integration. The moderate suppression provided
inherently by the coannular nozzle is readily adaptable to the plug nozzle as
shown in Figure 6-2. The primary suppression criterion affecting the coannu-
lar nozzle sizing is the outer stream radius ratio, R 0/R (the outer-

stream, inner radius divided by the outer-stream, outer radius). The sizing
relationship is:

R - Ao Cos

9

where: A = Outer stream throat area
0

= Discharge angle (cant)

R9 = Outer stream outer discharge radius equ&'i R , i.e., R9  R 0
3o8
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Figure 6-7. IMultitube/Two-Stage Ejector Nozzle
Schematic.

0

Figure 6-8. Reverser Integration in Single-Stream Plug
Nozzle.
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This can be rewritten as:

R _____ 1

~(R)2]\Roo/

This is shown in graph form in Figure 6-9 at AR = 1. For most engine
cycles, R0 '/Ro = 0.85 will yield an R9 matching closely with the required
supersonic-cruyse, full-expansion R9

.

For additional suppression, above that provided by the coannular effect,
shallow-chute suppressors may be added to the outer stream as shown in
Figure 6-3. The suppression criteria affecting nozzle sizing is the radius
ratio, Roi/Roo, and the suppressor base area ratio, AR.

AR = q (Ro0
2 - Roi2 ) = Chute Base Area + Ao

Ao cosfi Ao

Then, the sizing relationship is:

Ao (AR) cos S

This is shown in graph form in Figure 6-9 for AR's 1.25 through 2.50.
Single-stream nozzle suppression sizing criteria are also defined by the
equation above. Figure 6-9 includes nondimensional radius values obtained
from previous studies of unsuppressed single- and dual-flow plug nozzles
corresponding to supersonic-cruise, full-expansion, cycle requirements. Also
shown on Figure 6-9 are typical suppressed configurations evaluated in the
course of the aircraft integration studies conducted in Task 3 of the program
(see Reference 1). The design envelope line shown on Figure 6-9 corresponds
to the most reasonable (and maximum) possible radius from the standpoint of
excessive weight and drag. The mechanically suppressed nozzles tend to have
a larger diameter than that required for full expansion at supersonic cruise.
Therefore a trade between Roi/Roo, AR, and R9 for full expansion must be
made.

The weight variation with R9 of an exhaust system of the same configura-
tion is given by: _r( R )2.4

Exhaust System Weight 9 Reference I Baseline Weight

Therefore the percent weight increase for a specific nozzle configura-
tion can be defined by
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4.0 A.co Baseline

0 Dua Flow From Task 3
-3 0DualFlow (Reference 1)

RO R9  Q Single Flowl

3.5 LJ 2.25

3 R R9 = 
4 7 R)Cos a3/7[1 - (R0 1/R,0)

2  2.00

R 9 /A 0co. 8 = AR/[l -(R 0/R 0 ) I

2.5

Ch 1.00 (Annular,

No Suppressor)
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Suppressor
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1.5 -Expansion

Expansion

1.01
0.5 0.6 0.7 R/R 0.8 0.g 1.0

Figure 6-9. Relationship Between Nozzle Exit Radius, Throat Area,
and Area Ratio.
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% Increase = R9 Reerence -jO0

R 9R-- Reference

I -erc ])

This is shown in Figure 6-10 for various area ratios for a single-stream
nozzle and in Figure 6-11 for a dual-stream nozzle. The reader is referred
to Section 3.0, Figures 3-32 and 3-33, where specific single- and dual-flow

suppressor A weight and A maximum nozzle diameter increase trends are shown
as functions of engine airflow. More details can be found in Reference 1.

As shown in the sizing equation, the absolute R9 is affected by A which
0

is a function of the engine airflow, the split between the inner and outer

stream airflows, and the discharge temperature and pressure. These are
defined by a specific engine cycle to yield a specific thrust. To change the

thrust for a specific cycle, the airflow may be changed to yield a linear
change in Ao . This allows the exhaust system weight to be scaled as:

( Airflow I *2

Weight = Weight reference Airflow reference

This is shown in Figure 6-12 for typical unsuppressed dual-stream and
single-stream nozzles with a radius ratio of 0.84.

A fair indication of an exhaust system's complexity, which in turn is

reflected in its reliability, is the number of actuation systems required.
Added to this is the complexity involved with subsystems (which require a
large number of components) such as flaps and seals, hinged doors, rotating

clamshells, and an augmentor system. Accordingly, the following index was

devised to compare the complexities of exhaust systems.

Subsystem Complexity Rating

Moving structural actuation system I

Augmentor control system 1

Flaps and seals 1/2

Hinged or sliding doors 1/2

Augmentor 1
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Reverser cascades 1/4

Rotating clamshells 1/2

VCE Variable Area Bypass Injector
(VABI), where applicable 1/2

Suppressor tubes chutes or spokes 1/2

Ratings of various exhaust systems based on this index are shown in
Table 6-1 and also shown graphically in Figure 6-13.

6.3 TYPICAL SUPPRESSOR INSTALLATIONS

Figure 6-14 shows a typical preliminary design-layout sketch of the
coannular exhaust system with Roi/Roo = 0.84, and Figure 6-15 shows this
nozzle with the addition of a 40-shallow-chute suppressor with an area ratio
of 1.75 and Roi/Roo = 0.72. The addition of the suppressor resulted in an
increase of maximum radius of 0.75 inch and an estimated weight increase
of 550 lbm. Referring to the complexity rating chart, the addition of one
actuation system and the suppressor resulted in an increase in rating from
6.25 to 7.75, which in turn, implies an adverse impact on both system
reliability and maintainability.

Figure 6-16 shows the single-flow exhaust system with a 32-deep-chute
suppressor with an area ratio of 2.0 and radius ratio - 0.62. Compared to
an unsuppressed, single-flow exhaust system at radius ratio - 0.80, the addition
of the suppressor resulted in an increase of maximum radius of 3.9 inches
and a weight increase of 1850 Ibm. The addition of two actuation systems,
the suppressor, and the suppressor cover doors resulted in an increase of
the complexity index from 6.75 to 9.75.

The above illustrations suggest that strong consideration be given to
simple shallow-chute-suppressor installations, assuming noise reduction
potential and performance degradation are acceptable, since they do not
appear to significantly increase the complexity rating over the unsuppressed
counterparts as much as deep-chute, full-span suppressor systems.
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Figure 6-14. Unsuppressed Coannular Exhaust System.

Figure 6-15. Dual-Flow Exhaust System with Mechanically Suppressed
Outer Flow.
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7.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The design guide information included herein permits the preliminary
design engineer to assess how aircraft-mission goals are influenced by

various engine-type/engine-cycle parameters, aircraft flight trajectory
characteristics, nozzle aerodynamic performance, suppressor nozzle acoustic
effectiveness, and associated mechanical design features. When possible,

the design guide includes an assessment of the accuracy and range of

applicability for the various computational procedures, graphs, etc.

The design guide also provides the engineer with a powerful diagnostic
tool, in the form of the unified aeroacoustic prediction model developed in

the course of Task 2 of this program, to study how the various and competing
noise mechanisms impact the resultant noise s~gnature. This, in turn, may
provide some insight into how the nozzle geometry might be altered to bring
about a more favorable balance among the various noise mechanisms. Since

this prediction model is based primarily on engineering principles rather
than on empirical correlations, it offers the engineer an opportunity to
explore the acoustic potential of new nozzle concepts.

The techniques presented in this design guide are based on the results

from Task 2, Task 3, Task 4, and Task 5 of this program, and on other contrac-

tor studies. Although most of the techniques presented herein have been
verified by experiment, some lack sufficient experimental-data-bank depth

to be accurately assessed. Nevertheless, the information contained in this

design guide should provide a reasonably accurate and rational approach to
predicting the flight noise and aerodynamic performance of a wide variety of

noise-abatement nozzles over a range of flow conditions and flight velocities
of interest.
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8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the information contained in this design guide, several recommen-

dations are in order relative to further verifying the engineering correla-
tion (M*S) and unified aeroacoustic prediction (M*G*B) models as well as
understanding noise-abatement-nozzle, jet-noise characteristics during the
critical flight mode.

" More flight-type data from simulated flight or actual flight tests
should be obtained so that the three noise components (premerged,
postmerged, and shock cell) of the M*S model can be better defined
with frequency.

* This flight-data bank can also be utilized to further improve and

expand the in-flight capability of the M*G*B technique.

" Shock-cell noise for baseline (single and dual flow) and multi-
element (single and dual flow) nozzles should be examined more
closely to improve shock-cell noise prediction in both the M*S
model and in the M*G*B model during "flight." This will permit
discriminating shock-cell noise (which is present statically) and
attendant flight effects (i.e., dynamic effect) with the so-called
initial or premerged jet-noise component (especially in the aft

quadrant).

Additionally, several important problems, relating to flight and full-
scale aircraft, need to be addressed to minimize the current uncertainty in
predicted flight-noise levels. These include:

" Procedures to reduce noise - such as engine operational techniques

(power management); important low-speed aircraft characteristics
also need to be better defined to exploit EGA (Extra Ground Attenua-
t' ) and take full benefit of the shielding of engine noise by the
ai .aft.

" Impact of suppressor installations on mission performance and

economics must be addressed in more depth.
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APPENDIX A - FUNDAMENTALS OF JET NOISE MECHANISMS

Several basic theoretical studies and critical experiments were con-
ducted in Task 2 of this program (Reference 14) aimed at identifying and
quantifying the important jet noise generation Lnd emission mechanisms.
From these studies and experiments, a unified aeroacoustic jet noise pre-
diction method was developed based on a modelinp of the principal noise
generation and emission mechanisms from engineering principles rather than
utilizing empirical correlations of experimental results. The unified
aeroacoustic prediction computer model, designated as M*G*B, is described
in detail in References 14 and 15. Extensive data/theory comparisons were
carried out in Task 2, using scale-model jet noise data for a wide variety
of nozzle types and operating conditions; these results are also given in
Reference 14. These data/theory comparisons were carried out in model size
(as measured) in order to minimize the influence of distance extrapolation
and atmospheric absorption on the evaluation of the M*G*B model prediction
accuracy.

Data/theory comparisons were also carried out in Task 3 of this program
in order to verify the jet noise principles upon which the M*G*B prediction
model is based. Task 3 data/theory comparisons and delponstration of the
diagnostic capability of the M*G*B prediction model are documented in
Reference 12. Emphasis was placed on the ability to predict full-size
engine nozzle jet noise at typical engine takeoff and community conditions.
The many data/theory comparisons carried out in Task 2 and Task 3 show that
the M*G*B prediction model is capable of predicting and explaining the
acoustic characteristics of many types of jet nozzles. The M*G*B model was
demonstrated to be a useful diagnostic tool for assessing the relative
importance of the various jet noise mechanisms for a given nozzle type; the
program can serve as a design evaluation and optimization tool.

The utility of the M*G*B model lies in providing a more detailed
analysis of the aerodynamic flow field and acoustic characteristics of a
given nozzle configuration than would be available from trend charts or the
empirically based M*S prediction model (see Section 4.0). For example,
M*G*B allows the designer to investigate the impact of nozzle-element
placement and shape on the jet plume decay characteristics and on the
corresponding far-field noise signature. It can be used as a diagnostic
tool to reveal how well the suppression of a selected configuration is
being achieved and perhaps illuminate potential trouble areas at off-design
conditions (cut-back or approach power).

The first discussion of this appendix reviews the primary jet noise
generation and emission mechanisms relevant to high velocity jets. The next
section summarizes the formulation of the unified aeroacoustic jet noise
prediction model (M*G*B) based on the mechanisms discussed. Finally, a
demonstration is presented of how the M*G*B prediction model can be used
as a design evaluation and diagnostic tool.
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JET NOISE MECHANISMS

The jet noise theories of Lighthill (Reference 25), Ribner (Reference 26),
and Ffowcs-Williams (Reference 27) have identified and quantified a number of
important physical characteristics of jet noise. These include: (l) the
generation of sound by small-scale, random, turbulent-eddy fluctuations; (2)
the "quadrupole" nature of the acoustic field, and (3) convective amplification
of the sound due to motion of the turbulent-eddy sources relative to the
observer. From these theoretical developments, a scaling principle for jet
noise has been extracted (Ahuja and Bushell, Reference 28) as follows:
P(Q) = SPL - 10 0 (VJ/Vred)8 1 i0 01 (D/R)2 _ 10 logl0 (I+M cos e)-5

2
- 10 log10 (p/Pref) (A-l)

where Q - Doppler-shifted frequency = (fD/Vj) (1 + Mc cos ei)

and P - normalized sound pressure level (dB)

SPL - far-field sound pressure level (dB)

Vj - nozzle exit jet velocity

V - reference velocity
ref

D - nozzle diameter

R - observation radius

Mc - eddy convection Mach number

P] - nozzle exit jet density

Pref - reference density

6 - observation angle from inlet axis (6= 1800 - 6 )eiij

f - stationary - observer frequency

According to this scaling principle, one should obtain a universal curve
of P versus Q when far-field noise measurements of SPL versus f are normalized
according to Equation A-1 regardless of jet velocity, diameter, density (or
temperature), frequency, or angle and radius of measurement.

Recent careful experimental studies by Lush (Reference 29), Ahuja and
Bushell (Reference 28), and Hoch, et al. (Reference 30) shop that this scaling
principle is not able to collapse parametric data onto a singie curvu. For
example, for cold jets at small values of Q (source Strouhal number), the
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factor (1 + M cos 0.) - 5 in Equation A-i underestimates the variation of nuise
with angle. Eonversely, at high values of Q, this factor overestimates the
variation of noise with angle. For hot jets, the data are best correlated if
the factor (pJ/ ref) 2 in Equation A-i is replaced by (pJ/p ff)W, where the
density exponent w is itself a function of jet velocity raf[o VJ/C o (Co is
the ambient speed of sound). Only for values of VJ/C o in excess of about 1.3
does u approach the theoretical value of 2. Also, the observed effect of
heating is to bias the SPL spectrum to lower frequencies.

Most of the above discrepancies can be resolved, while retaining the
Lighthill notion of ascribing jet noise to convected quadrupoles, if the fact
that the turbulent eddies do not communicate directly with ambient atmosphere
(because of the shrouding effect of the mean jet flow) is accounted for. The
classical theories (References 25 through 27) were based on a stationary-wave-
equation acoustic analogy which implicitly contains mean-flow propogation
effects in the right-hand side or forcing function. To extract the mean-flow
effects explicitly requires further manipulations to arrive at a governing
equation for acoustic pressure which is clearly in the form of an inhomogenous,
convected-wave equation driven by convected, solenoidal, turbulent velocity
fluctuations. Such an equation was first derived by Phillips (Reference 31),
and has been developed more fully by Lilley (Reference 32) and Goldstein and
Howes (Reference 33). General sol:-tions to these convected-wave equations
have been formulated by Pao (Reference 34), Tester and Burrin (Reference 35),
and Berman (Reference 36). Earlier works by Ribner (Reference 26), Schubert
(Reference 37), Powell (Reference 38), and Csanady (Reference 39) have drawn
attention to the importance of mean-flow shrouding effects.

Motivated by the desire to avoid obscuring the physics by complicated
numerical approaches, Mani (References 40 through 44) has developed closed-
form analytical solutions to the Lilley-Goldstein type equation by modeling
the jet flow as simple. round. )lug-flow jet. From these solutions several
novel aspects of the jet noise problem, not discernible at all from the Light-
hill approach, have emerged. These include the following:

1. The Lighthill factor (1 + Mc cos .k)-5 for directivity emerges only
as the limit for zero-flow Mach number and nonzero eddy-convection
Mach number and is not even a good, low-frequency approximation.
The directivity is frequency dependent.

2. Due to mean-flow shrouding effects, i.e., inhomogeneity of the flow
in the transverse direction, transverse quadrupoles exhibit reduced
convective amplification compared to longitudinal quadrupoles.

3. The combination of refraction and wave-trapping produce the observed
fall-off in noise at angles close to the Jet axis.

4. Mean-flow density gradients act to generate dipol and simple-source
terms which scale with jet velocity as VJ and VJ , respectively,
for a constant value of jet density. These additional noise sources
counteract the reduced emission of the quadrupole sources due to
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heating, becoming less important as jet velocity increases, since

the quadrupole noise source scales with jet velocity as Vj8 .

These aspects were all confirmed by Mani (References 40 through 44)
through extensive data/theory comparisons with several sources of acoustic
data. In particular, the variation in noise with observer angle, Gi, was
verified as to frequency dependence. Additionally, the necessity for having
a variable density exponent was found to be adequately expalined by the
mean-flow shrouding effects and attendant additional noise-source contribu-
tions due to heating. Figure A-1 shows the agreement obtained between
theory and experiment for a subsonic, round jet in terms of directivity
characteristics. Figure A-2 shows a comparison of the empirically derived
density exponent (w) with the values inferred from the theoretical model as
a function of jet velocity ratio Vj/C o . These results, and many other
comparisons reported in References 43 and 44, have conclusively demonstrated
that mean-flow shrouding is an important jet noise mechanism. These studies
have also verified that Lighthill's original concept of compact turbulent
eddies convecting and decaying with the flow is a reasonable physical picture
of jet noise, provided that the influence of the mean flow is properly
accounted for.

Another important noise mechanism for supersonic, choked jets is the
interaction of convecting turbulent eddies with the shock-cell formations in
the jet. The shock/turbulence interaction process can produce a discrete
tone or "screech" component which is related to acoustic feedback with the
nozzle. For actual engine nozzles and scale nozzles operating at heated
engine cycle conditions, this feedback mechanism is rarely observed and can

be "tuned out" if it does appear. The component of major concern is the
broadband noise usually termed shock-cell noise. Although shock-cell noise
is "broadband," in that it has a wide spectrum, it can exhibit a sharp peak.

A physical picture of the shock-cell noise mechanism has been proposed
and modeled semiempirically by Harper-Bourne and Fisher (Reference 45).
This picture is basically one of turbulent eddies passing by (or through)
the shock fronts, disturbing the shocks, and causing them to emit acoustic
waves. The acoustic waves interfere constructively or destructively, depend-
ing on the shock spacing, eddy convection velocity, and the lifetime of a
given eddy. From the theoretical and experimental studies in Reference 45,
several important features of shock-cell noise were revealed, as follows:

1. The overall sound pressure level (OASPL) is independent of jet
temperature.

2. The OASPL is nearly omnidirectional, i.e., independent of observer
angle 0i .

3. The OASPL varies as the fourth power of the shock-cell parameter

a, where 8 -nr - 1 and Mj is the jet exit plane Mach number
based on is e opic expansion.
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4. The spectrum peak noise frequency is proportional to jet velocity
and inversely proportional to shock spacing.

Shock-cell noise tends to dominate the total jet noise spectrum in the
forward quadrant (0 < 900) at middle to high frequencies. This is illus-
trated qualitatively in Figure A-3. Experimental evidence, e.g., that of
Drevit, et al. (Reference 46), indicates that basic shock-cell-noise
strength is unaltered in flight and is in fact amplified (by the Doppler
effect) in the forward quadrant, due to aircraft motion, by a factor
(l - MP cos 01)-4 where M is the flight Mach number. Since the turbulent
mixing noise may possibly be reduced in flight in the aft quadrant
(0> > 900), it becomes increasingly important to be able to account for
shock-cell noise because it may weigh heavily on the effective perceived
noise level (EPNL). This calls for a thorough understanding of shock-cell-
noise mechanisms and effects, especially for suppressed nozzles contemplated
for Advanced Supersonic Transport (AST) aircraft.

There are other mechanisms, such as lip noise and large-scale structure,
which may contribute to the total observed jet noise spectrum. These mecha-

nisms have been studied in some detail as part of Task 2. Results of studies
conducted by Siddon (References 14 and 47) for General Electric show lip noise
to be relatively insignificant except at very low jet velocities (VJ/C o < 0.7).
Even at these low velocities a well-designed, aerodynamically clean nozzle
does not exhibit appreciable lip noise. These conclusions are based on exten-
sive measurements of cross-correlations between far-field microphones and
nozzle flush-mounted transducers (both internal and external) made over a wide
range of nozzle velocities, nozzle types, and with and without external-flow
flight simulation.

The question of orderly, large-scale structure as a possible noise mecha-
nism is more difficult to address. Studies conducted by Laufer (References 14
and 48) for General Electric have not produced any concrete evidence that
large-scale structure is a direct cause of noise although it may exist under
certain flow conditions (e.g., low Reynolds number). Extensive data/theory
comparisons using a prediction model which ignores large-scale structure as
a noise mechanism have shown no consistent discrepancies which could be
attributable to large-scale structure.

M*G*B AEROACOUSTIC PREDICTION

The unified aeroacoustic prediction model developed to predict the noise
or arbitrary jets is based upon four primary sound-generation/emission mecha-
nisms:

1. Sound generation by small-scale turbulence produced in the mixing
zones of the jet plume, convecting with the flow.

2. Convective amplification due to turbulent eddy motion relative to
the observer.
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3. Mean-flow shrouding (fluid shielding) of the generated sound.

4. Shock/turbulence interaction (shock-cell, broadband noise).

The model utilizes a representation of the jet plume as a "collection"
of uncorrelated (nearly compact), turbulent-eddy, multipole sources. These
sources radiate sound with an intensity spectrum directly related to the
local flow properties, i.e., mean velocity, density, turbulence intensity,
and length scale. The net radiation of the generated sound from each eddy
is a function of the flow environment of that eddy treated as an acoustic-
wave propogation through a parallel, shear-flow model of the jet plume. The
shock-cell noise mechanism is modeled using extensions of the Harper-Bourne/
Fisher (Reference 45) method. The turbulent mixing noise and shock-cell
noise are assumed to be independent of each other. Flight effects are
accounted for in both the mixing noise and the shock-cell noise calculations.

The prediction model contains four major elements: (1) an aerodynamic
flow-field prediction procedure, (2) a sound/flow interaction acoustic model,
(3) a mixing-noise source-strength spectrum model, and (4) a shock-cell
noise prediction. These four elements are described briefly in the following
paragraphs.

Aerodynamic Flow-Field Model

The aerodynamic flow field is modeled using an extension of Reichardt's
theory (Reference 49). This extension consists of superposition of elemental
solutions of Reichardt's theory to construct complex flows from nozzles of
arbitrary cross section. This approach was first suggested by Alexander, et
al. (Reference 50) and applied to suppressor nozzle configurations by Lee,
and Grose and Kendall (Reference 5i and 52). Reichardt's theory is based
on the experimental observation that the axial momentum profiles in the
similarity region of a jet (or wake) are bell shaped or Gaussian. Utilizing
this observation and hypothesizing a proportional relationship between
transverse momentum and radial gradient of axial momentum, a linear parabolic
governing equation for axial momentum of the diffusion type was deduced.
This equation has the following form for axisymmetric flow:

x F =r 9 r r 3 (A-2)

where F is the local axial momentum flux F = (p u2 - pa u2a), (x, r) are the
axial and radial coordinates respectively, p is the local density, and u is
the local axial velocity. The subscript "a" denotes the ambient free-stream
values. The proportionality factor X = X(x) is an empirically determined
mixing constant which varies linearly with axial distance along the jet.
Alexander, et al. (Reference 50) have derived similar relations for stagnation
enthalpy flux; i.e., F - puH where H is the local stagnation enthalpy relative
to the free-stream value.
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Because the governing equations for pu2 and puH are linear, the summa-
tion of elemental solutions to Equation A-2 is also a solution. This unique
feature of Reichardt's theory permits the construction of quite complex jet
flow fields with relatively simple mathematics. Although more rigorous
theories are available for simple jet flows, there is no other technique
presently available which offers the capability of modeling jet flows typical
of aircraft engine suppressor nozzles such as multiple-tube, lobe, and spoke/
chute nozzles, etc.

In addition to the mean-flow quantities u and p, the turbulent shear
stresses can be deduced from the Reichardt hypothesis: transverse momentum
flux puv (v is the transverse velocity component) is proportional to the
transverse gradient of axial momentum flux,

puv = X(3/Dr) pu 2 , (A-3)

together with an assumption that the turbulent shear stress is approximated
by T = (Pu'v') = puv. The primes denote fluctuation component quantities.
This flow-modeling approach has been applied to coannular jet flows by
Gliebe and Balsa (Reference 53). Details of the flow-field-calculation
method are given in References 14 and 15.

Sound/Flow Interaction (Shielding) Model

Based on the successful work of Mani (References 40-44) in accounting
for mean-flow shrouding effects on jet noise, Balsa (References 54 and 55)
has applied the plug-flow modeling approach to explaining the characteristics
of noncircular jets. For example, utilizing low-frequency approximations, a
solution for elliptic jets was developed (Reference 54). Also, using a
plug-flow, annular-jet model, some aspects of the flow shrouding or shielding
which takes place in multitube suppressor nozzles were explained. Finally,
the solutions for mean-flow shrouding effects in coannular nozzles were
developed in Reference 53.

It was found, however, that for high jet velocities (Vj/C o > 1) and
high frequencies (fD/Vj > 1), the simple plug-flow models with centerline
convecting sources overestimated the mean-flow shielding effects. This
resulted in an underestimation of noise near the jet axis. It was found neces-
sary to account for mean-flow profile shape and radial source location.
Closed-form solutions for the pressure fields of various high-frequency,
convected singularities immersed in a parallel shear flow were developed by
Balsa (Reference 56) using Lilley's equation. A parallel shear flow is
assumed with continuous velocity and temperature profiles. Lilley's equation
is given by:

OC2 DpD () - (log C2 ) D =+ 2 au 32p S (A-4)
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where

D + U and S = PD [VVu'u'] (A-5)

In the above, U = U(r), C = C(r), and p = p(r) are the mean jet velocity,
speed of sound, and density, respectively. The symbol V is the gradient
operator, t is time and u' is essentially the turbulent velocity fluctuation.
The coordinate system and geometry are shown in Figure A-4. Roughly speaking
the aerodynamic calculation provides the distributions of U, C, p , and S.
Equation (A-4) is solved in closed form for the acoustic pressure by the
WKBJ Technique. In particular, the Green's function is constructed for
this equation which, when convolved with the actual source function S,
yields the solution to Lilley's equation. It turns out that the high-
frequency assumption in the analysis is not very restrictive and is generally
fulfilled for high-velocity jets. A similar approach was used by Pao
(Reference 34) for solving Phillips' equation (Reference 31).

In the solution for the Green's function, several possibilities arise
depending on the zeros of

2 (1 - M cos 8)2_ 2 (A-6)

g (C/Co) - -cos

where M = M(r) U(r)/C o . Depending on the observer angle 9j, the radial
velocity U(r) profiles, and the density p(r) profiles, the parameter g2 can
have one or more zeros or turning points. The precise form of the Green's
function depends on the location of the source with respect ot these turning
points. Altogether there are six possibilities, and closed-form solutions

have been obtained for all of these. Some correspond to (but are not
identical to) Pao's (Reference 34) SO, Sl, and S2 modes. When acoustic shielding
is encountered (e.g., when ro < ra , where ro is the location of the source and
r. is the unique turning point), the amplitude of the Green's function is
exponentially small in the far field; the argument of this exponential is
(-W6/Co), where w is the source frequency and 6 is the thickness of an effec-

tive fluid layer surrounding the source. Details of the fluid shielding
calculation method are given in References 14 and 15.

Source Spectrum Model

From the aerodynamic flow-field model described previously, mean
velocity, density, and turbulent shear-stress profiles can be computed
throughout the jet. This calculation also provides the characteristic
strength, frequency, and size of the acoustic convecting quadrupole sources
that drive the far-field pressure fluctuations. The characteristic frequency
and the length scale are determined from the aerodynamic predictions of a

and u' utilizing the empirically derived similarity relations of Davies et al.
(Reference 5b,
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Figure A-4. Parallel Shear-Flow Model of the Jet.
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au u
WO = LU, Co (A-7)

where u is the local mean velocity, u' is the local turbulence intensity, and
Wo and t are the characteristic frequency and length-scale, respectively.

Ribner (Reference 58) has explained how the fundamental solutions asso-
ciated with the various quadrupole types can be employed to derive the axially
symmetric sound field of a round jet. By employing a model of homogeneous
isotropic turbulence in the moving eddy reference frame, and by examining the
directional average with respect to the azimuthal coordinate of the sound
field, Ribner was able to ascribe "weighting factors" to the various quadrupole
contributions. This approach is employed in the present model formulation by
utilizing the various quadrupole solutions developed from the high-frequency
analysis of Lilley's equation. The amplitude ascribed to each of these
quadrupole types is the form:

dI(w) = p2 13 (u) 4 w4 H(v) dv dV/R2 C5  (A-8)
o 0

where dl () is the acoustic intensity per elemental jet volume dV, p0o is the
ambient density, u' is the local turbulence intensity; H(v) is the Fourier
transform of the moving-frame, space-time cross-correlation of u'; and v is
the ratio of emission frequency w to characteristic frequency wo. Equation
A-8 is used to calculate the mixing-noise amplitude and frequency content for
each volume element in the jet. Details of the source spectrum calculation
procedure are given in References 14 and 15.

Shock-Cell Noise Model

A shock-cell noise model was initiated to extend the work of Fisher and
Harper-Bourne (FHB) to annular, dual-flow, and multielement nozzles. Consid-
erable scale-model data were taken to extract the shock-cell noise character-
istics of several nozzle types both statically and in forward flight. From
detailed analysis of the data, it was concluded that the FHB concept of shock
cells radiating acoustic waves as they are disturbed by turbulent eddies is
a reasonable physical picture of the cause of shock-cell broadband noise.
The mathematical model of this phenomenon developed by FHB for static conical
nozzles has been generalized to more complex nozzle configurations. The most
pertinent of these ideas are discussed in the following paragraphs.

As mentioned above, the primary physical mechanism for the production of
broadband noise by the presence of shock cells in the jet plume is the
emission of acoustic waves by the shock fronts as they are "disturbed" by the
passage of turbulent eddies through and/or by them. The eddies, produced in
the mixing of the plume, are themselves fluctuating "blobs" of vorticity;
thus, the emitted acoustic waves from the shocks have characteristics which
are related to the unsteadiness of the turbulent disturbances, i.e., the
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characteristic frequency and ;implitude. The strength of the emitted wave
must also be a function of the shock strength. The process is similar to the

linear "transfer function" model of Ribner (Reference 59) where a vorticity
wave of given amplitude and frequency is input to a shock, and the output is
a transmitted vorticity wave, an internally generated entropy wave, and a
pressure (acoustic) wave.

Each shock in the jet plume emits acoustic waves in a random or broad-
band fashion, related to the randomness of the disturbing turbulence. The
far-field mean-square sound pressure of this emission, after the summation of
the contributions from all the shocks, produces a spectrum composed of two
basic components. First, the sum of the mean-square pressure signals from
each shock produces a "group spectrum" which is rather broadband in character,
similar to a jet mixing-noise spectrum. The second component, referred to as
the "interference spectrum," results from the selective reinforcement and
cancellation which occurs between emitted waves from neighboring shocks. The
superposition of these two components results in the rather "peaky" spectrum
shape observed for shock-cell noise. This is illustrated in Figure A-5.

Through examination of data from several nozzle types and an evaluation
of the FHB formulation, a plausible extension of the present FHB model to
noncircular nozzles was developed. It was found that the group spectrum
component (Figure A-5) was dependent on flow area for level-scaling and on
equivalent diameter for frequency-scaling. The interference spectrum,
however, scales with hydraulic diameter or, more correctly, shock-cell
spacing. When the nozzle hydraulic diameter is significantly less than the
equivalent-area diameter, the interference spectrum is displaced to higher
frequencies - resulting in a total spectrum shape which is quite different from
that of a conical nozzle (as shown in Figure A-6).

To demonstrate the validity of the above hypothesized model extension,
data from a conical nozzle and a rectangular, 6:1 aspect-ratio nozzle were
examined. Predictions of the shock-cell noise spectra were made for these
nozzles using the modified FHB theory described qualitatively above. Results
of the calculations and comparisons with measured data, for a supercritical
pressure ratio condition, are shown in Figures A-7 and A-8. Figure A-7 shows
the measured SPL spectrum at 9i - 600 forward-arc location, for a 1.5-inch
diameter conical nozzle operating at a pressure ratio of 2.65. Data for
three temperatures are shown, giving essentially the same shock-cell noise.
This verifies an important feature of the FHB theory: shock-cell noise is
a function of nozzle pressure ratio and is independent of jet temperature.
Also shown is the FHB theory predicted spectrum which is substantially in
agreement with the measurements.

The corresponding results for a 6:1-aspect-ratio, rectangular nozzle are
shown in Figure A-8. SPL measurements are shown in this figure; results at
two azimuthal angles (0) are included. These results show that, even though
the nozzle is nonaxisymmetric, the sound field produced by the shock cells is
axisymmetric, or nearly so. Also shown is a prediction of the spectrum based
on the modifications to the FHB theory previously discussed. Again substan-
tial agreement with the measurements is observed - indicating that the
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proposed extensions to the shock-cell noise model for round jets to predict
nonaxisymmetric jet behavior is a promising approach.

As discussed in Section 3.4 of Reference 15, the M*G*B computer program

utilizes a simplified version of the FHB method described above. Distinction
between equivalent diameter (for round nozzles) and hydraulic diameter (for
suppressors) is employed as discussed above.

Aeroacoustic Model Integration

The basic analytical-model elements have been integrated into a unified,
aeroacoustic jet-noise-prediction computational procedure. The jet plume
is divided into elemental jet volumes, each having its own source strength,
spectrum, and flow shrouding as illustrated in Figure A-9. The mean-square
sound pressure emitted from each volume element is given by

~fr ~ ,4 [ 2 212
u)] exp [-2w6/C o ]

C 4R 2 J U 4Wo
0 0 (A-9)

where go is given by equation A-6 evaluated at the source radius (ro), Af
is the one-third-octave frequency bandwidth, and

C= /(i - Mc cos ej)2 + (au'/Co)2

is the modified Doppler factor (Reference 27). Convection Mach number Mc =

1/2(M o + 0.65 M ). The exponential "shielding" factor argument is given by

To 21l/2
f Ig I 2 dr (A-10)
r
0

This simple, closed-form solution, combined with the simple aerodynamic
calculation method described earlier, permits a rapid, economical com-
putation of the entire-jet-plume aerodynamic and acoustic characteristics,
including far-field spectra at all observer angles. The contributions from
each elemental jet volume are simply added on a mean-square pressure basis in
each frequency band. The shock-cell noise contribution is then computed
separately and added to the mixing-noise contribution to yield the total far-
field spectrum.

For prediction of jet mixing noise in flight, the mean-square sound
pressure level is multiplied by the dynamic amplification factor
(I + Ma cos 0 )-1, where M is the flight Mach number. In addition, the
flow Mach num er is replaced by (M-Ma) in evaluating the shielding and
convection effects given by Equations A-6 and A-9. For the shock-cell

broadband noise, the mean-square pressure levels are multiplied by

(l + Ma cos 0j)-4 , as suggested by Drevit et al., Reference 65.
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Finally, in all predictions of one-third-octave spectra, atmospheric-

attenuation corrections are applied using standard-day corrections (70%
relative humidity and 590 F dry-bulb temperature) evaluated at the center

frequency.

An extensive data/theory-comparison study was carried out to verify
the static jet-noise-suppression mechanisms identified in Task 2. The Task

2 MFG*B jet-noise-prediction model summarized above was used to predict the
acoustic characteristics of seven nozzle configurations at several operating
points for each configuration. These predictions were compared to the
experimental data obtained from the scale-model tests conducted in Task 3

and from the Aerotrain tests conducted in Task 4 of the present program.
Comparisons were made of perceived noise level (PNL) versus jet exhaust
velocity, PNL directivity, and one-third-octave sound-pressure-level spectra

at selected observer angles for each configuration. The results of these
comparisons are given in Reference 12. In summary, these results demonstrated
that the Task 2 aeroacoustic prediction model is capable of predicting the
acoustic characteristics of a wide variety of nozzle types over a wide
range of operating conditions. It can serve as an accurate preliminary
tool for subjective noise assessments and nozzle-geometry optimization during

preliminary design and analysis.

USE OF M*G*B PREDICTION FOR DESIGN EVALUATION AND DIAGNOSTIC ASSESSMENT

To illustrate the use of the M*G*B model computer program as a detailed
design and diagnostic evaluation tool, an example is presented in the
following paragraphs (also see Reference 12). The use of the M*G*B computer
program is described in Reference 15.

The Task 2 M*G*B aeroacoustic model is based on four noise-generation/

emission mechanisms:

1. Turbulent-mixing noise generation

2. Convective amplification

3. Fluid shielding

4. Shock-cell broadband radiation

The objective of the present subsection is to identify the relative roles

these mechanisms play in the suppression of jet noise. The data/theory
comparisons given in References 14 and 15 have shown that the present mathe-
matical-model representation of these mechanisms (collectively) yields a
fairly accurate prediction of the far-field acoustic characteristics of
turbulent jets for a wide variety of shapes and flow conditions. It is
therefore of interest to evaluate how the individual mechanisms combine to
yield the far-field result; more importantly, the changes which occur in
these mechanisms due to the addition of a suppressor to a baseline nozzle

arc of interest.
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The computer study was performed to evaluate the relative contributions

of the above four mechanisms to the far-field noise both for a baseline

conical nozzle and for a typical, high-suppression, multielement nozzle. A

36-chute, AR = 2.0, turbojet suppressor was chosen for this study as

representative of a high-element number, high-suppression (10 to 12 PNdB),

exhaust system. A typical static takeoff condition of Vj = 2400 ft/sec and

TT. = 16300 R was selected for evaluation. Both the baseline conical nozzle

ang the 36-chute suppressor nozzle exit areas were 338 in.2 Noise character-

istics were evaluated on a 2400-ft sideline.

The computations were performed in four modes, as follows:

a. Complete acoustic calculation

b. As in (a), but shock-cell noise omitted

c. As in (b), but fluid shielding omitted

d. As in (c), but convective amplification omitted.

For the chute suppressor, mode (a) was omitted because the ability to model

multichute-nozzle shock-cell noise is not yet fully established. The
difference in noise levels between modes (a) and (b) is a measure of the

shock-cell contribution to the total jet noise signature. The difference

in noise levels between modes (b) and (c) is a measure of the influence of
fluid shielding on the jet noise. Finally, the difference in levels between

modes (c) and (d) indicates the amount of convective amplification present

in the jet.

The results of the above series of computations are summarized in
Figures A-10 through A-13. Figure A-10 shows the PNL directivity patterns for

the different prediction modes. Also shown are the measured data, for

reference, which should be compared with mode (a) predictions [mode (b) for the
chute nozzle]. Figures A-11 through A-13 display the corresponding spectra

shapes (one-third-octave SPL) at 01 = 500, 900, and 1300 respectively. The

measured spectra are also shown in Figures A-11 through A-13 for reference.

Considering the conical-nozzle PNL directivity patterns, Figure A-10a,

it is observed that shock-cell noise contributes substantially to the total
noise in the forward quadrant, 0i < 900. This can be seen by noting the

difference between mode (a) and mode (b) predictions. There is no contribu-
tion of shock noise close to thejet axis (0 > 1200) because mode (a) and

(b) predictions are identical in this region. There is no fluid shielding

for observer angles less than about 1100 based on comparing mode (b) amd (c)
predictions. For 01 > 1100, however, shielding effects become quite sub-

stantial, on the order of 30 PNdB. Eddy-convection effects are also large;

they increase the noise in the aft quadrant (0i > 900) and reduce the noise
in the forward quadrant (Qi < 900). This effect is apparent from comparing

mode (c) and (d) predictions.
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The mode (d) prediction shown in Figure A-lOa represents the basic
turbulent-mixing noise in the absence of eddy convection and fluid-shielding
effects. It possesses a basic, nonconstant, directivity pattern dictated by
the weighted summation of various quadrupole types composing the turbulent
eddies. This basic pattern is only symmetric about 91 = 900 when the local
flow Mach number is zero because the quadrupole weighting factors are a
function of local Mach number and bias the radiation toward the forward
quadrant. For example, if the flow Mach number M is set equal to zero and
C/C2 = = 1.0, Equation A-6 shows that the shielding function g2 reduces to
sin Oj. Hence the mean-square sound pressure, from Equation A-9, will become
independent of 0j. The results shown in Figures A-10 through A-13 for mode
(d) therefore do contain fluid/sound interaction effects. Only the eddy-
convection effects ( ) and the exponential shielding effects (6) have been
suppressed.

The corresponding PNL directivity patterns for the 36-chute suppressor
are shown in Figure A-lOb. The trends discussed above for the conical
nozzle are qualitatively similar for the 36-chute nozzle with the exception
of the shock-cell noise contribution. The predictions were made neglecting
shock-cell noise (mode b), and yet the predictions agree with the date, as
Figure A-lOb shows. This implies that shock-cell noise is not a significant
feature of multichute nozzles. It also appears, from the results shown in
Figure A-lOb, that neither convection effects nor fluid-shielding effects
are as strong as for the conical nozzle.

The breakdown of mechanisms for a typical, forward-quadrant angle of
Gi = 500 is shown in Figure A-11. No shielding occurs at this angle;
therefore, the mode (c) results are omitted, as they are identical to the
mode (b) results. The conical-nozzle results, Figure A-lla, show an inter-
esting counteraction among the mechanisms. The basic mixing-noise spectrum
mode (d), yields a noise level much higher than the measured level. The
convection effect is to Doppler-shift and drop this spectrum to a level
significantly lower than the data (except at very low frequencies) indicated
by the mode (b) prediction. Finally, the addition of the shock-cell noise
spectrum raises the spectrum back up to the measured level at middle-to-high
frequencies.

The corresponding 36-chute, 500 spectrum results are shown in Figure
A-llb. Thegood agreement between the mode (b) spectrum prediction and the
measured spectrum substantiates the implication drawn from Figure A-10b:
shock-cell noise is not a significant source for multichute suppressors.
Again, the effect of convection is to reduce the level and Doppler-shift the
spectrum to lower frequencies.

The breakdown of mechanisms for the one-third-octave SPL spectrum at 0i
- 900 is shown in Figure A-12. Fluid-shielding effects are absent at 900,
and convection effects are less than 0.5 dB throughout the frequency range.
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The shock-cell noise was not computed for the chute nozzle; thus, the only
significant contribution at 900 for the chute nozzle is the basic, mixing-
noise spectrum. The results in Figure A-12 illustrate the diminishing effect
of shock-cell noise with increasing 0i (compare to Figure A-Ila) and the almost
negligible effect of convection.

Near the peak-noise angle, 9i = 1300, convection effects again become
significant. They produce a dramatic amplification of the mixing noise as
the results in Figure A-13 show. Another counteraction of mechanisms occurs
at this angle, involving the competing effects of convection and fluid shield-
ing. The basic mixing-noise spectrum is much lower than the measured level,
as shown in Figure A-13a, mode (d). The effect of convection is to increase
the levels by as much as 40 to 50 dB at high frequencies. The effect of
shielding, however, is to reduce the noise levels by 20 to 30 dB at high
frequencies; thus, the net noise levels agree with the measured levels.

It is interesting to note that the convection effect Doppler-shifts the
basic mixing-noise spectrum to higher frequencies as would be expected from
classical notions of moving-source acoustics. However, the fluid-shielding
effects, which increase with increasing frequency, attenuate the high-frequency
portion of the convected spectrum to such a large extent that the resulting
spectrum peaks at a much lower frequency, lower than even the basic unconvected
spectrum peak. This is the explanation for the observed "reverse Doppler
shift" at angles close to the jet axis.

The competing influences of convection and fluid shielding are also
evident in the 36-chute nozzle predictions shown in Figure A-13b. The
magnitudes of these effects are considerably smaller than those exhibited by
the conical nozzle. For example, at 2000 Hz, the convective amplification is
22 dB for the chute nozzle, compared to 48 dB for the conical nozzle at the
same frequency. Similarly, the fluid-shielding attenuation is only 12 dB at
2000 Hz for the chute nozzle, compared to 31 dB attenuation for the conical
nozzle.

The various mechanisms can be isolated explicitly by examining the
differences between the various prediction curves shown in Figures A-10
through A-13. First, the total PNL suppression as a function of i is the
difference between the conical- and chute-nozzle total-noise PNL directivity
patterns. This can be compared with measured PNL suppression and is shown in
Figure A-14. The predicted total PNL suppression is seen to compare well
with the measured suppression.

From the results given in Figures A-1O through A-13, it can be concluded
that the multichute nozzle almost completely suppresses the static shock-cell
noise so as to permit the mixing noise to dominate the forward-quadrant
spectra. The static shock-noise suppression is then approximated by the
difference between mode (a) and (b) conical-nozzle predictions. This
estimated shock-cell noise suppression is also shown in Figure A-14. The
shock-cell noise suppression is seen to be higher than the total predicted
suppression in the forward quadrant; hence, some other mechanism is providing
negative suppression, i.e., increasing the PNL.
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The suppression of convective amplification can be computed by first
calculating the convective amplification for each nozzle PNL(c) - PNL(d), and
then subtracting the chute-nozzle result from the conical-nozzle result. The
convective-amplification suppression is shown in Figure A-14. Note that it

is negative in the forward quadrant; this explains why the shock-noise suppres-
sion is greater than the total net suppression.

In a similar fashion, the difference between conical-nozzle fluid-

shielding attenuation and 36-chute-suppressor fluid-shielding attenuation has
been computed and is shown in Figure A-14. From this result, it is apparent

that a multielement suppressor exhibits reduced fluid-shielding effects relative
to a conical nozzle; i.e., part of the beneficial effect of fluid shielding

is lost by the addition of a suppressor.

Finally, the suppression of basic turbulent-mixing noise generation has

been evaluated by subtracting the mode (d) prediction for the chute nozzle
from the conical-nozzle mode (d) prediction. This result is also shown in

Figure A-14. The basic mixing-noise suppression is seen to be quite small,
from 1 to 5 dB over the range of angles shown, which is contrary to historical

conceptions of how multielement suppressors reduce jet noise. The multichute
suppressor in fact generates approximately the same total mixing noise as the

equivalent conical nozzle but redistributes the noise to higher frequencies.

This conclusion is dramatically illustrated in Figure A-15 where the basic

mixing-noise spectra [mode (d) computations] for the two nozzles are compared.
Also shown are the same spectra with the atmospheric (air) attenuation re-

moved, i.e., the lossless spectra. The multichute lossless spectrum is seen
to have about the same peak level as the conical-nozzle peak-noise (loss-

less) frequency to conical-nozzle peak-noise (lossless) frequency is about
6:1. This is precisely the ratio of conical-nozzle diameter to chute/element

equivalent-area diameter.

The major conclusions to be drawn from the above example are that: (1)
the primary mechanism responsible for static noise suppression in the forward

quadrant is shock-cell noise reduction; (2) the basic mixing-noise generation

is not suppressed, only redistributed to higher frequencies where atmospheric
attenuation can have a more pronounced effect on the spectrum shape, and (3)
the observed static suppression in the aft quadrant is primarily a result of
reduced convective amplification - offset somewhat by a loss in fluid shielding.

This delicate balance between convection and shielding effects in the aft
quadrant is very difficult to predict accurately because these two effects

are of large magnitude but opposite in sign. This is dramatically illustrated
in Figure A-16 where the convection and shielding effects for each of the two

nozzles are compared.

The reduction in shock-cell noise produced by a multichute suppressor

can be explained by the fact that breaking up a large, round jet into very

small, discrete, rectangular jets will cause the shock-cell formation to be
dissipated much more rapidly. The shock-cell spacings and cross-sectional

dimensions will be much smaller, and the cells are likely to be fewer in

number. The resulting broadband radiation is therefore likely to be much

lower in level and higher in frequency than that for a conical nozzle.

The conclusion that the total generated mixing noise is not significantly

different for a multichute suppresbor is explained by the fact that the
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chute-nozzle mixing-layer perimeter close to the nozle exit plane is con-

siderably larger than an equivalent-area conical-nozzle perimeter. The

high-frequency noise generated in the initial shear layers should therefore
be higher by the ratio of perimeters, provided the premerged portion of the

chute mixing layers have approximately the same turbulence characteristics.

Once the chutes have merged, a large axisymmetric jet forms which has a
substantially lower velocity than the exit value; therefore, the low-frequency

noise levels should be lower than the corresponding conical-nozzle levels.

The reduction in convection effects exhibited by a multichute nozzle is

the result of lower eddy-convection velocities. The rapid, plume-mean-
velocity decay exhibited by a multichute nozzle suggests that the majority of

the noise-producing, turbulent eddies in the plume are convecting downstream

at a substantially lower velocity than in a conical nozzle.

The reduced fluid-shielding effects characteristic of a multichute
nozzle can also be related to the rapid plume-velocity (and temperature)

decay. Fluid shielding, as discussed in Section 3.1, increases with increasing

plume velocity and temperature; therefore, the lower velocity and temperature
levels resulting from the rapid chute-element mixing provides less fluid
shielding than an equivalent-area, conical nozzle.

In summary, from the above example study, the suppression character-

istics of a given nozzle can be explained and quantified by utilization of
the M*G*B computer model as a diagnostic evaluation tool. For this par-

ticular example, it was shown that high-element-number (multielement) suppres-
sors do not substantially reduce the turbulent-mixing-noise generation but,

instead, redistribute this noise to higher frequencies where atmospheric
(air) attenuation can mitigate the effects more easily. In the forward

quadrant, the major effect of a multielement nozzle is to substantially reduce

shock-cell broadband-noise radiation. In the aft quadrant, substantial sup-

pression is achieved by a reduction in convective-amplification effects. This

reduction is offset somewhat by an accompanying loss in fluid-shielding sup-

pression, but (for a "good" suppressor) the net effect is still a substantial

noise reduction.

All of the above mechanisms for suppression of jet noise by multielement

nozzles are related to the rate at which the plume decays. High area-ratio
suppressors decay the jet to a lower merged velocity level than low area-

ratio nozzles, and high-element-number nozzles yield more rapid decay to the

merged velocity level than do low-element-number nozzles. Therefore, acoustic
considerations dictate high element number and high area ratio for best

suppression.

In utilizing the MG*B model as a design evaluation tool, the subtle

tradeoffs between convective amplification and fluid shielding in the aft

quadrant, between shock-noise reduction and convective amplification in the
forward quadrant, and between reduced convective effects versus higher high-

frequency noise, can be exploited to "fine-tune" a design for a given

application.
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APPENDIX B - MULTIELEMENT AND TWO-STAGE-EJECTOR
NOZZLE BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The first part of this appendix reviews some of the noise/performance
characteristics of afterburning-turbojet suppressor installations indicative
of the U.S. supersonic transport (SST) program effort. This is followed by
a discussion of the multitube and multichute that have be n under continuous
development subsequently. Sections 4.0 and 5.0 of the text include detailed
procedures for estimating the noise and performance of the latter two suppressor
types.

TWO-STAGE-EJECTOR NOZZLE (TSEN) WITH SUPPRESSORS

The U.S. SST suppressor efforts were primarily devoted to adapting various
suppression techniques within the two-stage ejector nozzle (TSEN) system of an
afterburning turbojet (References 2 and 60). Originally, considerable effort
was expended on the basic TSEN (see Figure B-l) without a suppressor; the ob-
jective was promotion of primary (or engine), secondary, and tertiary flow
mixing within the ejector shroud (where the high-frequency noise generated could
be shielded and possibly attenuated by acoustic treatment) and of decreasing
the jet exhaust velocity at the ejector nozzle exit plane (hopefully affecting
the low-frequency noise with no appreciable performance degradation). Within
practical ejector-diameter and length-to-primary-nozzle-diameter ratio
ranges, static suppression levels relative to a simple conical nozzle of 1-2
PNdB were achieved. This was insufficient; therefore, suppressors such as
illustrated in Figures B-I and B-2 were investigated.

One of these suppressor systems was the tabbed primary (Figure B-la).
The tabs were an integral part of the primary-nozzle thrust-reverser system.
They formed the center of the target when the primary-nozzle flap translated
aft and were deployed as the thrust reverser. As the tabs represented hard-
ware required for the reverser system, they were explored for suppression
capability by partially deploying them into the jet stream in an effort to
enhance the mixing of the primary, secondary, and tertiary flows within the
ejector. Some nominal static suppression (-3.5 PNdB, see Figure B-3a) was
recorded; however, thrust decrements were such that static thrust-loss/noise-
reductions (ACfg/APNL) remained at about 2.5 (see Figure B-4).

In the quest for simplicity, considerable effort was devoted to the so-
called primary radial-rod-type or "spoke" suppressor (see Figure B-lb) with the
spokes located just aft of the primary nozzle. In general, suppression was
observed to increase almost linearly with increasing penetration up to about 407
and then decrease gradually to the 607 penetration point. Proximity of the
spokes relative to the primary exit plane was noted to adversely affect suppres-
sion; however, the upstream position permitted operation at higher pressure
ratios and total temperature without backflow. Static suppressions on the order
of 3 PNdB (see Figure B-3b) were recorded at partial augmented conditions result-
ing in static-thruSt-loss to noise-reduction ratios (ACfg/APNL) of about 2.5
(see Figure B-4).
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a. Primary Tab Type Suppressor b. Primary Rod Type Suppressor

c. Compressor Discharge Bleed
Type Suppressor d. Secondary (Flap) Type

Suppressor

Figure B-2. Photographs of Typical Single-Flow Suppressor Nozzles

for Afterburning Systems.
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As far back as 1960, industry expended considerable effort to substantiate
that jet noise was indeed uniquely related to the flow-velocity (steady/
unsteady) distribution in the high velocity wake. Many feasibility studies
were conducted on fluid injection as a means of influencing jet noise generation
and suppressor performance. Subsequent investigations concluded that desired
alteration of jet mixing could not be attained by selective water injection.
Although the mean-flow velocity profiles could be altered through use of selec-
tive sprays, the jet mixing was not greatly influenced, and the suppression
accomplished was less than would be possible through uniform mixing of water and
air. In an effort to reduce performance penalties associated with drag losses
of primary suppressors, studies were made to evaluate the effectiveness of
distorting the primary stream with high pressure air from compressor discharge
bleed (CDB) as illustrated in Figure B-Ic. Again, this type of suppressor had
characteristics similar to the primary type suppressor (see Figure B-3t), but

the penalties paid for atny enhancement of suppression were excessive, and suppres-
sion obtained from CDB systems alone was very poor in terms of the thrust-loss-
to-suppression ratio as shown in Figure B-4 (for the TSEN + CDB). Although
suppression at dry operation was near 5 PNdB, at partial afterburning the effec-
tiveness dropped off severely and resulted in thrust-loss-to-suppression levels
of near 4.0 which were just above power cutback levels (-5.5).

In the postulated exhaust system for the United States SST engine (Re-
ference 2) and the existing one for the Anglo-French Concorde (Reference 61),
the variable conical primary nozzle exhausts into a variable secondary nozzle.
The secondary nozzle provides support to mount a suppressor system that can
be retracted in the cruise mode. This represents the fourth-type suppressor for

the TSEN nozzle, Figure B-ld. This time, however, the suppressor elements are
protruding into a supersonic environment. Thus, in addition to increasing the
flow mixing rate, the suppressor fingers are also shock-wave generators. Many
suppressor designs of this type were tested - ranging from systems where the sup-
pressor flaps were designed aerodynamically, to minimize performance losses,
to crude systems where flat plates or "spades" were introduced into the stream
to "scoop" out the hot flow in alternate segments of the jet. In addition,
these flaps could serve as part of an overall multiflap system which, when
fully deployed, could form a target reverser with primary efflux gases exiting

through the ejector blow-in doors. The basic suppression characteristics of

these secondary suppressors were such that high suppression values were obtained
at high velocities. In fact, some of the configurations tested in the SST
Program (Figure B-Id) were most effective at jet velocities in excess of 2700
ft/sec. In addition to having different general suppression characteristics
versus jet velocity compared to the primary systems, the magnitude of peak
static suppression for fairly simple designs was larger, and deltas of up to
6 to 7 PNdB were achieved (unfortunately not without significant performance
penalties). Typical secondary-flap acoustic performance characteristics are
summarized in Figure B-3b. This type of suppressor generally falls in the regime
of about 1.77 static thrust loss per APNL as shown on Figure B-4 (TSEN +
secondary flaps).

As already implied by reference to Figure B-4, the thrust loss per unit
reduction in noise was excessive for these TSEN suppressor nozzles. The aCfg/APNL
fell in the vicinity of 2:1 or, in terms of APNL/ACfg, 0.5:1. The other nozzle
data shown on Figure B-4, which are for static measurements of both the noise
reduction and the thrust coefficient reduction, are much superior; for this
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reason, no further mention is made of a TSEN type in this Guide.

AN NULAR. COANNUIAR, AND MULTIELEMENT SUPPRESSORS

Information is included in this section to enable the reader to establish
the approximate maximum suppression obtainable from annular nozzles, coannular
nozzles, and multielement suppressors (single- and dual-flow cycles) and to
estimate the associated performance level. The two principal types of multi-
element suppressors are the multitube and multichute (or spoke); both are dis-
cussed in detail in Section 4.0, Section 5.0, and Section 6.0 of the text.
The short-form information included in this appendix is representative of the
information used in the preliminary selection process given in Section 3.3
of the text.

Typical suppression data for single- and dual-flow (higher velocity in
the outer stream) nozzles, relative to a conical nozzle, are given in Figure
B-5. This figure shows the static, peak PNL suppression for an annular-plug
nozzle, for a coannular-coplanar nozzle, and for several chute nozzles on both
the single-flow and dual-flow engines. A multitube nozzle with ejector is
also shown for a single-flow engine. These data are representative of the
achievable suppression levels as a function of nozzle isentropically expanded
exhaust velocity (where a constant-area, constant-pressure, ideally mixed,
mass-averaged velocity is used in the case of the dual-flow engines). Note
that the data in Figure B-5 are based on experimental results; similar informa-
tion is included in Section 4.1.2 of the text based on analytical results from
the M*S prediction method. Included on this figure are the recommended multi-
tube-plus-ejector and multichute/plug nozzles evolved in the course of scale
model and engine testing by Boeing and General Electric in the SST Phase II
program (References ii and 18).

The DOT/FAA SST Phase II (Reference 18), the NASA Duct Burning Turbofan
(DBTF) Program (Reference 5) and the current program results documented in
the Task 3 and 4 reports (References I and 6) have provided this data base.
Far-field acoustic data, as well as aerodynamic performance data, are included
in all the referenced documents. The impact of varying area ratio and element
number was parametrically studied both for single-flow and for dual-flow
suppressors; core plug geometry, velocity ratio, and weight flow ratio were
evaluated for dual-flow suppressors. This parametric testing has shown the
following primary trends for single-flow and dual-flow suppressors during
static operation:

Single Flow

" Suppression increases with increasing area ratio at high jet velocity.

* Suppression decreases with increasing area ratio at low jet velocity.

" Suppression level is affected by element type (spoke systems suppress
slightly better than chutes).

Dual Flow

0 Suppression increases with increasing area ratio.
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" Suppression increases with increasing element number at high jet

velocity.

* Suppression level is affected by core plug geometry by 2 to 3 dB.

* Suppression increases 3 to 4 dB when a treated ejector is added to
a suppressor configuration.

Work performed on multitube systems (References 2, 11, 18, and 60) can be
considered as an outgrowth of the early studies conducted by Boeing for the
707 jet suppressor design. One advantage of a multitube system is that the
design can be tailored somewhat to meet the engine-cycle exhaust conditions.
If peak suppression is required at a relatively low jet velocity, a small area
ratio design is generally needed; however, for higher jet velocities larger
ratios are more effective.

The selection of tube number, tube bundle area ratio, tube length, tube
spacing (equal/unequal), tube geometry, and shroud geometry (lined/unlined)
leading to a viable suppressed exhaust system has been done on an empirical
basis. Extensive parametric scale-model testing has been conducted to assure a
maximum of variable resolutions, as discussed in detail in Section 4.0 of the
text. Scale-model and static-engine tests simulating typical takeoff, cutback,
and approach flight velocities were pursued by Boeing in the DOT/FAA SST Phase I
a-id I Follow-On Program (References 11 and 60). Results to date (Reference 11)
indicate static suppression levels, with an ejector, of about 15 to 18 PNdB
(sideline) accompanied by little or no thrust loss; in some cases the thrust
increases (e.g., static thrust augmentation). A summary of some Boeing static
suppression and performance loss data is shown on Figure B-4. The impact of
forward flight on noise reduction and performance loss is discussed later in
this section.

Many aerodynamic-performance tests have been conducted on single- and
dual-flow configurations at both static and wind-on conditions. The nominal
gross thrust coefficient levels determined for baseline nozzles (References
1, 7, and 18) at an aircraft Mach number of 0.36 are given in Table B-I.
Base pressure measurements were taken on several of the suppressor models in
order to determine base drag (which is generally responsible for the poor
aerodynamic performance of most mechanical suppressors in flight). These
wind tunnel tests identified the following primary trends in aerodynamic

performance:

* Performance decreases with increasing element number.

" Performance increases with increasing chute depth.

* Performance increases with increasing ratio of inner flow area to
outer flow area.

" Performance is affected by element type (chutes perform better than
spokes because spokes have higher base drag).

The aforementioned static suppression and static aerodynamic trends are sumrized
on Figure B-4 for some of the single- and dual-flow multichute (spoke)/plug
suppressor systems. In terms of APNL/ACfg, multitubes and multichutes are
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Figure B-5. Typical, Static, Peak PNL Suppression Characteristics.
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comparable; however, multitube systems seem to be more effective in absolute
noise reduction potential. The Aircraft/Engine Suppressor Integration Case
Studies of Appendix K show that aerodynamic performance and noise reduction
alone cannot establish the impact of a given engine jet noise suppressor on
the aircraft without aeromechanical integration consideration (i.e., size,
weight, complexity, reliability, etc.).

Table B-I. Nominal Gross Thrust Coefficients for
Baseline Type Exhausts.

" Mo 2---0.36

* Applicable for Takeoff/Community Noise

Nominal Gross
Type Exhaust Thrust Coefficient

Nozzle
(Cfg)

* Conical 0.985

* Annular Plug 0.981

a Inverted Flow,
Coannular Plug = 0.965

The static suppression levels are summarized on Figure B-6 as a function
of flight thrust coefficient loss. There is a significantly smaller data base
compared to the static/static information discussed above.

The results presented on Figure B-6 again show ejectors to be very effective
suppressors; however, the suppressor effectiveness ratio has changed significant-
ly from Figure B-4. In flight, ejectors do no: exhibit an increase in performance
relative to a conical nozzle. The maximum (APNLstatic/ACfgf ... ) ratio achieved
was approximately 3. The coannular plug nozzles do not have a s gnificant
performance loss in flight relative to a conical nozzle and have a suppressor
effectiveness ratio of approximately 2 to 3 with a maximum suppression level
of 6 PNdB (References 5 and 7). The chute nozzles have a APNLstatic/ACfg flight
ratio between I and 2 with a maximum suppression level of 13.5 PNdB. The dual-
flow suppressor nozzles do not appear to offer any significant advantage over
the single-flow configurations. The spoke nozzles, in general, yield peak
suppression levels equivalent to chute nozzles; however, an additional 2 to 97
performance loss is incurred due to increases in base drag.

In order to get a better perspective on noise suppression and thrust
degradation during static and flight operation, it is necessary to review in
some detail the data in Figures B-4 and B-6. The measured, static, suppres-
sion levels presented on Figures B-4 and B-6 are nominally at a jet velocity
of 2300 to 2400 ft/sec for the single-flow configurations and a mass-averaged
velocity of about 2100 to 2200 ft/sec for the dual-flow configurations. The
static comparisons in B-4 show that the ejector configurations yield the highest
static suppression level and the minimum performance loss. In fact, several
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of the ejector configurations exhibit a performance increase (i.e., thrust
augmentation) due to flow entrainment. Static peak PNL suppression levels
better than 20 PNdB have been demonstrated with ejector configurations. Tube-
type suppressors without ejectors are second best with APNL's in excess of 14
dB for select configurations. However, the average static APNL/ACfg ratio for
this family of suppressors ranges from 3 to 4. The coannular nozzles have a
similar suppressor-effectiveness ratio, but the maximum suppression level which
may be achieved with this type of configuration is 4 to 6 PNdB. The chute-
nozzle family is ranked fourth with absolute suppression levels reaching a max-
imum of 12 to 13 PNdB. The static APNL/ACfg ratio ranges from 1 to 5 depending
on the configuration being evaluated. The spoke nozzles yield the poorest ratio
of suppression to performance, I to 2, with a maximum suppression level of 14 dB.

Ejector configurations would seem, based on the data presented thus far,
to be the most effective type of suppression device if static performance and
suppression are considered the appropriate yardsticks for ranking suppressors.
However, the suppressor must function in a flight environment; therefore, the
flight suppression level and flight performance level must be established.
In-flight information required to establish this relationship is not as abundant
as static data. An intermediate step was therefore taken in the preliminary
design procedure of Section 3.3 of the text. The suppressor families are
compared, where data are available, for static suppression levels and flight
performance levels. This comparison is valid only if the static suppression
level and flight suppression level are assumed to be equivalent (i.e., flight
effects and duzation of noise, P -E, are identical for the baseline and sup-
pressor nozzles).

No comparisons of flight suppression levels and flight performance are
included since the data base to establish such a relationship is very limited.
The Task 3 Report (Reference 1) includes some flight/flight information ob-
tained from free-jet, wind tunnel, high-speed-train, and aircraft test series.
The simulated in-flight suppressor test results, reported in Task 5 of this
program (Reference 3) and utilized in the case studies shown in Appendix K,
provide further insight. Single-flow, plug nozzles are generally the most
effective in terms of flight APNL/ACfg ratio; however, absolute levels of suppres-
sion are quite low (2 to 3 PNdB). The Boeing 56-tube-plus-center-hole-with-
treated-ejector suppressor and the General Electric 32-chute/plug suppressor
each exhibit suppression levels of approximately 10 PNdB and flight APNL/ACfg
ratios of about 1.5 to 2.0. The 104-tube-with-treated-shroud suppressor was
evaluated on an aircraft and yielded the highest suppression (14 PNdB);
however, the aerodynamic performance was poor, and the suppressor effectiveness
in terms of flight APNL/ACfg was slightly below 1.0. Most of the remaining
suppressor flight data which has been compiled suggests that suppressor effect-
iveness is 0.5 to 1.0 for the flight/flight parameter.
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APPENDIX C - EXAMPLES OF PRELIMINARY DESIGN SELECTION METHODS

The following pages present three sample calculations utilizing the pro-
cedure outlined in Section 3.3.1 of the text at conditions representative of take-
off (sideline) and community flight modes. The examples include:

1. Unsuppressed Engine/Baseline Nozzle - Conical (Single Flow)
Nozzle.

2. Suppressed Engine/Single-Flow Nozzle - Multichute/Plug Nozzle
With Acoustically Treated Ejector

3. Suppressed Engine/Dual-Flow Nozzle - Multichute/Plug Type in
Outer Stream only, Inner Stream Unsuppressed.

EXAMPLE NO. 1: UNSUPPRESSED ENGINE/BASELINE NOZZLE

" Given Conditions

V = V = 2195 ft/sec R = 1250 ft overhead distancema

TT TT = 15830 R Va  397 ft/sec
ma

WT = 644 lb/sec (Baseline, unsuppressed engine)

PT/Po = (PT/PO)ma = 2.71

* Estimate/Calculation of Baseline (Unsuppressed) Flight Noise

- Follows methodology and steps in Section 3.3.1 of the text for a

conical nozzle:

(1) All parameters available, Figure 3-10 not necessary

(2) Calculate single-flow, ideal gross thrust, (Fg) at
appropriate V and WT, i.e.

WT 644

Fg = - x V -- 2. x 2195 = 43,900 lb
g 32.2 ____

(3) Estimate of Vma and TTma not required since it is

single flow, i.e., V a = V and TT = TT
ma

(4) Estimate 10 log (p /Po)
ma o

* Use V = V and TT - T from Steg (3) and obtain
from f!gure 3-13: mtO log (P /po) ; i.e.,

10 log (p ma/p - -7.2 dB m
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9 Use Figure 3-12 to obtain w at V 2195 ft/sec; I.e.,

w = 2 at log (Vma/Ao) = 0.286

* 10 log (P /Po )  is obtained from

[10 log (P /Po) w] x = (-7.2) x -1 = -3.6 db
ma o w 2

(5) Estimate Normalized Static Peak PNL, NPNL s, at Rre f = 2128 ft

* Utilize Figure 3-14 at V from Step (3) and read NPNL
for crnical nozzle; i.e.,a s

NPNLs = 70.6 PNdB at Rref = at 2128 ft and Vma 2195 ft/sec

(6) Estimate Static Peak PNL, PNL at R = 1250 ft5

* Calculate PNLs using Fg from Step (2), NPNL s from Step
(5), actual overhead distance correction using Figure 3-15,
and 10 log (Pma /P )w- from Step (4); i.e.,

PNLs =NPNLs +10 log Fg + log (Pma /Po )

+ 25 log R/2128 (Figure 3-15 at R = 1250 ft)

= 70.6 + 46.4 + (-3.6) + 5.8 = 119.2 PNdB

(7) Determination of Flight Peak PNL, PNLf

* Correct PNLs from Step (6) for flight effects using

Figure 3-16, i.e.,

Flight Effects (at V = 2195 ft/sec and V = 397 ft/sec)
= 5.4 dB ma a

PNLf = PNLs - Flight Effects = 119.2 - 5.4 = 113.8 PNdB

(8) Calculate Baseline (Unsuppressed) Flight Noise, EPNL

* Adjust PNLf from Step (7) for net [P - El effects using
Figure 3-17; i.e.,

Basic [P - E] =-0.7 dB at ha = 2195 ft/sec, R = 2400 ft
and Va = 400 ft/sec (From Figure 3-17a). Correct basic
[P - El for actual overhead distance, R - 1250 ft, and

actual V = 397 ft/sec using Figures 3-17b and 3-17c or:a

A(P = -2.8 dB

A (P E) v  0

a
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Net [P +E] = Basic [P - El + A[P E]R + A[P Elv a

- (-0.7) + (-2.8) +0 = -3.5 db

EPNL = PNLf = Net [P - El = 110.3 EPNdB

The system baseline flight noise EPNL can be corrected for any or all of the
aircraft engine factors discussed after Step (8) in Section 4.3.1 of the text.

EXAMPLE NO. 2: SUPPRESSED ENGINE/SINGLE-FLOW NOZZLE

* Given Conditions: Same as Example No. 1

* Follows Methodology and Steps in Section 3.3.1 of the text for a

Suppressed, Single-Flow Nozzle

" Suppressor type: Multichute/Plug Nozzle with Treated Ejector

(1) Determination of Required Static Noise Reduction, PNL and
Suppressor Flight Performance, Cfgf

Assuming that the noise goal established prior to calculation
would require from 12 to 15 PNdB of suppression, Figure 3-19
can be used to obtain suppressor type and accompanying flight
performance loss; i.e.,

0 From Fi4ure 3-19, a bare chute plug suppressor can pro-
vide = 13 PNdB static noise reduction, APNLs, for a
flight Cfg loss = 6.2%. Since actual flow conditions

(i.e., V = 2195 ft/sec, P /P 0 = 2.71) are different
from nominal conditions stared on Figure 3-19, Cfg loss
must be corrected using the single-flow, multichute-
derived curve on Figure 3-20 at P T/P = 2.71 or ACfg=
-0.009. Moreover, since static suppression is still

somewhat low, a treated ejector will be included (be-
cause it can provide, based on entering at V = V =

2195 ft/sec for single-flow multichute/plug systems

curve in Figure 3-25, an additional 2.3 PNdB of noise
reduction with accompanying Cfg loss decrement at

PT/Po = 2.71 from Figure 3-21 or ACfg E = -0.010).

* Suppressor (multichute/plug + ejector nozzle) Cfg loss
is obtained from:

(Cfgf)suppressor = (Cfgf)Baseline [1 - Cfg loss] + ACfgA

where

(Cfg f) Basl - 0.985, from Table 3-2 for conical nozzle,
Cf loss .O, from Figure 3-19 as described above,
an ACfgA =- Sum of additional suppressor Cfg adjustments
for PT/P0 and ejector effects:
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ACfg_ + ACfg E = -0.009 (From Figure 3-20) - 0.010 (From
Figure 3-21)- -0.019

or

(Cfgf)suppressor = 0.985 (1 - 0.062) - 0.019 = 0.924 - 0.019 =

0.905

(2) Find Scale Factor (S.F.) to Compensate Baseline Engine
For Suppression System Loss

" Following methodology of Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-23 at

appropriate Vma' flight Cfg, and Va estimate S.F.; i.e.,

S.F. = T /T (Weight Flow) Suppressor
Baseline Suppressor - (Weight Flow) Baseline

where TBaseline = 1750 ft/sec (From Figure 3-23 at Baseline
Cfgf = 0.985) and Suppressor ' 1600 ft/sec (From Figure 3-23
at Suppressor System Cfgf = 0.905), or

1750
S.F. = 1600 = 1.094

* As a matter of interest, the unsuppressed/suppressed
engine (or upsized baseline) would be increased to
1.094 x 644 = 704.5 lb/sec.

(3) The Unsuppressed/Suppressed Flight Noise, EPNLU/S

0 Upsized baseline flight noise, EPNLU/So is estimated from
Example No. 1 flight noise (Step 8)Uand above scale
factor (Step 2); i.e.,

EPNLu/S = EPNL + log S.F.

where EPNL = 110.3 EPNdB (Example No. 1, Step 8)
and S.F. f 1.094 (Step 2)

or

EPNLU/S f 110.3 + 0.4 = 110.7 EPNdB

(4) Calculate Interim Suppressed Flight Noise, EPNL I/s

* Interim suppressed EPNL, EPNLT, is calculated using the
upsized baseline EPNL, EPNLU/ from Step 3); the bare-
suppressor APNL, APNL (from 'tep 1); the ejector sup-
pression benefit, A(Elector) from Step i; and then
correcting APNLs [which is at the nominal (2300-2400 ft/sec)
rather than actual velocity (2195 ft/sec)] by the dropoff
characteristics of a suppressor shown on Figure 3-24 at
appropriate velocity ratio and APNLpeak (equal to APNL -

13 PNdB); i.e., 203
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(V
EPNL = EPNuL - APNL + A - A(Ejector)

I/S u/s s ma at APNL Pa

where EPNLu/S = 110.7 EPNdB (Step 3), APNL_ = 13.0 PNdB

(Step 1), and ( V ma + 0.6 PNdB
AV---at APNL_-1= + 06Pd

ma Peak)
at Va - 2195 0.93

at(Tma at APNL Peak) = 23 0.9

From APNLPeak = 13.0 PNdB on Figure 3-24:

A(Ejector) = 2.3 PNdB at V = 2195 ft/sec
ma

or (Figure 3-25 and Step 1):

EPNLI/S = 110.7 - (13.0) + (0.6) - (2.3) = 110.7 - 14.7

= 96.0 EPNdB

(5) Determine A[Flight Effects] and A[Basic (P - E)]
Corrections for Suppressor System

* Estimate A[F.E.1 of suppressor system relative to the
conical baseline from Figure 3-28, and A[Basic (P - E)]

via Figure 3-29; i.e.,

A[F.E.] = 2.7 dB at Vma = 2195 ft/sec and Va = 397 ft/sec
(Figure 3-28)

A[Basic (P + E)] = + 0.2 dB at V = 2195 ft/sec
(Figure 3-29) ma

A[Basic (P - E)] need not be corrected for actual V and

overhead distance, R, since this has been already fncluded

in the baseline (unsuppressed) flight noise, EPNL, in

Step 8 of Example No. 1.

(6) Determine Suppressed (Multichute/Plug Plus Treated Ejector)
Flight Noise, EPNLS

* Adjust EPNL from Step 4 using A[F.E.] and a A[BasicI/S
(P - E)] from Step 5; i.e.,

EPNL = EPNLI/S + A[F.E.] + A[Basic (P - E)]

- 96.0 (Step 4) + 2.7 (Step 5)

+ 0.2 (Step 5)

= 98.9 EPNdB at 1250 and V = 397 ft/sec
a
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As was the case in Example No. 1, the system suppressed flight
noise can now be obtained by appropriate aircraft/engine
corrections (Figure 3-9).

EXAMPLE NO. 3: SUPPRESSED ENGINE/DUAL-FLOW NOZZLE

0 Given: V = 2569 ft/sec V, = 1663 ft/sec
0

TT = 19260 R TTi = 8280 R

Pr = 3.14 Pr 3.12

W = 678.0 lb/sec W. 222.2; W0+1 = 900.2 lb/sec

R = 2400 ft Overhead Distance, V = 341 ft/seca

* Estimate/Calculate of Suppressed Flight Noise

- Follows methodology and steps in Section 3.3.1 of the text for a
dual-flow, suppressor-in-outer-stream nozzle.

- Since all acoustic and performance figures and charts are rela-
tive to a conical nozzle at the mass-averaged conditions of the
dual-flow nozzle, the procedure will include both baseline
(mass-aieraged conical) and suppressed dual-flow noise determina-
tions.

(1) Estimate V ma from Figure 3-11; i.e., calculate

678.0
Wo/W i = 6-8 = 3.05 and read at appropriate V and V.

0 2. 0 1

V = 2350 ft/sec
ma

(2) Estimate TTm a also from Figure 3-11 at appropriate Wo/Wi, TTo,
and TTi

* TTma = 16500 R

(3) Estimate 10 log (p ma/po) from Figure 3-13

* 10 log (p ma/po ) W = -7.4 dB,

using Vma = 2350 ft/sec (Step 1) and TTma = 16500 R (Step 2)

(4) Estimate w From Figure 3-12

* At log V /A for Vma = 2350 ft/sec, w = 2

(5) Calculate 10 log (P ma/P )W- from (3) and (4)
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10 log (P /P) = [10 log (P /P) ] W-1
ma. 0 ma o W

= (-7.4) x -3.7 dB
2

(6) Dual-Flow Gross Thrust (Fg)

* Read V + V (W /W ) from Figure 3-11 at appropriate Vo, Vi,
Wo/W i conditions; I.e.,

= 9500 ft/sec

" Then Fg is simply

= Wi/g [Vi + V0 (W o/W)] = 65,556 lb

(7) Estimate Normalized Static PNL, NPNLs at Rref = 2128 ft

* Utilize Figure 3-14 at V from Step (1) and read NPNL forma s
conical nozzle; i.e.,

NPNL s = 72.0 PNdB at Rref = 2128 ft and Vma = 2350 ft/sec

(8) Estimate Static Peak PNL, PNL at R = 2400 ft

* Calculate PNL using Fg from Step (6), NPNL from Step (7),
actual overhead distance correction using Figure 3-15, and
10 log (p ma/P0 ) - from Step (5); i.e.,

PNLs = NPNLs + log Fg + 10 log (p ma/p o)- + 25 logR/2128

= 72.0 + 48.2 - 3.7-1.3 = 115.2 PNdB

(9) Determination of Flight PNL, PNLf

* Correct PNL s from Step (8) for flight effects using
Figure 3-16; i.e.,
F.E. [at V = 2350 ft/sec and V = 341 ft/sec] = 4.4 dB

ma

. PNLf = PNL - F.E. = 110.8 PNdB

(10) Calculate Baseline (Unsuppressed) Flight Noise, EPNL

* Adjust PNLf from Step (9) for Net [P - E] effects using
Figure 3-17; i.e.,

Basic [P -> E] = -0.8 at V = 2350 ft/sec, R = 2400 ft and
V = 400 ft/sec (from Figure 3-17a)

Correct basic [P - El for actual overhead distance,
R - 2400 ft, and actual V = 341 ft/sec using Figures 3-17b
and 3-17c. a
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A(P E)R =0

A(P E)V = +0.7 dB

Net [P - E] = Basic [P - E] + A[P - E] R + A[P E]V a

=-0.8 + 0 + 0.7 = -0.1 dB

".EPNL = PNLf + Net [P - E] = 110.7 EPNdB

(11) Static Noise Reduction, APNLs, and Suppressor Flight Perfor-
mance, Clgf Definition

* Assuming that a static suppression, APNL , of about 8.0

PNdB is adequate, Figure 3-19 can be utilized to obtain the

Cfg loss in flight for a partial-span/chute type suppressor.
From Figure 3-19 at APNL = 8.0, a conservatively high flights
Cf loss of 8.2% is estimated. Since flow conditions (i.e.,

Vma = 2350 ft/sec, (PT/Po) Q (P /Po)i = 3.14 = 3.12)are dif-

ferent from nominal condytions stated on Figure 3-19, Cfg
loss must be corrected using the dual-flow curve of Figure

3-20 for

(PT/PO)o = 3.14 or ACfgp = +0.001 (Increase in Performance)

Dual-flow suppressor (chute type) Cfg loss is obtained from:

(Cfgf) Suppressor = (Cfgf) Baseline [l-Cfg Loss] + ACfg

where (Cfgf) = 0.985, from Table 3-2 for conical baseline
nozzle Cf Loss = 0.082, from Figure 3-19 as described
above, an ACfgA = Sum of additional suppressor Cfg adjust-
ments for pressure ratio and ejector (if applicable) effects:

ACfg + ACfg E = +0.001 + 0 (No Ejector) = +0.001

or

(Cfg)Suppressor = 0.985 [1 - 0.082] + 0.001

= 0.904 + 0.001 = 0.905

(12) Estimate Scale Factor (S.F.) to Compensate Baseline Engine for
Suppressor System Loss

* Following methodology of Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-23 at

appropriate Vma, flight Cfg, and Va,estimate S.F.; i.e.,

S.F. = T /W (Weight Flow) Suppressor
S Baseline/uSuppressor (Weight Flow) Baseline
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where TBaseline = 1980 ft/sec From Figure 3-23whele at Cfgf = 0.985 at Baseline

and S = 1800 ft/sec From Figure 3-23 at SuppressorSuppressor at Cgf = 0.905

orS. F. f1980 1
1800 .100

o As a matter of interest, the unsuppressed/suppressed engine
(or upsized baseline) would be increased to 1.100 x 900.2 =
990.2 lb/sec.

(13) Determination of Unsuppressed/Suppressed Flight Noise, EPNLU/S

* Upsized baseline flight noise, EPNLUS,, is estimated from
Step (10) and the above scale factor, Step (12); i.e.,

EPNLu/s = EPNL + 10 log S.F.

where EPNL = 110.7 (Step 10) and S.F. = 1.100 (Step 12)

or

EPNL u/S 110.7 + 0.4 = 111.1 EPNdB

(14) Calculate Interim Suppressed Flight Noise, EPNLI/S

Interim suppressed EPNL, EPNLI/jt is calculated using
EPNL from Step (13), the basc suppressor APNL, APNL
from Sep (11), and then correcting APNL (which is at

the nominal, 2100-2200 ft/sec, rather than actual velocity,
2350 ft/sec), by the dropoff characteristics of a sup-
pressor shown on Figure 3-24 at the appropriate velocity
ratio at appropriate APNLPeak (equal to APNL = 8 PNdB);i.e.,s

+ A ma

EPNL = EPNLu/s - APNLs + ( at APNL Peak

where

EPNLU/S f 111.1 EPNdB (Step 13)

APNL ff= 8.0 PNdB (Step 11)

A at ak /= +0.1 PNdB at
V

V ma _ .e2350 = 1.093 and

From APNL, 8.0 PNAA on Figure 3-24
s
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or

EPNLI/s = 111.1 - 8.0 + 0.1

= 111.1 - 7.9 = 103.2 EPNdB

(15) Determine A[Flight Effects] and A[Basic (P E)]
Corrections for Suppressor System

* Estimate A[Flight Effects] of suppressor Re: conical nozzle
from the table in Step (13) of Section 3.1.2 and

A[Basic (P---E)] via Figure 3-29.

A[F.E.] = 2.0 dB at Vm = 2350 ft/sec and Va = 341 ft/sec
from Tabulation in Step (13) of Section 3.1.2.

A[Basic (P E)] = 2.35 c 2.4 dB at V = 2350 ft/sec and
V = 400 ft/sec, R72 2400 ft, Figure 3-29a

A[Basic (P - E)I need not be corrected for actual V and
overhead distance, R, since this is already included
in the baseline (unsuppressed) flight noise, EPNL, in
Step (10).

(16) Determine Suppressed (Partial-Span, Multichute/Plug) Flight
Noise, EPNL s

* Adjust EPNL from Step (14) using A[F.E.) and
A[Basic (P l)] from Step (15); i.e.,

EPNLs = EPNLI/S + A[F.E.) + A[Basic (P - E)]

= 103.2 + 2.0 + 2.4 = 107.6 EPNdB

As was done in Example No. 1, the suppressed flight noise
can now be obtained by appropriate aircraft/engine corrections
(Figure 3-9).
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APPENDIX D - EFFECT OF SIMULATED FLIGHT UPON NOISE
FROM HIGH VELOCITY JET NOZZLES

A prediction method for estimating the noise from conical and suppressor

nozzles under conditions of simulated flight is derived within this Appendix

and shown to be valid within ±3.5 PNdB at the angle of maximum perceived

noise level and with ±3.2 EPNdB for 95% confidence limits.

The prediction method is an extension of the M*S (Motsinger*Sieckman)

engineering correlation procedure described in Reference 12 for predicting

jet noise from conical and suppressor nozzles when operated statically and

without ancillary flow to induce relative velocity effects. The extension

is based upon data from free-jet testing conducted in the JENOTS and Cell 41

facilities (Reference 62 and 63) on two conical nozzles; two multielement

suppressors, one a multitube and the other a multichute, both for a single-flow

turbojet cycle; and two multichute suppressors on the higher velocity stream
of an inverted-flow turbofan cycle. The free-jet data used in the corre-

lation were transformed by Mani's method (Reference 6) including a modifica-

tion that reduces the turbulence-absorption correction from the previously

used maximum of 6 dB down to 3 dB (Reference 3).

Data for a conical nozzle and a 104-tube, multielement nozzle from the

moving-reference-frame Aerotrain tests (Reference 6) are shown to fall

within the 95% confidence limits of the transformed free-jet prediction method

documented in this Appendix.

CORRELATION METHOD AND DATA BASE

The M*S engineering correlation model is based upon the fact that noise

from suppressor nozzles originates from three primary sources: (1) the pre-

merged flow regime, that region of the jet in which the flow from individual

elements of a multielement nozzle is clearly identifiable as discrete ele-

ments; (2) the postmerged flow regime, that region of the jet where the flow

from individual elements from multielement nozzles has merged into one over-

all stream; and (3) the supersonic flow regime containing shock cells caused

by improper expansion of flow from nozzles having supercritical pressure

ratios. For each of these sources, the free-jet data indicate that the

effects of relative velocity are independent of frequency, when no Doppler

shift is present, to a good approximation, and this was assumed to be the

case in this correlation.

The noise from the premerged regime is high frequency, generated rela-

tively close to the nozzle (because of the relatively small scale of the

individual elements from the multielement nozzle), and the data show it to be

essentially unaffected by relative velocity effects upon generation levels;
therefore, the high-frequency, premerged noise is treated as one entity in the

correlation. The noise from the postmerged regime is low frequency, generated
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relatively far from the nozzle after the individual flows have had sufficient
length to merge and to mix with ambient air so as to assume a flow profile
quite like that from a large conical nozzle, and the data show it to be
significantly reduced in level by relative velocity affects. This low-
frequency noise is therefore treated as a second, separate entity in the

correlation. The noise from the shock cells is also considered to be af-

fected only in level, retaining the same spectral distribution.

The data base used for developing the correlation is summarized in Table

D-1 showing the nozzle type, the reference describing the test, the facility
used in the test, and a summary description of the nozzle. The thermodynamic
conditions of the test points (identified on the Figures in the following
Section) are defined in Table D-2.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CORREIATION

Conical Jets and Merged Flow Region of Multielement Suppressor Nozzles

The postmerged mixing noise of a suppressor nozzle is like that from a

conical nozzle and will be affected by flight in the same way. The velocity
of the postmerged jet used in this correlation was calculated by the M*S
model (Section 3.2.2.5 of Reference 12), assuming no change due to flight.
The data were plotted (overall directivity and spectra) with Doppler shift

removed. Data were only used in the frequency range where it was fairly
certain that only the source of concern was significant (Figure D-1). Due to
dominant contamination of overall levels by other sources (Figure D-l), it
was felt that an average, constant delta over the uncontaminated frequency

range would be more accurate than an attempt to determine an OASPL delta from

data using a prediction to remove contamination. The SPL deltas (within +0.5
dB) from static to flight were determined for each nozzle.

The deltas are plotted against log lo(Vj/VR) for each angle after being

normalized by 10 loglo(l - Mp cos Pi). The results are given in Figures D-2
through D-13. The data collapse is, in general, within +2.5 dB for the six
nozzles over a jet velocity range of 1200 to 2600 ft/sec and a flight veloc-
ity range of 140 to 400 ft/sec. Mean lines through the data, fitted through
the origin, are shown on the figures. The slope of the line is the exponent

(i) in the equation:

OASPLStatic- OASPLFlight - 10 log1 0 (Vj/VR)m/lO (I - Mp cos 0 )

These exponents in terms of relative velocity indices (m/10 = mCOi)] are

tabulated in Table D-3. The indices are applicable both to suppressor post-
merged mixing noise and to conical nozzle mixing noise.

Since this delta represents the "un-Doppler shifted" case, a Doppler
shift must be applied to the flight spectrum as required.
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Table D-2. Cycle Conditions.

Inner Plow Outer Flow Configuration Test T T8 V8
Test T

T  
V TT Cofgrto i V, *8

Configuration Tt p0  TTp T v

Point PT/ ( R) (ft/sec) T/P0 (* R) (ft/sec) 12 2.55 1693 2197

6 .-- -- 3.83 1738 2597 30 2.28 1693 2079

16 1.50 !454 1381 4.04 1690 2605 31 2.47 1003 1658

20 1.53 1141 1247 3.79 1702 2558 32 3.00 999 1800

21 1.57 1002 1202 1.76 825 1215 4-in. Conical 33 3.51 1001 1904

40-Shallow-Chute 22 1.55 1005 1198 2.09 994 1504 Nozzle, 34 3.50 1407 1981

3ual-Fl 31 2.51 859 1546 3.22 1668 2400 35 2.99 1411 2145
Suppressor
Nozze. 32 2.93 830 1631 3.56 1708 2510 36 3.49 1387 2245

Model 52 34 2.68 840 1573 2.67 1796 2248 37 2.39 1799 2198

35 2.53 764 1462 2.18 1498 1914 38 3.14 1692 2396

36 2.49 783 1469 1.94 1374 1692 39 3.43 1708 2486

6 -- -- -- 3.74 1751 2609 1 2.74 1690 2270

11 2.24 619 1240 3.32 1629 2397 4 2.51 1676 2171

16 1.49 1478 1390 4.01 1730 2620 5-1n. Conical 7 2.17 1075 1606

3h-chute, 18 1.53 1226 1303 2.25 1071 1633 Nozzle. 10 2.95 1730 2368
Dual-Flow Model 5 13 .6 172 41
Suppress r 21 1.54 992 1182 1.75 825 1208 13 3.16 1702 2411

Nodel 30 2.52 851 1540 2.40 1735 2158 16 .81 1676 2546
Model 53

32 3.11 832 1662 3.62 1753 2564 19 1.52 1093 1219

35 2.54 766 1467 2.23 1510 1930
9 3.26 1608 2367

42 1.99 841 1344 3.02 706 1514 11 1.94 1506 1772

43 1.50 882 1069 3.02 1702 2369 12 2.55 1681 2190

13 4.05 694 1658

p04-Tube 14 3.44 753 1642S uppressor67

Nozzle. 15 2.42 1041 1673

Model 64 16 2.00 1257 1649

TT8 v8 V0 17 1.75 1479 1629

oPfiguration PT80 ( RI (ft/sec) (ft/sec) 18 1.67 1650 1647

1.99 1578 1852 0 20 1.75 1642 1718

2.47 1837 2253 0 -
Aerotrain 2.4s 8 37 183 0 2 3.04 1480 2210

Cost ~al 1.98 1574 1839 132onal7 4.02 1740 2632

Nozzle 2.40 1813 2222 138 
7
9 1 2.62 695 1415

1.96 1559 1851 278

2.35 1744 2148 271 32-Deep-Chute 10 3.22 735 1585

Suppressor 11 3.18 1745 2443

1.95 1538 1800 0 Nozsle. 12 2.77 1750 23221.95 153 1800 0Model 5

2.32 1786 2160 0 13 2.41 1714 2153

Aerotrain 1.93 1570 1810 136 16 1.76 824 1214

104-Tube
Suppressor 2.32 1771 2148 136 17 2.26 1524 1959

Nozzle 1.95 1528 1795 264 20 2.03 1374 1745

2.36 1777 2173 265
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Table D-3. Tabulation of Jet-Mixing Noise
Relative Velocity Indices.

OASPLstatic lg . ~eiS i OASPLFlight 1 00 lO [0 Mp cos ei), where m(ei) f m/10

Acoustic

Angle
From Inlet Index

(6 ) "m(e )"

200 0.7*

300 1.0*

400 1.25

500 1.8

600 2.35

700 2.7

800 3.4

0° 4.2

1000 5.0

1100 5.5

1200 5.2

1300 4.9

1400 4.5

1500 3.8

1600 2.8*

*Extrapolated
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Premerged Flow Region

The same suppressor data used in the vostmerged flight effects correla-
tion are used to determine the premerged effects. The postmerged noise com-
ponent in the premerged frequency range was determined based on the M*S
prediction, and only uncontaminated data (at least 10 dB higher than the
postmerged prediction) were used in determining deltas. Here, however, it is
very difficult to separate the premerged mixing noise from possible shock-
noise contamination. Nevertheless, deltas between static and flight were
determined and tabulated.

Because no known correlation was available for the flight effects on
this specific noise source, the deltas were plotted various ways so trends
might be identified. It is evident that no trends with jet velocity, pressure
ratio, or temperature exist, as shown in Figures D-14 through D-16, respec-
tively. Plotting all data together against angle shows that the data generally
fall into two groups: high supersonic (above 2.8 pressure ratio), and low
supersonic and subsonic as shown in Figure D-17 for Model 51. An increase at
900 is evident, however, indicating some source effect. Further analysis of
the high supersonic data indicates the possible presence of shock noise in
the aft quadrant as shown in Figures D-18 and D-19. The flight effects on
shock noise are covered in detail in the following paragraphs. Plotting only
low supersonic and subsonic data versus angle indicates a simple dynamic
effect on this mixing noise source as follows:

OASPL Static- OASPLFlight = 60 log10 (1 - Mp cos 0i ) -1

This is shown in Figures D-20 through D-22. No significant source effect is
evident in this set of data when the high supersonic data is removed.

Shock Cell Noise

Conical Nozzles - For the conical nozzle data, the shock noise at angles
aft of 900 was ignored because, even though shock noise was noticeable, it was
heavily contaminated by jet-mixing noise. In the 70* to 900 angles some
consideration of the mixing noise effect in the shock-noise-frequency range
was made. This was possible because of the relatively high confidence in
jet-mixing and shock-cell noise predictions available for conical nozzles.

Pressure ratio, aircraft velocity, and acoustic angle were considered as
the primary correlating variables for this noise component. When the deltas
are plotted against angle for constant free-stream velocity, Vo, the dynamic
effect is found to be a 40 log (1 - Mp cos Oil- function, and there is a
slight increase in level at 900; this is shown in Figures D-23 through D-26.
The increase at 90e is possibly due to either an increase in effective pressure
ratio due to flight, an increase in shock-cell length due to flight, or both,
but no trends were noticed except for that with VO . Accordingly, for this
correlation, a simple empirically derived equation for the increase with
flight velocity was used as shown in Figure D-27: the choice of the curve was
influenced by similar data for suppressors, shown in Figure D-28, and by the
fact that the changes were relatively small.
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3.0
VRef =100 ft/sec

0 4-in. Conical Nozzle

X 5-in. Conical Nozzle

2.0 I
.2.575 lOglo (V 0 + V Ref

a Vef

• 1.0

0

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
log10 (Vo + VRef)/VRef

Figure D-27. Increase in Shock Noise Due to Flight -

Conical Nozzles.
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3,0
VRef =100 ft/sec

O-2. 57 5 logi0 V 4VO

2.0 Vj~ef I,f-I

6;V~ 
e* 

Model 
515 Model 52

9 Model 53

0

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

lOg1 0  (VO + VRef)/VRef

Figure D-28. Increase in Shock Noise Due to Flight -

Suppressor Nozzles.
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Aft-quadrant flight effects appeared to be similar to those of the
suppressor shock noise which is discussed in the next section.

Shock Cell Noise From Suppressor Nozzles - As mentioned previously, it
is very difficult to separate the premerged mixing noise from the shock-cell
noise. However, this source is similar to that found in conical nozzles and
may, therefore, have similar flight effects. If the data set is limited to
the high supersonic data (above 2.8 pressure ratio) and plotted versus angle,
Figure D-29 results. This shows a similar trend to the conical shock in the
forward quadrant; an increase at 900 is indicated in addition to a "40 log"
dynamic effect. The aft quadrant has flight effects approximately constant
with angle. Review of data in the 1.6 to 2.5 pressure ratio range, Figure
D-30, shows flight effects intermediate between those of subsonic and super-
sonic cases. It is hypothesized that in these cases the high frequencies be-
come dominated by shock noise, but complete domination is not achieved until
characteristic pressure ratios of over 2.8 are reached. This is illustrated
by the predictions given in Figure D-31.

As with the conical nozzle, an empirical curve of source increase versus
aircraft velocity is used for this prediction technique. This curve is shown
in Figure D-28.

COMPARISON OF PREDICTED VERSUS MEASURED FLIGHT EFFECTS

Maximum PNL and EPNL from Free Jet

The correlation between predicted and measured data is summarized in
Tables D-4 and D-5. Table D-4, for static conditions, is simply another
check of the basic M*S method as presented in Reference 12. In general, the

results of the static cases are about the same as in Table 3-1 of Reference
12; i.e., for all suppressors:

Linear Regression Confidence

All Constants Limits (d)

Suppressors m b 80% 95%

Reference 12 0.973 0.07 ± 2.4 ± 3.7
PNL Current 1.098 -1.82 ± 1.9 ± 2.9

Reference 12 0.968 0.29 ± 2.1 ± 3.3
EPNL Current 1.094 -0.46 ± 2.0 ± 3.1

Table D-5 shows the correlation for the simulated-flight case which, on the
same basis as above, is as good as for the static case:

2
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Jet Velocity, ft/sec

1742 1887 2026 2163 2294 2420 2S33 2650
12o0

0 . =1300 9 Free Field * Model 51
I I
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Figure D-31. Comparison of Predicted Premerged and Shock Noise
in the Aft Quadrant.
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Table D-4. Predictions Versus Measurements, Static.

Linear Regression Confidence Number

Nozzle Constants Limits (dB) of

m b 80% 95% Points

PNL Suppressors 1.098 -1.82 1 1.9 ± 2.9 28

Conical (2) 1.018 +1.35 + 1.1 + 1.7 17

Model 51 0.983 -1.96 + 1.9 + 3.2 9

Model 52 1.235 -2.12 + 2.12 + 3.3 10

Model 53 1.039 -1.49 + 1.8 + 2.9 9

104 Tube - - - - -

ALL 1.065 -0.61 + 2.5 + 3.9 45

EPNL Suppressors 1.094 -0.46 + 2.0 + 3.1 28

Conical (2) 1.004 +0.94 + 0.9 + 1.5 17

Model 51 1.006 -1.57 + 1.7 + 2.8 9

Model 52 1.155 +0.21 + 2.0 + 3.4 10

Model 53 1.029 -0.10 + 1.14 + 2.4 9

104 Tube - ..- - -

ALL 1.063 +0.09 + 1.8 + 2.8 45
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Table D-5. Predictions Versus Measurements, Simulated
Flight by Free Jet.

Linear Regression Confidence Number
Nozzle Constants Limits (dB) of

m b 80% 95% Points

PNL Suppressors 1.029 -0.18 + 2.3 + 3.5 59

Conical (2) 0.966 +1.80 + 1.2 + 1.9 35

Model 51 1.000 +0.02 + 2.2 + 3.5 22

Model 52 1.183 -1.36 + 2.0 + 3.2 14

Model 53 0.979 +0.82 + 2.0 + 3.3 11

104 Tube 0.808 -0.68 + 2.1 + 3.4 12

ALL 1.004 +0.56 + 2.3 + 3.5 94

EPNL Suppressors 1.090 -0.12 + 2.3 + 3.5 59

Conical (2) 1.068 -0.98 + 1.5 + 2.4 35

Model 51 1.057 -0.78 + 1.6 + 2.6 22

Model 52 1.190 +0.78 + 2.3 + 3.7 14

Model 53 1.051 +0.73 + 1.9 + 3.1 11

104 Tube 0.825 -1.51 + 1.9 + 3.1 12

ALL 1.083 +0.29 t 2.1 + 3.2 94
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Linear Regression Confidence

All Constants Limits (dB)

Suppressors m b 80% 95%

Static 1.098 -1.82 ± 1.9 ± 2.9

PNL "Flight" 1.029 -0.18 ± 2.3 ± 3.5

Static 1.094 -0.46 ± 2.0 ± 3.1

EPNL "Flight" 1.090 -0.12 ± 2.3 ± 3.5

This overall comparison for all suppressors shows that the "flight" EPNL pre-

diction is within 1/4 to 1/2 EPNdB of the static correlation, indicating

that the prediction method is doing the intended job very well.

By the way of illustrating the correlation of the data for all the

points checked (per Table D-2), Figures D-32 through D-35 are presented (in the

same format as presented and discussed in Section 3.3 of Reference 12).

Figures D-32 and D-34 show the correlation of the static data, and Figures

D-33 and D-35 show it for the simulated-flight data. In addition to the linear

regression line (solid), a dashed line representing the "measured equals

predicted" case is shown for reference.

Application of the Method to Aerotrain Data

The flight effects correlation has been applied to predict the noise from

the conical and from the 104-tube nozzles on the Bertin Aerotrain (as docu-

mented in Reference 6). The cycle points used in this check, from those

actually run during the tests reported in Reference 6, are also listed in
Table D-2 including the speed of the moving-frame source during the measure-

ment. Note that the conical nozzle on the J85 engine used on the Aerotrain

was a scaled-up version of the 4-in. conical nozzle (model 47) tested in the

JENOTS free-jet facility.

The predicted and measured PNL and EPNL values are also shown on Figures

D-32 and D-34 for the static case and on Figures D-33 and D-35 for the actual

moving-frame case. These plots show that the correlation works as well on the

Aerotrain data as it does on the free-jet data.

Typical checks of the far-field PNL versus angle and of the spectral dis-

tribution at three far-field angles are shown in Figures D-36 and D-37 for the

conical nozzle, static and moving-frame respectively, and in Figures D-38 and

D-39 for the 104-tube nozzle.

Comment on the "m(Ot)" Relative Velocity Index

The value of the index, m(Oi), as defined in Table D-3 and as determined

quantitatively by the free-jet data in this program, iq shown in Figure D-40

together with the one currently under consideration by the ICAO Working

Group E (Reference 64); both are allowed as options in the M*S correlation.
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e The Reference" level is the predicted value of noise for each nozzle,

at a specified set of thermodynamic conditions, plus an arbitrary

value of 100 dB.

115 ____
ll5lI I
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Figure D-32. Correlation Between Measured and Predicted Maximum

Perceived Noise Level (PNL), All Nozzles - Static.
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e The "Reference" level is the predicted value of noise for each nozzle,

at a specified set of thermodynamic conditions, plus an arbitrary

value of 100 dB.

0 Model 
51

C3 Model 52 0 0 0

110 -- Model 53

0 4-in. Conical Cre Jet

5-in, Conical

n A 104-Tube105-
15x Conical O I

X 104-Tub Aerotrain 0 o
+104-Tube 0,

o

Z 100A

95 A
Linear Regression Curve

/ __C____

0: i

/ Linear Regression Confidence

80- _ _____ _____- Constants Levels, dBl

1.004 j 0.56 £2.31 I.
__ __ _ __/__ _I I I_ _ _

780 85 90 95 100 105 110 115

Predicted PNL Relative to Reference, P, P~dB

Figure D-33. Correlation Between Measured and Predicted Maximum

Perceived Noise Level (PNL), All Nozzles - Flight.
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" Flyover calculation using static data corrected to free-field conditions.

" The "Reference" level is the predicted value of noise for each nozzle,
at a specified set of thermodynamic conditions, plus an arbitrary
value of 100 dB.

115 , 'I

0 Model 51

0 Model 52 )
110 - Model 53 Free Jet /

0 4-in. Conical 0 0

5-in. Conical

105 X Conical _ _ _ _-0

+ 104-Tube 
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0

U
C 1000

o095 5

Measured-Equals-PredictedLn

90

085
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Linear Regression Confidence
so Constants Levels, dB

//

1.063 10.09 tl.80 ±2.8

85 1 1 1__

75 80 85 90 95 100 105 110 115
Predicted EPNL Relative to Reference, P, ZPdB

Figure D-34. Correlation Between Measured and Predicted Effective

Perceived Noise Level (EPNL), All Nozzles Static.
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* The "Reference" level is the predicted value of noise for each nozzle,
at a specified set of thermodynamic conditions, plus an arbitrary
value of 100 dB.

115
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Figure D-35. Correlation Between Measured and Predicted Effective

Perceive'd Noise Level (EPNL), All Nozzles - Flight.
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Figure D-36. Predicted and Measured Static Noise from the

Conical Nozzle on the Bertin Aerotrain.
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Figure D-37. Predicted and Meaured Moving-Frame Noise from

the Conical Nozzle on the Bertin Aerotrain.
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Figure D-39. Predicted and Measured Moving-Frame Noise fromi

the 104-Tube Nozzle on the Bertin Aerotrain.
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i E U l U. ..

M*S COMPUTER PROGRAM REVISION

Because the flight-effect-prediction method is on a "delta SPL" basis,

the changes to the M*S computer program were minor. The program containing
the flight effects is fully documented in Reference 13. In general, the
flight effects are applied to the basic source noise (jet mixing or shock
cell) in the appropriate subroutines.

In the "SUBi" subroutine, the source is determined (postmerged or pre-
merged noise), and the appropriate flight effects are determined (exponent
method for postmerged, dynamic effect for premerged). These corrections are
then applied to each predicted, static SPL. In the premerged-noise, multi-
element-shielding routine, an adjustment is made to allow for the correct
flight effects even though the source levels are changing. In the "SHKSUB"
subroutine, the predicted increase at 900 is determined. This correction is
applied to all predicted, static SPL's in the aft quadrant while the correc-
tion plus the dynamic effect are applied to all SPL's in the forward quad-

rant.
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APPENDIX E

PREDICTED ACOUSTIC DESIGN TRENDS FROM M*S METHOD

This appendix presents selected directivity and spectra plots to

supplement the discussion of trend curves in Section 4.1.2 of this document.
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Figure E-1. Effect of Cycle Conditions on Conical Nozzle Noise
aHihJet Velocity.
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Figure E-2. Effect of Cycle Conditions on Conical Nozzle Noise
at Medium Jet Velocity.
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Figure E-4. Effect of Area on Conical Nozzle Noise

at High Jet Velocity.
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Figure E-6. Effect of Flight on Conical Noszle Noise at
High Jet Velocity.
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Figure E-7. Effect of Flight on Conical Nozzle Noise at
Low Jet Velocity.
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Figure E-8. Effect of Flight on Suppressor Nozzle Noise
at High Jet Velocity.
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Figure E-9. Effect of Flight on Suppressor Nozzle Noise
at Low Jet Velocity.
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Figure E-10. Effect of Area Ratio on Multichute Nozzle Noise
at High Jet Velocity.
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Figure E-11. Effect of Area Ratio on Multichute Nozzle Noise

at Low Jet Velocity.
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Figure E-12. Effect of Element Number on Multichute Nozzle Noise
at High Jet Velocity.
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Figure E-13. Effect of Element Number on Multichute Nozzle Noise
at Low Jet Velocity.
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Figure E-14. Effect of Area Ratio on Multitube Nozzle Noie
aHigh Jet Velocity.
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Figure E-15. Effect of Area Ratio on Multitube Nozzle Noise
at Low Jet Velocity.
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Figure E-16. Effect of Element Number on Multitube Nozzle Noise
at High Jet Velocity.
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Figure E-17. Effect of Element Number on Multitube Nozzle Noise

at Low Jet Velocity.
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Figure E-18. Effect of Ejectors on Multitube Nozzle Noise.
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APPENDIX F - GUIDE TO GOOD-ACOUSTIC DESIGN PRACTICES

This appendix presents information supplementing Section 4.2.1 of the text.
It is intended to be used, in concert with the primary geometric and thermo-
dynamic design parameters incorporated in the basic M*S model, as "guidelines"
to assure that basic suppression levels are attained.

DEFINITION OF MULTIELEMENT SUPPRESSOR GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS

For the two primary families of multielement suppressors, i.e., tubes/holes
and chutes/spokes, the geometric design variables are defined, with the aid of
Figure F-l, as follows:

* Tube - Circular or pseudocircular flow element of some finite

external length, Lt

0 Hole - Circular or pseudocircular flow element having no external
length, Lt

0 Deep Chute - Radial flow-segmenting element designed for good
ventilation capability and normally stowed within the plug
centerbody

* Shallow Chute - Radial flow-segmenting element designed for moderate
ventilation capability and normally stowed on the plug or centerbody
surface

* Spoke - Radial flow-segmenting element having no ventilation cap-
ability and normally stowed on the plug or centerbody surface

0 Area Ratio, AR - For full baseplate tube/hole array: ratio of area

of a circumscribing circle skirting the outermost flow points at the

exit plane to the total physical flow area

For annulus of tubes, holes, chutes or spokes - ratio of total
annulus area to total physical flow area

0 Radius Ratio, Rr - Ratio of plug radius, Rp, to shroud radius, Rs ,

at throat plane
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Normal Base Plane
e = Exit Plane Stagger Angle

a = Base Plane Stagger Angle

= Cant Angle

Lt = External Tube Length

L = Internal Tube Length

SD tl= Internal Tube Diameter

R P= Plug Radius

R = Shroud Internal Radius

--*-Coplanar Exit

Lt j s

Shroud
Deep Shallow-
Chute Chute Spoke Flow

Chute/Spoke

Plug

Figure F-1. Definition of Multielement Suppressor Geometric Parameters.
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" Degree of Segmentation, N - Number of flow or segmenting elements;
i.e., tubes, holes, chutes, spokes

* Tube Diameter, Dt - Internal diameter of tube at throat plane

" Tube Length, Lt - External exposed tube length, not including
baseplate thickness

* Internal Tube Lengths, Lti - Internal total tube length, including
baseplate thickness

" Tube Size Equity - Measure of departure from uniformity of tube
size within an array

" Tube Spacing Uniformity - Measure of departure from equal tube
spacing within an array

" Exit Plane Stagger Angle, 6 - Degree of exit plane angularity
relative to coplanar

" Base Plane Stagger Angle, a - Degree of nonnormal-to-centerline
design

" Cant Angle, S - Degree of tilt relative to centerline of tube or
chute array; normally outer tube row only but may apply to complete
tube array in either (+) outward or (-) inward direction

" Tube Axial-Flow Geometry

Straight or Convergent

" Chute Axial Flow Geometry

or or or _

Rectangular Sharp Contoured Contoured
Triangular Convergent Convergent-

Divergent
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0 Tube/Hole Exit Planform

or or

Round Trapezoidal Greatrex

0 Chute/Spoke Exit Planform - WOc/s/Wic/s = Ratio of chute/spoke width
at shroud to width at plug

0 C/S

IqWI c/S

DESIGN PRACTICES FOR MULTIELEMENT JET NOISE SUPPRESSORS

The M*S model has been evolved to accommodate the primary geometric and
thermodynamic design variables of multielement tube and chute suppressors as well
as unsuppressed round jets and annular plug nozzles. Either single- or dual-flow
systems can be simulated; the multielement suppressor is applied to the outer
stream of the coannular exhaust system where current practical interest is for
the high-velocity stream to be mechanically suppressed. Ranges of applicability
and accuracy for the basic M*S method are presented in Section 4.1.1 of this
document.
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For the multitube/hole suppressor family, the M*S model correlation
includes nozzles with an arbitrary number of tubes of identical size with
simple convergent ends, coplanar termination, all tubes parallel to the nozzle
centerline (except the outer tube row can be canted relative to the axis),
uniform center-to-center spacing of tubes in a hexagonal array, and the option
of incorporating a centerbody plug.

Data are presented and discussed for variations in tube:

- Length

- Size Equity and Spacing Uniformity

- Exit Plane Stagger

- Base Plane Stagger

- Canting

- Internal Geometry

- End Planform

For the multichute/spoke suppressor family, the M*S model correlation
includes both chutes and spokes without distinction, radial as well as
trapezoidal planforms, canted as well as normal-to-centerline exit planes,
plus incorporation of a centerbody plug, and includes single- and dual-stream
suppressor systems (with suppressor applied to the outer stream).

Further data are presented and discussed here for chute/spoke:

- Element Selection

- Exit Planform

- Exit Plane Cant

- General Design Considerations

These guidelines are intended for transposing the generic, optimal, M*S
designs to practical suppressor systems. In support of the design guidelines,
available quantitative static acoustic data comparisons are included as a
general calibration of the importance of considering alternate design options.
The guidelines are to be used, however, primarily on a qualitative basis:
as a means of assuring that the M*S model-predicted static suppression
levels are maintained rather than degraded through random alteration of the
basic physical design to accommodate real-engine nozzle implementation con-
siderations.
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Tube Length

The M*S model applies for a tube length (or the nondimensional parameter
of the tube length-to-diameter ratio, L /D ) which was found by experience to

t tprovide essentially the highest suppression. Data show that there is an
optimum value for this ratio. For values on either side of this optimum, for
example a tube of no external length (baseplate-hole configuration) or an
extremely long tube (L t/D > 8), the suppression is lower than the optimum by
a significant amount. Results from six data sources indicate the range of
L /D for optimum acoustic design is nominally between 2.5 and 5.0. In allt t
instances, nozzle designs with some external tube length exhibited somewhat
greater suppression than baseplate models of no external tube length and/or
configurations for which the external air-entrainment passage was blocked.
This is observed at most jet velocities tested, and differences in suppression
range from approximately 0 to 4 APNL.

Of the six empirical data comparisons, the first three include variation
of tube length-to-diameter ratio accomplished by shortening the externzil tube
length while maintaining the baseplate design fixed. The fourth data compari-
son alters both internal and external tube length, but not consistently for
the entire tube array; greater change in ventilation potential is made for
the peripheral tubes. The last two comparisons maintain internal tube length
or L t/D but eliminate external tube length by methods which substantially
reduce ventilation potential between the individual tubes. Review of the data
sources follows.

Set 1 - A very controlled study of tube-length-to-diameter ratio was
performed by GE, Reference 2, using an 85-tube configuration of AR = 3.19;
see Figure F-2. All tubes were of equal length and terminated within a
coplanar exit. Shortening of the tubes in seven incremental steps over the
range of 3.75 in.)L 0 effected an LtDt range of 8.7 to 0. Peak PNL suppression
trends, presented at 50 ft/sec increments of jet velocity, indicate: (a) An
optimum range of improved design exists, normally within 2.5 < L /D
< 5, for the V range of 1750 to 3000 ft/sec; (b) trends are-fairly consistent
at all Vj valuls, showing from 1 to 2 APNL improvement in comparison to the
longest tube length; (c) up to 3 APNL suppression gain is seen in comparison
to the baseplate at the lowest Vi of 1250 ft/sec; and (d) for most velocities,
little distinction in acoustic performance is seen between very short and verylong tubes.

Set 2 - Boeing data sources on tube studies, using 37- and 61-tube clusters
of AR - 2.75 and 3.3, respectively, with incremental tube lengths of 3, 2, and
1 in., have reported (Reference 66) that tube length has minimal influence on
acoustic performance, particularly in comparison to the more influential
parameters of area ratio and tube number. However, closer review of the data,
Figure F-3, indicates a variance of up to 1.5 APNL within the range of tube
length tested. The trend is not as consistent with velocity or tube length as
in data Set 1, but it still suggests that an intermediate tube length is an
improved design.

Set 3 - A second GE data set, Reference 2 and Figure F-4, compares a 72-
hole, AR - 2.65, flat-baseplate model of L t/Dt  0 to a moderately short-tube
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configuration of the same tube size and spacing pattern but of L t/D = 1.7.
Sideline (300 and 1500 ft) peak PNL suppression change, with reference to the
baseplate configuration, indicates from = I to 2.5 APNL suppression improve-
ment for the moderate tube length over the entire V test range.

Set 4 - The fourth model set is a similar type of comparison to that of
the previous 72-hole/tube models in that a 97-hole baseplate of AR = 2.0 with
unequal-size holes and nonuniform spacing is duplicated in a tube geometry,
Figure F-5 and Reference 2. The tube configuration has a contoured base region
in lieu of a flat baseplate and establishes varying Lt/Dt for the four outer-
to-inner tube rows, the central hole having no external tube length. Sideline
maximum PNL suppression, referenced to the baseplate model, indicates up to 1.5
APNL greater suppression at moderately high Vj for the improvement in ventilation
capability. Lower Vj data indicate no preferential distinction for external tube
length.

Set 5 - The tube nozzle for this comparison, Figure F-6 and Reference 2,
is the same as in data Set 4 (above) but is now compared to a 97-hole nozzle
which has a baseplate thickness equal to that of the tube length - such that no
external ventilation between individual tubes is possible. Results are very
similar to the previous comparison; sideline peak PNL suppression increases
up to = 3 APNL at high Vj and = 1.5 APNL at low V., again indicating external
tube length of some degree is very necessary to allow ventilation of ambient
air to enhance mixing and improve velocity-decay rates.

Set 6 - The final configuration, a 104-elliptical-tube array of unequal
tube size and nonuniform spacing, again maintains internal tube length but
effectively eliminates external tube length through application of a baseplate
cover. Figure F-7 (from Reference 19) shows that arc and sideline suppression
potential is enhanced by thp finite external tube length relative to the
pseudobaseplate model. Approximately 1 APNL improvement is seen at most velocity
conditions tested. The tube effective external-length-to-diameter ratio varies
from 3.1 to 0.7 for the five rows of tubes; the outer row is in the more optimal
range of design as seen from the 85-tube study of data Set 1.

In general it can be concluded that finite external tube length is necessary
to allow significant ambient air entrainment, enhanced mixing, and more rapid
velocity decay. The first of the six empirical data sets was a systematic tube-
length-variation study within a fixed AR = 3.19 system. It showed definite trends
for optimal sideline peak PNL suppression within an Lt/Dt range of 2.5 to 5.0.
Normal improvements of from 1 to 2 A peak PNL were suggested relative to a very
long or very short tube. All other data sources supported the trends of the
more systematic study, each indicating a direct link between external-tube-length/
ambient-air-entrainment-capability and suppression performance.

Two data comparison sets (5 and 6) modified only external tube length while
maintaining internal tube length. These comparisons exhibited characteristics
similar to the sets which simultaneously altered both external and internal tube
length.
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From an aerodynamic-performance viewpoint, tube length (and resultant
ventilation capability) is a prime consideration (see Section 5.0 of the text).
Short tube length inhibits flow entrainment, decreases base pressure, and increases
the base drag component of system thrust loss - normally the most significant
system performance loss mechanism. Increasing tube length removes the low-
pressure region from the base area and systematically decreases base drag;
however, internal tube pressure loss (due to friction, internal shock, etc.)
becomes greater if the tube is not designed optimally. This loss is generally
of much less significance than base drag. Mechanical implementation of a
deployable/stowable suppressor, however, generally dictates allowable tube
length. In most system considerations, an array in which all tubes are of
similar length is not readily stowable within a central plug or secondary
ejector envelope. The empirical data presented herein suggest that the tube
length of the outer row is of primary importance, and reducing effective tube
lengths for internal tube rows is a viable alternate to the full array of
equal-length tubes. Penetration of the entrained air to the center of the
tube array, to enhance mixing for improved suppression and to alleviate low
base pressure for improved aerodynamic performance, then becomes a consideration
of tube size, area ratio, and tube spacing.

Tube Size Equity and Spacing Uniformity

The M*S correlation for multitube nozzles assumes all tubes are of
equal diameter, Dt, and are spaced uniformly in an equilateral, triangular
array within a hexagonal pattern. This section considers variations from this
norm. Additionally, changes in the center tube cluster using a center hole
(either round or segmented) or center plug are considered; each is normally
considered to accommodate a particular nozzle system or means of realistically
implementing a multitube suppressor.

Categorically, data show that uniform tube size and spacing are pre-
requisites for better suppressor designs; however, these optimal designs are
generally not readily implementable in a realistic deployable/stowable sup-
pressor. Additionally, they are generally not optimized for aerodynamic
performance because the ventilation flow to the central base region is inhibited
by the uniformly spaced outer tube rows.

Optimal acoustic suppression results from establishing a uniform coalescing
plane for the individual jets to merge into a single jet. Dominance of either
premerged individual jet noise source, postmerged jet noise sources, or a
mixed equality of both, is primarily dependent on jet thermodynamic conditions,
the number of tubes for a given flow area, and suppressor area ratio. Controlled
parametric tests, Figure F-8 (from Reference 2), for area ratio variation at
fixed tube number, flow area, and jet thermodynamic conditions have shown
that:

* At low jet velocities, high area ratio suppressors are less effective
than low area ratio suppressors. When the nozzle is operated at
subcritical pressure ratios, the highest frequency noise sources are
in the immediate vicinity of the nozzle exit plane, radiating from
the individual premerged jets. The larger the area ratio, the more
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distinct is the identity of the individual jets due to greater
center-to-center spacing. The individual jets have a greater
ambient-air entrainment capability so that mixing and velocity decay
rates are enhanced, effecting lower merged velocity and reduced
postmerged low-frequency noise. Additionally, the larger spacing in
the outer tube rows diminishes premerged jet shielding effectiveness
and enhances the high-frequency noise dominance. Decreasing area
ratio improves outer tube row shielding, reduces ambient air entrain-
ment and resultant velocity decay rates, and causes the individual
jets to merge sooner while they are at a higher velocity. There-
fore, the high-frequency, premerged jet noise is decreased at the
expense of an increase in the low-frequency, postmerged jet noise.

* At high jet velocities, where nozzles are operated at supercritical
pressure ratios, the noise sources are further downstream than for
subsonic jets. Also, the peaks at the highest frequencies are
radiated only after a characteristic distance downstream, in contrast
to the subsonic operation for which highest frequency noise sources
were in the vicinity of the nozzle exit. At these high-velocity
conditions, opposing trends to low jet velocity exist; i.e., higher
area ratio suppressors are acoustically more efficient. Peak noise
spectra are solely low-frequency, postmerged-jet-noise controlled.
Decreasing the area ratio to compact the tube array forces quicker
merging at a higher jet velocity and smaller effective merged jet
diameter. The higher merged velocity results from a combination of (a)
reduced entrained mass flow due to the smaller center-to-center tube
spacing and (b) the shorter distance prior to merging in which the jet
mixes and decays.

Intermediate jet velocity conditions exhibit a crossover of data
trends with suppressor area ratio. The location of the trend change
is influenced by the overriding impact of either pre- or postmerged
jet noise.

Because of these phenomena, changes in tube size and spacing have less
impact at lower jet velocity (particularly if outer row tube size and spacing
are maintained) because the high-frequency-dominated peak-noise is from the
vicinity of the tube exit where the outer tube row still shields noise from
the internal plume. Conversely, at higher velocity the low-frequency noise
stems primarily from the postmerged jet, and alterations in tube size and
spacing (which change the uniformity of merging) extend the low- to mid-
frequency source locations, resulting in less suppression. Also, alteration
of the central tube bundle to include a center hole or plug with annular flow
produces a similar effect; i.e., uniform merging and velocity decay are
destroyed, turbulent mixing zones are extended, low-frequency noise increas-
ingly dominates the spectra, and suppression decreases.

Empirical data illustrating these facts are presented and discussed in
the following paragraphs.

Set 1 - This set, Reference 2 and Figure F-9, compares one model of the
series used within the parametric area-ratio study, i.e. the uniformly
spaced 85-hole nozzle of AR = 3.1 with uniform hole diameter (Dt  0.651 in.),
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to an 89-hole nozzle of AR = 3.0 with uniform diameter (Dt = 0.453 in.) but
nonuniformly spaced. As illustrated in the figure, the spacing is varied
inside the outer row (which is still uniform). The change in peak noise
suppression relative to a conical nozzle is almost nonexistent, particularly
at low jet velocity. At higher velocity, a maximum suppression decrease of
= 1 APNL occurred for the nonuniform 89-hole nozzle relative to the uniformly
spaced 85-hole nozzle.

Set 2 - Boeing data, Reference 67 and Figure F-10, for tube arrays of
higher area ratio and lower tube number than Set 1 (i.e., AR = 3.3 and 4.5,
each with 37 tubes), illustrate the difference between close-packed, uniform
arrays and radially aligned arrays. The radially aligned pattern allows
better access to ambient air for entrainment throughout the tube bundle;
however, the sideline peak PNL data show a loss of suppression relative to the
close-packed array. The AR = 3.3 model set shows approximately 1 APNL, and
the AR = 4.5 shows about 2 APNL change. Deviation in the uniformity of tube
spacing is greater than for model Set 1 (above), and loss in noise suppression
is slightly greater; however, the higher area ratio with large center-to-
center spacing is felt to somewhat negate the influence of nonuniform spacing.
Additionally, the radial tube arrangement provides one-on-one tube shielding,
and only 12 tubes are in the outer row compared to 18 for the close-packed
array. Shielding impact should thus be maintained.

Set 3 - This model set, Reference 2 and Figure F-11, compares two arrays
of unequal hole size and nonuniform spacing to an equally sized/uniformly
spaced array. Each model has 97 holes and AR = 2.0. Model 1 is of uniform
hole diameter and spacing. Model 2 has equal outer-row hole size, Dt =
0.422 in., on a uniform spacing but varies the spacing and size of each internal
row. Model 3 has a somewhat larger hole size, Dt = 0.562 in., for the
primary flow area, has a large center hole of Dt = 1.332 in., and randomly
uses smaller holes throughout the array. Models 2 and 3 are designed to
represent suppressors which would be deployed on pivoting-flap systems within
a secondary ejector, thus approaching a more realistic, implementable design
than Model 1.

Peak noise suppression characteristics for Models 2 3nd 3, relative to
Model 1, are the same, as shown at 300 and 1500-ft sidelines in Figure F-11.
At low jet velocity the three arrays have nearly equal suppression potential,
near 5 to 6 APNL at 1500-ft sideline, but suppression becomes poorer as Vj
increases; nonequal size and nonuniform spacing degrade up to 5 APNL at 2750
to 3000 ft/sec.

Set 4 - Within a given tube nozzle array, designed to be deployed/
retracted on a hinged-flap system, design of a center void area where flaps
meet is also critical to suppressor performance. Two GE 96-tube models, one
as shown in Figure F-12 and the other per Reference 2, have identical design
for the 96 tubes of the array, but the center hole, remaining when the 16
hinged flaps are deployed in the suppressed mode, was altered in size from
1.764 to 1.415 in. by slightly lengthening the flaps. The 36% reduction in
central jet flow area alters the extended jet structure sufficiently to
increase noise suppression by up to 2 APNL at 300 and 1500-ft sidelines.
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* 97-Tube Nozzle End View - Enlarged Scale
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* 150 Exit Plane Stagger
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Figure F-12. Effect of Tube-Size Equity on 97-Tube Nozzle with 1.415
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Set 5 - Further alteration of the center hole of a GE 97-hole, AR = 2.0
nozzle (similar in design to the 96-tube-plus-center-hole configuration of
data Set 4) to accommodate an 8-lobe Greatrex center hole of equivalent flow
area is seen in Figure F-13 and Reference 2. For implementation purposes
this would be accomplished by extending every other flap of the 16-flap base
region to nearly 100% penetration to the nozzle centerline. Essentially the
core jet, which forced extended low-to-midfrequency noise source regions, is
now segmented to allow decay rates and merging more compatible with the basic
tube array. Sideline noise reductions relative to the circular hole are
enhanced by a nominal 2 A peak PNL.

Set 6 - Within the same framework of design as data Sets 4 and 5, Boeing,
Figure F-14 and Reference 67, replaced the central 19 tubes of a 61-tube close-
packed array of AR = 3.3 with a center hole of 3.9-in. diameter. The outer
two tube rows, 41 tubes total, maintain the same tube size and pattern as the
61-tube array. Sideline peak PNL suppression for the system is reduced from
11 to 5 at = 1900 ft/sec and from 14 to 4 at = 2550 ft/sec,or, as seen in
Figure F-14, a loss of from 6 to approximately 10 dB as jet velocity increases,
due to the dominance of the core jet extended noise sources. Changes in
spectra occur primarily toward low-to-midfrequency domination.

Set 7 - The 42-tube, two-row-cluster design of data Set 6 was also used
by Boeing, Reference 67 and Figure F-15, to incorporate a center plug of 120
half angle. The center plug geometry was altered to effect annulus heights of
0.383, 0.533, 0.800, and 1.067 in. The 0.383 in. annulus/42-tube model has
the same equivalent flow area as the basic 61-tube array. The 0.533 in.
annulus height has the same characteristic flow dimension as the individual
tubes, i.e., Dt = 0.533 in. The 1.067 in. annulus has annular flow area
equivalent to that of the peripheral 42-tube array.

As seen from sideline data in Figure F-15, peak PNL suppression, relative
to the full 61-tube array, is progressively eroded as core annulus height
increases. Increasing the core annulus size negates the effectiveness of a
common, uniform, merging plane of the base tube bundle, increasingly extending
the central jet plume and generating low-to-midfrequency dominance in the
noise spectra.

In summary, the empirical data comparisons have elicited the following
guidelines:

" Slight variance from equal tube size or from uniform center-to-
center spacing in an equilateral triangular pattern associated with
a hexagonal array will not significantly alter suppression poten-
tial. This is particularly true at low velocity if tube size and
spacing in the outer row are maintained uniform.

" Moderate variance from equal tube spacing, particularly for fairly
high-area-ratio systems as seen in data Set 2, will only moderately
decrease suppression, if the change is from a close-packed to a
radial array which still maintains good peripheral-tube noise shielding.
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Figure F-13. Effect of Tube-Size Equity on 97-Hole Nozzle with
1.415-in. Round and Greatrex Center Holes.
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" Large variance from equal tube size and uniform center-to-center
spacing will seriously degrade suppression potential as seen for
data Set 3, particularly at mid-to-high Vj.

" Incorporation of a center hole or plug resulting in an annular flow
normally degrades suppression potential. Comparison of the design
under consideration to the data sets and configurations discussed
herein is suggested as a guideline to minimize impact on acoustic
performance.

Tube Exit Plane Stagger

The M*S model assumes coplanar termination of tube ends for the tube
array. Variance from coplanar may introduce a criterion detrimental to sup-
pression optimization, due to extension of the merging region of the in-
dividual jets and the corresponding enhancement of low-to-midfrequency noise
generation. Stagger of the tube exit plane may, however, be necessary to
facilitate a stowable design. Several empirical data sets are presented, as
follows, to qualitatively assess the impact of such a change.

Set 1 - Figure F-16 and Reference 2 compare results of 300 and 600 tube
exit plane stagger to a coplanar 72-tube array of similar AR = 3.0 and tube
L /D = 1.7. Sideline PNL changes, relative to the Model 1 coplanar system,t t " " .
indicate suppression losses of 1 to 2 APNL in the mid-to-higher velocity
design region for the 300 staggered Model 2 and an additional = 1 dB loss for
the 600 staggered Model 3.

Spectra changes at peak noise angle, per Figure F-17, are seen to be
primarily low-to-midfrequency range influenced due to the extended merging/
mixing regions.

Set 2 - This model set, Figure F-18 and Reference 2, is for an 85-tube
array of AR = 3.0. The first of the two models has a coplanar exit and
the second has an exit plane stagger angle of 300, maintaining internal tube
and inlet geometries within the uniformly spaced hexagonal pattern. Sideline
noise comparisons indicate up to slightly in excess of 2 APNL suppression loss
for the 300 stagger relative to the coplanar exit model; trend and magnitude
are consistent with data Set 1. Changes in spectra impacting the PNL decrease
were again within the low-to-midfrequency range.

Tube Base Plane Stagger

As with exit plane stagger, the tube array base plane may be staggered to
facilitate mechanical implementation. Again, the M*S model assumes good
design practice has been followed in selecting tube length, and the model
implicitly assumes the base plane normal to the nozzle centerline (it was
developed using such a data base). The data set of Figure F-19, from Reference
2, includes three (72-tube, AR = 3.0) nozzles of different base plane stagger:
0, 30, and 600; the tube exits are coplanar. The minimum tube length-to-
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diameter ratio, Lt/Dt, is 1.7 in each case; the maximum Lt/Dt depends upon
the stagger angle; it is 4.8 for the 300 case and 10.8 for the 600 case.

Sideline peak PNL data comparisons relative to the flat baseplate of
Model 1 indicate: (a) suppression for the staggered baseplate is equivalent
to or greater than the flat baseplate; (b) suppression gain for the Model 2,
300 base stagger system ranges from 0 to 2 APNL with greater impact at high
Vj; and (c) suppression gain for the Model 3, 600 base stagger system ranges
from 1.5 at midrange Vj to 4 at low Vj and 3 at high Vj. Peak noise angle
spectra changes, Figure F-20, are primarily in the low-to-midfrequency range,
particularly at mid-to-high V due to the enhanced air entrainment, more
complex mixing, and lower merged Vj. At lower Vj the high-frequency, pre-
merged jet noise is also somewhat reduced.

Trends of acoustic results from this study are consistent with those of
the tube-length study. Variation of base plane stagger angle, while main-
taining a coplanar exit, in essence maintains moderate to long tubes in the
outer row while shortening tubes in the central part of the array. This
allows for easier base ventilation (as turning angle for the flow is reduced)
and possibly greater flexibility for mechanical implementation (shorter tubes
are normally easier to stow). Placement of tubes on a staggered or even-
contoured baseplate may thus allow a viable method for mechanical design with
improved aerodynamic performance while deriving acoustic benefits commensurate
with good design practice with regard to the length of tubes.

Tube Canting

Canting the outer tube row with respect to the nozzle centerline can be
accommodated within the M*S correlation model. Canting of the tubes outward
aerodynamically simulates a larger area ratio and may enhance suppression;
however, when considering an ejector application, care must be exercised to
avoid direct flow impingement on the ejector lining or flow spillage back
through the ejector inlet. The following paragraphs discuss data from several
nozzles tested to assess tube canting which was more complicated than that
accounted for in the M*S model.

Set 1 - Reference 2 documents the results summarized in Figure F-21
for two 37-tube configurations (of AR = 3.0 and 4.0) having tubes canted
within the vicinity of the exit. The degree of canting varied radially,
from 90 at center to 50 in the outer row, to intersect the projected center-
lines through the apex of a 100 included-angle cone. Straight end-tube arrays
of the same flow area and area ratio were tested as baselines. Scaled side-
line data indicate losses of 0 to = 3 APNL for the canted-tube nozzle, the
greater loss associated with higher area ratio. Inward tube canting forces
merging of the individual jets closer to the nozzle exit plane at a higher
merged Vj and extends the merged-jet, turbulent-mixing-noise generation region.
Therefore, spectra changes (particularly at higher Vj conditions) are primarily
in the low-to-midfrequency region.
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Set 2 - Boeing (Reference 67 and Figure F-22) considered canting the
outer tube row of a 61-tube array, AR = 3.07, such that the tubes were alter-
nately canted outward 120 and 3.80. Relative to a straight-tube configura-
tion, this nozzle produced a minor change in sideline PNL suppression.
Indication at higher Vj, above 2500 ft/sec, was for slight suppression loss
relative to the straight tubes.

Tube Internal Geometry

Variations from the conventional, circular cross section for the full

tube length have been observed to change performance, particularly from an
aerodynamic-thrust viewpoint. A tube of continuous circular cross section

may induce (a) high entrance losses, (b) PT loss due to shock structure within

the tube, and (c) increased skin-friction loss due to higher internal flow
Mach number. These internal flow conditions establish the aerodynamic
effective flow area and normally result in low discharge coefficients. Thus,
physical flow a-.,, must be increased to accommodate a design of fixed mass
flow.

Contoured tube inlets and convergent tube ends may be considered to

Convergent Tube End

-- Cnntourcd Tube Inlet

alleviate the problems associated with straight tubes. A good-design-practice
rule-of-thumb has been to use 30% flow area convergence in order to assure that
(a) entrance Mach number is subsonic and entrance losses are minimized; (b)
internal flow Mach No. is lowered and, correspondingly, skin friction PT loss
is reduced; (c) internal shock P loss is not present; (d) the throat plane
is positioned at the physical exit plane, thereby providing a reasonable

discharge coefficient. Static thrust degradation aormally associated with the

above considerations may be on the order of 2 to 3% iCfg.

Introduction of a convergent tube end, however, involves other consider-

ations, namely:
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* 01 Tubes

* AR = 3.07

* Dt = 0.777 in.

All Straight Tubes Outer Tube Row Canted
Outward as Indicated

Radius (in.) 4.931 3.352 2.178 1.002 1.002 2.178 3.352 4.971

. Scale Factor = 8:1
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F v'-T, = 1 0  F

2 t___ T -0
° 
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R 1500 2000 2500 3000

Jet Velocity, ft/sec

Figure F-22. Effect of Tube Canting: Boeing 61-Tube, Canted-Outer-Row

Configuration.
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(a) introduction of an additional base area in the vicinity of low pressure
created by the high velocity flow, and (b) tube diameter/area leading to the
convergent tube end is increased, thereby reducing flow-area between tubes
available for ambient-air entrainment. Several Boeing designs, Reference 61,
have considered maintaining nonconvergent tubes within the outer row as a
trade for increasing entrainment area. Partial alleviation of base drag
associated with condition (a) above may be realized by a gradual tube taper
from entrance to exit planes. A further aid to improve ventilation is the use
of elliptical tube cross section with the major axis directed radially toward
the nozzle center to maximize flow entrainment area. This can be done for (a)
the full tube length as seen in Figure F-7 for the 104-tube nozzle or (b)
the tube base and with smooth transition to circular, convergent, tube ends,
Reference 67.

Tube End Planform

The M*S model correlation is based on circular tube cross section at the
exit plane. Other planform shapes may be considered, either to enhance acoustic
suppression or to accommodate improved ventilation for lower base drag and
better aerodynamic performance. For the first category, use of Greatrex ends
within several tube arrays indicated substantial suppression improvement but
with accompanying high thrust decrement. For the second category, elliptical
and trapezoidal planform shapes have been considered. Several of the data
comparison sets are discussed as follows.

Set 1 - Within two 37-tube, equal-spaced, hexagonal arrays of AR = 3.0
and 4.0, 12-lobe Greatrex tube terminations were evaluated relative to circular/
convergent and circular/straight tubes, Reference 2 and Figure F-23. The
Greatrex terminations penetrated deeply into the center of each flow element.
Sideline peak PNL suppression for the AR = 3 Greatrex relative to plain-
round tubes and for the AR = 4 Greatrex relative to plain-round and convergent
tube arrays indicates suppression improvements of 4 to 7 PNdB, fairly uniform
with jet velocity variance. Suppression for the AR = 3 Greatrex relative to
plain-round tubes is somewhat greater than for AR = 4.0 across the entire Vj
range.

Changes in spectra at peak PNdB noise angle for jet velocities from 1325
to 2525 ft/sec are shown in Figure F-24 and exemplify that the impact is
generally very broad but greatest in the midfrequency range. Change in impact
between AR = 3 and 4 generally shows AR = 3 to have greater suppression at
high frequency than AR = 4.0 as well as in the low-frequency range at the
high velocity end.
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Set 2 - Greatrex tube ends of 8-lobe design were used on a more realistic
85-tube system, Figure F-25 and Reference 2, and are compared to a plain,
round tube array of the same physical flow area and tube pattern. Each is of
AR Y 3.0 and 300 exit plane stagger. Suppression change for the Greatrex,
relative to plain round, at 300 and 1500-ft sidelines shows up to 4 APNL
greater suppression for the Greatrex, primarily at low and midrange jet
velocity. At higher jet velocities the Greatrex lost the acoustic performance
edge and became somewhat noiser than the plain, round-tube array. Spectra
changes relative to the plain-round-tube array, Figure F-26, for various jet
velocities from 1700 to 3055 ft/sec, show suppression only in the mid-to-high
frequency range. At the lower jet velocities shown, low-frequency noise for
Greatrex and plain, round tubes is nearly equivalent; high frequency is sup-
pressed well by the Greatrex. As jet velocity increases, the low frequency of
the Greatrex rises above the plain-round-tube bundle, and the mid-to-high-
frequency spectra loses suppression until the systems are nearly equal at the
highest V..

Set 3 - In an effort to improve ventilation and to enhance mixing rates,
a 97-trapezoidal-shaped-hole baseplate model was tested in comparison to a 97-
circular-hole baseplate; see Figure F-27. Center-to-center hole spacing was
held constant as was flow area per hole. By making trapezoidal hole shapes in
a radial pattern, flow area available for ambient-air entrainment between hole
clusters on simulated flaps is increased. Peripheral area of trapezoidal holes
is greater than circular holes, so potential for improved aerodynamic flow mixing
is present. Sideline peak PNL suppression relative to a conical nozzle, however,
shows only minor variance in levels achieved by both systems.

Chute/Spoke Element Selection

Initial multielement annular suppressor studies were focused primarily on
the spoke concept because it was fairly easy to mechanically implement, light-
weight, and stowable on the plug surface in the nonsuppressed flight mode.
The chute concept evolved with time as a means to improve aerodynamic perfor-
mance. Low base pressure with resultant base drag is the greatest contributor
to chute or spoke thrust degradation; therefore, improving performance through
use of well-ventilated chutes precluded the use of spokes instead of chutes in
many applications. However, with the accompanying depth for ventilation,
chutes are considerably more complex to implement in design, weigh more, and
are more cumbersome to retract and stow within the plug centerbody. Thus, the
choice of chutes or spokes is normally made after the particular application
is reviewed for (a) suppression required, (b) thrust degradation limits during
the suppressed mode, (c) mechanical implementation, actuation, and storage, (d)
weight, and (e) overall impact to system and mission.

Previous test work with induced flows indicates suppression gain by
means of induced/mixed ambient-air entrainment is a function of the induced
flow proportionality to the core jet mass flow. Induced pumping through
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9 97-Hole Baseplate

*AR = 2.0

* Greatrex Center

Trapezoidal Crua

*Scale Factor =8:1

a1500 ft Sideline

Trapezoidal Holes
14

12 ~-Circular Holes
r- 10

100

0 0)

S0

1500 2000 2500 3000

Jet Velocity, ft/sec

Figure F-27. Effect of Trapezoidal and Circular Tube End Planform on
97-Hole Baueplatea.
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Amb i en t

Flow Ambient
Flow

Vs.-pen

ChuteSolid Face Spoke

vented-to-ambient chutes (in comparison to spokes with minimal depth only
instead of area exposed to ambient surroundings) causes initial mixing, temper-
ature and velocity decay, lower mixed-jet velocity at merging and, therefore,
shorter turbulent-mixing and subsonic-decay regions. This should result in
lower low-frequency noise levels. The magnitude of suppression gain of chute
over spoke is partially a function of the ambient-air-entrainment capability;
however, as previous work has indicated (Reference 2), a substantial portion
of the primary mass flow must be induced and mixed to anticipate even a
moderate suppression gain.

Allowing for flow induction through the chutes also permits the local
static pressure, P5  (to which the individual core jet flows expand), to be
higher (closer to external ambient pressure) than that of the local P of thes
spoke base, which is severely sucked down below external ambient pressure.
Expanding the flow to a higher local P can lower the jet expansion angle and
continue the flow identity (as individual jets prior to merging) to a greater
length/volume than that of the spoke nozzle and, at the same time, more
thoroughly mix with the jet entrained flow. The longer length/greater volume
of flow identifiable as discrete small jets, however, allows for increased
high-frequency-noise generation. This is particularly true at low Vj for
subcritical-pressure-ratio operation where high-frequency-noise sources are in
proximity to the nozzle exit plane. At high Vj for supercritical-pressure-
ratio operation, where high-frequency-noise sources are removed from the
vicinity of the jet exit, masking of high-frequency changes between spoke and
chute may or may not occur, depending on relative axial source location.

The various physical flow changes introduced by chutes (i.e., greater
entrained flow, better mixing, lower merged temperature and velocity, shorter
turbulent mixing zone, higher local Ps, and more pronounced identity of
individual jets) should produce higher high-frequency/lower low-frequency
noise at low Vj, and lower high-frequency/lower low-frequency noise at high
Vj, than the spoke configurations if the rate of induced mass flow is sufficient
to substantially impact mixing and decay rates. The dominance of either the
high- or low-frequency portions of the spectra, and the degree of change
between spoke and chute, establish the relevance in terms of change in sub-
jective PNL.

Several empirical data sets are available to show the differences between
vented chute designs and similar, nonvented spokes. Figure F-28a (from
Reference Z is for a 32-chute/spoke, AR - 2.0, comparison on a turbojet system.
The spokes were a shallow 'V' design and on a low-radius-ratio, Rr 
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Dimensions are in inches

* Turbojet * 1500 ft Sideline

* 32 Elements * Scale Factor = 8:1
* AR = 2.0 * Turbojet

oR = 0.498 14

12 - %
0.5718 %/ / %.--

5.11 R 6
6A_

4:Spoke Cht
2.55 R 2

0. 187 S poke

1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

Jet Velocity, ft/sec

. 2400 ft Sideline
* A = 338 in.

2

e Turbojet 14T

. 36 Elements z
*AR - 2.0 12

* R 0.716 U 10
r 10

08
(b) 6 Spoke

4 C

1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

Jet Velocity, ft/sec

0.486 5.57 R

1. 233 - - (

2 I\', '11//e 2400 ft Sideline

0. 14 - AT = 338 in.
2

* Duct-Burning Turbofan Cycle Line
12

0.4 .0R10 --
(c) * Dual Flow 8 -

A/A 1 - 1.92 6 -Chuate

* 36 glements 4 -'
O AR = 2.0. 0, Spoke

* Outer r - 0.716 2

e Inner R - 0.779 0 I I I
r 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

Mass Averaged Velocity, ft/sec

Figure F-28. Effect of Element-Type Variation.
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0.498, annular suppressor. Sideline PNL suppression indicates fairly minor

changes between element designs; however, the direction of the small changes
is within the framework of the above discussion. Spectra comparisons at Vj
c 1670, 2010, and 2660 ft/sec, Figure F-29,indicate:

" At low Vi chutes have somewhat higher high-frequency noise and

equivalent-to-spoke low-frequency noise. PNL suppression of chutes

is lower because the high-frequency of the double-humped spectra

dominates subjective PNL.

" At high V chutes have somewhat lower low-frequency noise and slightly
higher high-frequency noise. The low frequency is dominant; there-

fore, chutes have somewhat better PNL suppression. The low-frequency

changes indicate enhanced mixing. The high-frequency level increase
indicates the chutes do retain individual-jet identity longer. The
high-frequency levels are well below the dominating low frequency;

thus, changes do not impact PNL.

Figure F-28 (b and c from Reference 19, are for 36-element, AR = 2.0,
Rr = 0.716, annular suppressors; (b) is for a turbojet system, and (c) is
for a dual-flow system of Ao/Ai = 1.92 and inner Rr = 0.779. Chutes were

converted to spokes through the use of filler inserts; therefore, the physical

depth of the element is maintained but with no open-to-ambient surface
area. Changes in PNL suppression trends are again minimal; spokes maintain some-

what better suppression in midrange V., and all three data sets indicate chutes
are somewhat better at highest jet velocities. Review of spectra comparisons

would again show minor changes in low-to-high-frequency regions; the degree of
change and relevance to lower high-frequency dominance establish the impact

on PNL.

As an overview, spoke or chute selection is more specifically dictated by
aerodynamic-performance and mechanical-implementation considerations than by

acoustic suppression capability. Once selection has been made, however,

design of spoke or chute particulars should be performed with cognizance of
the previously discussed considerations of noise sources, how they are altered

by physical geometry changes, and the anticipated impact of the changes on
final suppression level.

Chute/Spoke Exit Planform

Planform shape of a chute or spoke at the nozzle exit plane is important

both to the acoustic and to the aerodynamic design. Planform is defined by

the ratio of chute width at the shroud to width at the plug: Woc/s/Wis"

Variation of planform can be exercised within the M*S model. Correlatfon of
the model includes the spoke data base shown in Figure F-30 from Reference
2. For this particular comparison the planform shape is at Wo /Wi = 1.0 and
3.05 for parallel-sided and highly tapered spokes, respectively. the parallel-

sided design exhibits a peak PNL suppression that is upwards of 2 PNdB better

than the tapered-spoke counterpart. Suppression superiority of the parallel-
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sided spoke design is maintained at the high jet velocity end (1 PNdB better);
however, at low jet velocity it is 1 to 1.5 PNdB poorer than the tapered

configuration. The two systems performed equivalently in the 2000 ft/sec V3
vicinity.

Parallel-sided spokes allow for a much larger portion of the flow to be
directed through the outer part of the annulus to aerodynamically simulate

a higher area ratio. This is seen to be more effective in multielement nozzles

at high jet velocities. At low jet velocity, where subcritical nozzle opera-

tion generates high-frequency noise in the vicinity of the exit plane, the

highly flow-weighted outer annulus for parallel-sided spokes generates greater
high-frequency content in the peak-noise-angle spectra. This results in

decreased PNL suppression.

Of secondary importance, parallel-sided spokes allow for uniform separa-
tion between individual jets and a more consistent merging plane downstream of

the exit plane. This is important for high Vj, supercritical nozzle operation

where peak and high-frequency noise are generated further downstream from the
exit-plane vicinity.(see Section 3.2 of text). The more uniform merging

plane shortens the turbulent mixing region and subsequently lowers low-

frequency-noise generation, as observed in the peak noise spectra.

Aerodynamic performance loss is considerably greater for the parallel-

sided spokes because they have greater base area at deeper penetration into

the flow and are at much lower base pressure. The large loss, on the order

of 5% Cfg, is not anticipated to be as large for deep-chuted designs where

ambient-air pumping alleviates the low base pressure of the center region.

The above data comparison set would generally represent the limiting
cases of Wo/W i variance; 3.05 is generally considered much too high for good

design practice. More current multielement designs used the range of 1.25
:Wo/Wi 5 1.50. Designs near or below Wo/Wi = 1.0 should not be considered

because of the associated high aerodynamic performance loss..

Chute/Spoke Exit Plane Cant

The BPS model can accommodate exit plane cant angle variation for the
chute/spoke family of suppressors. The model correlation considers the

data and resultant acoustic performance variations as shown in Figure F-31

(from Reference 2). The exit plane is canted plus (+) and minus (-) 100 from

the base configuration which has the throat plane normal to the nozzle

centerline. This produces a shift in the velocity at which peak suppression
occurs (shifting t 200 ft/sec as P changed from +100 to 00 to -100); this suggests
a relationship similar to noise dependency on area ratio.

Canting the exit plane in the negative P direction (flow directed inward)
may be considered in order to assure flow attachment to the plug surface,

plug pressurization, and improved aerodynamic performance. The flow would

thus simulate a lower area ratio, and individual jets would tend to coalesce

sooner (closer) to the nozzle exit plane, at a higher mixed temperature and
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velocity, thereby resulting in a longer length/greater volume of transonic-

mixing/turbulent-decay region and higher component of Jow-frequency noise.
Loss of several dB peak PNL suppression is seen at higher jet velocities.

Canting the exit plane in the positive P direction (flow directed outward)
aerodynamically simulates larger area ratio and may thus normally enhance high-
velocity suppression. Positive P canting maintains individual jet identity
longer prior to merging and, therefore, allows for more complete mixing with
entrained ambient air, lower mixed temperature and velocity, shorter/less
volume of the transonic-mixing/turbulent-decay region, and lower low-frequency
noise. A gain of several dB in peak PNL suppression is seen in the higher jet

velocity region.

As the flow angularity relative to the plug angle is increased, the

static pressure on the plug surface decreases in the vicinity immediately aft
of the suppressor throat plane. The decreased plug pressure is reflected in
base pressure on the suppressor elements, thus, resulting in higher base drag
and lower aerodynamic performance. Thrust decrement may also result from the
angularity component of outward flow vectoring.

Again, when considering application of an acoustically treated secondary

ejector, care must be exercised to avoid direct flow impingement on the
ejector lining or flow spillage through the ejector Inlet.

Chute/Spoke General Design Consideration

Assuming that:

(a) for aerodynamic performance considerations, the choice of chutes has
been made instead of more simplistic spokes for a particular

application, and

(b) suppressor system area ratio, radius ratio, element number, exit

plane planform, and cant angle have all been selected from (1)
parametrically exercising the bM*S correlation, (2) selecting optimal
designs, and (3) implementing the optimal design in the physical

nozzle while maintaining cognizance of the general design guidelines;

the remaining major geometric parameter is chute cross section in the axial
flow direction. Aerodynamic performance should be the primary design considera-
tion. Aerodynamically, base drag is the major contributor to thrust loss both
in spoke and in chute designs (other losses being entrance PT loss and skin
friction; see Section 5.0 of the text). Chute cross section should be designed
to (a) maintain high (close to ambient) base pressure and, hence, low base

drag for aerodynamic performance, (b) improve ventilation and mixing for acous-
tic performance, and (c) be of reasonable size for mechanical implementation.
The following guidelines are offered:
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possible from the low local Ps region near the expanding core jets at the
throat plane. Retain chute depth at the hub as near to that of the tip as

feasible. The chute cross section, in limit, should approach that of a

rectangular shape to position the projected area, upon which low pressure

acts, as remotely from the low local Ps region of the expanding core jets as

possible. Rectangular Cross Section (Limit)

Engine Flow

Engine Flow Base Area

Large Projected Base Area
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Large Portion of Projected Base Area

Near Aft End of Chute-Low PS Region

In the limit the rectangular cross section has all base area, except for metal

thickness, removed from the exit plane, whereas a shallow 'V' design has a

large percentage of projected base area near the throat plane. A true rectan-

gular chute cross section, however, is impractical because flow between chutes

would seek a throat plane forward of the exit plane, thus, precipitating vena-

contracts, internal shock, and PT loss (i.e. poor flow discharge coefficients).

Iy -- Exit Plane

Engine ---
Flow

Aerodynamic ThrGo, Formed at Inlet to
I Chutes Rather thai at Exit Plan

Base Area 330 1 
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Therefore, a compromise in chute cross section is necessary to eliminate the
losses associated with premature choking and still minimize base pressure
loss. A suggested rule of 30% convergence of flow area, from inlet to exit
plane, is suggested.

Engine Flow

A_______ AInlet at A#Throat (Exit) Inlet
Tangential Point hroat(Exit) 1.3

Chute planform design at the exit plane (see 5.2.3.9 Chute/Spoke Exit
Planform) can be based primarily on acoustic considerations; it is fairly in-
dependent of aerodynamic performance, as long as depth and cross section
designs are tailored for good aerodynamic performance. As planform changes
with radial location, a proportionality in cross-sectional dimensions to
those at the largest cross section should be maintained. Common design places

the largest cross section (Woc/s and depth) at the tip or shroud with pro-
portionally decreasing cross section toward the hub or plug. The suggested
30% convergence of flow area should be maintained across the full radial span
of the chute to assure uniform flow distribution and exit plane Mach number.

For a particular multichute suppressor application, where shock-cell-
generated noise is critical, a convergent/divergent flowpath design through
the chutes may be considered at the design point to minimize shock structure.
Te above design considerations should be maintained through the throat plane
with the remaining, divergent, flow path designed for the specific flow case
under consideration. A nominal 100 flow-path convergence angle is suggested.

Tip Hub

A at .Jf ____- __

Inlett 
~ ~ iTangent Po int A _it Ane

ge i Exit Alne at Ei

AThroat. Tangent \'Ahroat
Point

Egn Fo wI Engine Flow
E n g i n F l o wA I n l e t

- 1.3
AThroat
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APPENDIX G - ENGINEERING CORREIATION (M-S) COMPUTER
PROGRAM EXAMPLE CASES

Two examples of the use of the M*S computer program in generating pre-
dictions for various nozzles are shown in this appendix. These cases are
simply examples for illustrative purposes and are not intended to represent
actual or proposed nozzle designs. The first example consists of the predic-
tion of noise from a prescribed nozzle at takeoff and at cutback conditions.
Conical and suppressor predictions are both made, first through the use of
the trend curves (which were developed utilizing the M*S model), and then
by the M*S computer program. The second example shows a sample input case for
the prediction of trend curves versus area ratio and element number by the M*S
computer program. (It should be noted that the M*S computer inputs presented in
these examples are for the GE Honeywell 6080 computer; therefore, some minor
differences in the input exist as compared with the CDC computer program input
format described in Reference 13.)

CASE I

Determine the EPNL for the following nozzle at the given conditions and

compare to an equal-ideal-gross-thrust, conical nozzle:

Given/Assumed

0 A 8 = 1310 in.
2 = 9.1 ft

2

0 Single-Flow Chute with Plug

AR - 2.1 Number of Elements = 32

Rr - 0.62 Exit Cant = 50 (Down Plug)

Plug Radius - 1.925 ft

* Four Engines

* + 1.5 EPNdB Ground Reflections

* Conditions Takeoff Cutback

PT8/P0 3.23 2.16

TT8 (' R) 1650 1320

V8 (ft/sec) 2375 1762

V0 (ft/sec) 397 397

EGA and Shielding (EPNdB) 4 0

Altitude (ft) 900 1040

Sideline (ft) 2128 0
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Tables G-1 through G-4 delineate the sequence of steps required to make

the computations. The figures referenced on these tables are in Section 4.12

of this document.

Table G-1. Determination of Conical Nozzle Noise at Takeoff.

Step Description Figure Noise

1 Find conical absolute level at given sup- 4-9 106.9E
pressor trend curve point (V8 - 2375 ft/sec,
PT8/Po = 3.23)

2 Adjust to new size and distance 4-15 +5.3
(A8 = 9.1 ft

2 , Distance = 2310 ft)

3 Adjust to new flight velocity 4-21 -0.6

4 Correct for number of engines, shielding Given +3.5
and EGA, and ground reflections

115.1 EPNdB

Interpolated

Table G-2. Determination of Conical Nozzle Noise at Cutback.

Step Description Figure Noise

1 Find conical absolute level at given sup- 4-9 95.1E
pressor trend curve point (V8 = 1762 ft/sec,
P T8/Po = 2.16)

2 Adjust to new size and distance 4-15 +11.1
(A8 = 9.1, ft2, Distance = 1040 ft)

3 Adjust to new flight velocity 4-21 -0.6

4 Adjust for number of engines, shielding Given +7.5
and EGA, and ground reflections

113.1 EPNdB

Interpolated
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Table G-3. Determination of Suppressor Noise at Takeoff.

Step Description Figure Noise

1 Find suppression at V8 = 2650 ft/sec, 4-26 -9.3
PT8/Po = 3.48

2 Adjust suppression to new flight velocity 4-23 0.0

3 Adjust suppression for Rr 4-34 -3.2

4 Adjust suppression for cant --- +0.9

5 Adjust suppression for planform --- 0.0

6 Total suppression --- -11.6

7 Find reference conical level at V8 = 4-9 108.5
2650 ft/sec, PT80/P = 3.48

8 Determine suppressor level --- 96.9

9 Adjust to new cycle (V8 = 2375 ft/sec, 4-12 -2.0
P T8/Po = 3.23)

10 Adjust to new size and distance 4-17 and +6.3
4-19

11 Correct for number of engines, shield- Given +3.5
ing and EGA, and ground reflections

104.7 EPNdB

or 10.4 EPNdB Suppression

No Figure Supplied

Interpolated
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Table G-4. Determination of Suppressor Noise at Cutback.

Step Description Figure Noise

I Find suppression at V8 = 2073 ft/sec, 4-26 -9.5
PT8/Po = 2.54

2 Adjust suppression to new flight velocity 4-23 +0.3

3 Adjust suppression for R 4-34 -3.2
r

5 Adjust suppression for pan m --- +0.0

5 Adjust suppression for planforn --- 0.0

6 Total suppression --- -11.5

7 Find reference conical level at 4-9 102.1

V 8 = 2073 ft/sec, PT8/P0 w 2.54

8 Determine suppressor level --- 90.6

9 Adjust to new cycle (V8 = 1762 ft/sec, 4-12 -5.0

Fs/P 0 = 2.16
**

10 Adjust to new size and distance 4-17 and +14.1
4-19

11 Correct for number of engines, shield- Given +7.5

ing and EGA, and ground reflections

107.2 EPNdB

or 5.9 EPNdB Suppression

,
No Figure Supplied

**
Interpolated
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The following twenty pages contain the input and output for the nozzle

noise determined by the M*S computer. The noise components are split out for

comparison, and the corrections for the number of engines, shielding and EGA,

and ground reflections are applied to the total noise EPNL. The seventh page

is comparable to Table G-3; the twelfth is comparable to Table G-4, and the six-

teenth and Twentieth compare to Tables G-1 and G-2.
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CASE 2

This case gives sample input to the computer program for running a set
of single-flow. multichute, trend curves with area ratio and element number

as variables.
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APPENDIX H - EFFECT OF EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE
ON SUPPRESSOR AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE

This appendix presents test results that indicate suppressor performance
is affected by exhaust gas temperature. The impact on performance can be
assessed by examining the recorded thrust and the accompanying static pressure
distributions on all the force-producing projected areas. This is aptly illus-
trated in Figure H-i which shows results of a one-to-one comparison test of
hot- and cold-flow performance on a typical multitube suppressor nozzle with
ejector shroud (Reference 5). At most nozzle pressure ratios, Figure H-i shows
a small but measurable difference in thrust coefficient between the hot-flow
and cold-flow conditions. These performance effects should be reflected in the

static pressure on the nozzle surfaces. Figures H-2, H-3, and H-4 show compara-
tive pressure distributions for the multitube nozzle at the different exhaust
gas temperatures. A pressure-area integration of the pressures on all nozzle
external surfaces, nondimensionalized by the nozzle ideal thrust (inner plus
outer streams), forms thrust coefficient increments due to the pressure force on
these surfaces and illustrates the magnitude of the pressure differences due

to temperature. These increments are shown in Figure H-5. The pressure force
increment is 0.7 to 1.2% lower in thrust coefficient for the hot tests at the
lower two pressure ratios while at the high pressure ratio point the cold and
hot flow pressure forces were 0.6% and 1.0%, respectively, below the inter-
mediate temperature point. Both the trend and the magnitude of these pressure
integrations are very close to those differences recorded in the thrust measure-

ments, as shown in Figure H-I. Thus, the small differences experienced in thrust

coefficient levels between hot and cold testing are indicative of the static

pressure distributions on the nozzle surfaces downstream of the nozzle throat.

Differences in suppressor base pressures due to exhaust temperatures are

also evident for configurations without ejector shrouds; Figure H-6 shows
chute base pressures measured in three separate tests on a plug nozzle with
multichute suppressor (Reference 18). The hot-flow pressures are consistently
slightly higher than those measured with cold exhaust flow. To evaluate what

this pressure difference means relative to the nozzle thrust coefficient, the
pressure force on the total suppressor base area may be integrated and compared
to the nozzle ideal thrust. For the multichute suppressor pressures shown in
Figure H-6, the chute base force for the hot-flow tests is 0.4% of gross thrust
higher than for the cold flow tests. This 0.4% is not discernible, however, in

comparisons of the full-scale (hot) and model-scale (cold) thrust coefficients,
Figure H-7, due to data scatter.

Nozzle static pressures downstream of the nozzle throat can be expected to
vary with gas temperature due to differences in exhaust velocities and expansion
characteristics. For example, pressure differences occur for different gas
temperatures in the divergent section of convergent/divergent nozzles; the
expansion rate is dependent on the ratio of specific heats. Thus, for a given
expansion ratio, A/A*, the resultant static-to-total pressure ratio varies with
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7 according to the relationship

1/2 1/2

A 31 -)= (P/PT) 1/y 1- (P/pT) J
A_ Y -

. _ -11/

For a given nozzle, these temperature effects will change the thrust coefficient
versus nozzle pressure ratio curve by shifting the curve relative to the pres-
sure ratio axis. An example of this is shown in Figure H-8 for a convergent
nozzle operating with exhaust temperatures of 530 and 18000 R. This figure
illustrates that, for a specific nozzle pressure ratio, the thrust coefficient
will generally be different for different temperatures although the peak remains
at the same level.

Similarly, when the jet exhaust exits the nozzle, the initial expansion
angle at the exit lip is also dependent on the exhaust gas 7 . Figure H-9, from
Reference 68 , shows the initial expansion angle as a function of lip-to-ambient
static pressure ratio for different y with an exit Mach number of 1.0.

In summary, the exhaust gas temperature influences the exhaust jet velocity
and expansion characteristics which, in turn, affect the static pressures on
the nozzle surfaces downstream of the nozzle throat. The static pressures
generally increase at the higher temperatures. The magnitude of the resultant
change in pressure force is small in relation to the nozzle gross thrust but may
produce a measurable difference in thrust coefficient.

For preliminary design purposes (e.g., comparison and screening studies),
cold-flow performance results should be acceptable. The performance prediction
techniques on multitubes and multichutes which are included in the main text
therefore based on thrust performance and base pressure data taken under
ambient (cold) temperature conditions.
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r j TT =530
° R T-T = 1000o R

T T 30
® I 4.. .

5 =13800 R

Note: Total Pressure Force Includes

O4
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234 5 67
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Figure H-5. Integrated Pressure Forces for Tube Suppressor with Ejector,

Hot vs. Cold Flow.
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9 32-Chute Suppressor

O J79 (Hot Flow)

* Scale Model (Cold Flow)

~ 0.98

4-4

C4j

O. 96

00
4.4 del (Cold Flow)

( 0. 94
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

Nozzle Pressure Ratio, PT8/Po

Figure H-7. Model and Engine Static Performance Comparisons.
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Figure H-8. Conical Nozzle Performance for Exhaust
Temperatures of 530 and 18000 R.
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APPENDIX I - MULTIELEMENT NOZZLE
AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE DATA

This appendix presents aerodynamic data and results from various multi-
element suppressor tests conducted by Industry and NASA. Most of the data are
from scale-model tests conducted by The Boeing Company and General Electric.
A limited amount of flight data, taken by NASA on an F-106B aircraft, is included.

MULTITUBE NOZZLES

Design Variables and Trends

The major geometric factors affecting multitube nozzle performance include:

* Suppressor Area Ratio

* Tube Number

0 Tube Geometry

0 Tube Pattern

0 Tube Length

* Tube-Exit/Baseplate Stagger

* External Flow

Each of these factors affect the drag of the nozzle; internal performance is
primarily a function of the tube length and shape.

The nozzle drag is caused by the entrainment action of the individual jets.
This jet entrainment, or pumping, lowers the static pressure on the baseplate
below ambient, producing a drag force on the nozzle.

Internal losses are primarily due to friction. Additional losses can occur
as a result of flow underexpansion when the nozzle pressure ratio is above the
critical value.

Geometric and Aerodynamic Terminology

This section defines the terminology that is used in the following sections,
and discusses major constraints of the performance prediction methodology.

Symbols and Abbreviations

AbBaseplate Projected Area - A8 (AR - )

A8  Total Nozzle Throat Area

AS Area Between Tubes in Outer Row of Suppressor
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AA Minimum Area Between Ejector Lip and the Exit of the Outer Row of

Tubes

AR Suppressor Area Ratio (also NAR), where

AR - Area of Circle Circumscribing the Outer Row of Tubes
Divided by the Total Nozzle Throat Area

CV Nozzle Velocity Coefficient

Cfg Nozzle Gross Thrust Coefficient, Fg/Fi

Cfgint  Nozzle Internal Gross Thrust Coefficient (Fg + Daft)/Fi

D, d Diameter

Deq Equivalent Diameter, 2 '8/7r

Daft Afterbody Drag

Dt Tube Internal Diameter

EAR Ejector Area Ratio (Figure I-I)

Fg Gross Thrust Minus Afterbody Drag (F - Daft)

Fi, FID Ideal Gross Thrust Based on Isentropic Expansion of Actual Flow to
Ambient Pressure

L Length

LT External Tube Length from Baseplate

Lti Internal Tube Length

M Mach Number

N Total Number of Tubes in Suppressor

n Total Number of Tubes in Outer Row of Suppressor

PT Total Pressure

PT8 Nozzle Throat Total Pressure

P0  Ambient Static Pressure

Pb Area-Averaged Baseplate Static Pressure
R Radius

S Minimum Distance Between Adjacent Tubes in Outer Row of Suppressor
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SB Setback, Distance Between Tube Ends and Ejector Lip

V0  Flight Velocity

0 Baseplate/Tube and Stagger Angle, Degrees, Measured from Plane
Normal to Nozzle Centerline

'Y Ratio of Specific Heats

Constraints - The performance prediction methodology as discussed in

Section 5.2.2 of text should be limited to the following usage:

0 Number of Tubes - 19 to 121

0 Nozzle Area Ratio - 2.75 to 4.5

* Nozzle Pressure Ratio - 2 to 4

* Tube Array - Close-Packed, Hexagonal, Radial

* Tubes - Convergent, all Uniform Size

* Flight Mach No. - 0 to about 0.4

* Ejectors - Cylindrical, EAR/AR- 1.1 to 1.2

s SB/Deq - 0 to 0.25

" Ejector Length - L/Deq 2.0

" Smooth, Subsonic-type Ejector Inlets

Based on these constraints, the prediction methodology presentation
Section 5.2.2 should yield predictions that are good to within + 1% in Cfg
for bare suppressors and probably to within + 2% for ejectors..-

Internal Performance

The losses to be discussed include those between the tube entrance and
exit as indicated by Stations 0 and 3 of Figure 1-2. The potential losses for
this type of tube include:

0 Entrance losses

* Friction losses

0 Underexpansion losses.
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T T8 2t d

MO -m

0(4: L

0D0 0
Figure 1-2. Schematic of Single Tube.

Entrance Losses - Entrance losses (Stations 0 to 1, Figure 1-2) are a
problem only if the tubes are nonconvergent and the tube entrance has sharp
corners. A combination of relatively low entrance Mach number and smoothly
rounded corners can keep entrance loss at a negligible level. From Reference
69, a tube entrance radius to tube diameter ratio (R/D, Figure 1-2) of at least
0.1 should be used. Figure 1-3 illustrates the trend in entrance pressure losses
as a function of the corner R/D and tube Mach number.

Friction Losses - In addition to keeping entrance losses at a minimum,
converging the ends of the tubes to reduce the internal Mach number also helps
to reduce viscous losses between Stations I and 2. The length of the tube, for
a given tube diameter, also impacts viscous losses because the surface area is
directly affected.

As will be discussed in the section on baseplate drag, ventilation area,
which includes the distance between individual tubes, is an important parameter.
Increasing the tube diameter between Stationsl and 2 has the effect of reducing
the distance between tubes and, hence, restricts ventilation. Based on work by
Boeing, Reference 22, a tube Mach number of about 0.5 is a good compromise
considering internal losses and baseplate drag. In addition, the cross-sectional
shape of the tube can be modified to increase ventilation, as will be discussed
later on.

The trend in internal performance with tube length, for a given nozzle
pressure ratio, is illustrated in Figure 1-4- from Reference 22. Also shown "4
in Figure 6-13 is the reduction in losses associated with converging the tube
ends to reduce internal Mach number.

Underexpansion Losses - Since suppressor tubes are simple convergent nozzles,,4

underexpansion losses occur as pressure ratio increases. Ignoring viscous losses,
typical convergent nozzle performance is shown in Figure 1-5 • Since most engine
cycles for AST application operate at takeoff nozzle pressure ratios from about
2.5 to 3.5, underexpansion losses are not severe.
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Figure 1-3. Tube Entrance Losses.
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* 37 Tubes, Area Ratio 3.3 Primary

* Close-Packed Array

9 Pressure Ratio = 3.0

* TT = Ambient

T/"eq

0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50

r--Convergent Tubes

0.98

0 .9 6 N o n c o n v e r g e n t T u b e s- l e T#

0.94 ,
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

Tube Length, inches

Figure 1-4. Effect of Tube Length on Performance.
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The combination of viscous losses and underexpansion losses as a function
of tube length, number of tubes, and pressure ratio is presented in Figure 1-6
from Reference 22. These trends apply to a multitube suppressor with convergent
tubes and a fixed total flow area.

Baseplate Drag

The pumping action of the jet from each tube lowers the static pressure
on the tube baseplate, resulting in:

Drag = Pb - Po)A b

where

Pb = Area-weighted baseplate average static pressure

PO = Ambient pressure

and

Ab = Baseplate projected area.

The major factors influencing the baseplate pressure are external flow conditions,
the tube length, and the distance between tubes in the outer rows. The distance
between tubes is determined by:

* Suppressor area ratio

* Number of tubes

* Tube geometry

* Tube pattern

Test results have shown that the stagger angle of the tube exits and baseplate
can also influence the basepiate static pressure, as will be discussed.

Area Ratio - For a given total suppressor throat area and a uniform tube
pattern, an increase in suppressor area ratio actE to spread the tubes apart
(Figure 1-7). The effect of increasing area ratio on baseplate pressure is
shown in Figure 1-8. Although the example is for a suppressor with no external
tube length, the baseplate pressure trends are typical, showing an increase in
average base pressure as area ratio is increased. However, as the area ratio
increases, the baseplate area also increases. That is,

Ab = A8 (AR- 1)

where

Ab - Baseplate projected area,

A8 - Physical flow area, and

AR - Suppressor area ratio.
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For the example of Figure 1-8, at a nominal pressure ratio of 3.0 the drag,
nondimensionalized by the ideal gross thrust of the nozzle, results in a
trend as shown in Figure 1-9. These results illustrate that, although area
ratio strongly affects baseplate pressure, the change in area over which the
pressure acts tends to compensate for the higher base pressure.

Tube Number - For an evenly spaced array (Figure 1-10), a given total
flow area, and a given area ratio, the number of tubes also affects the dis-
tance between tubes. Figure I-1I shows the effect of the number of tubes on
baseplate pressure. As the number of tubes increases, the baseplate pressure
decreases. Since the baseplate area remains constant for a given area ratio,
the trend in performance with increasing tube number follows the same trend as
the baseplate pressure.

Tube Geometry - The cross-sectional shape of the tube can affect the
distance between tubes and, hence, the base pressure. As was discussed previ-
ously, it is desirable to use convergent tubes in order to decrease tube inter-
nal losses. Unfortunately, the increase in tube diameter required to keep
internal Mach numbers low also decreases the distance between tubes, as shown
in Figure 1-12. Boeing, in Reference 22, has shown that a tube with an ellipti-
cal shape, which transitions to round at the tube exit, can solve the problem.
A tube of this type is shown in Figure 1-13. Figure 1-14 illustrates the advan-
tage of the elliptical, convergent tube over the cylindrical, nonconvergent tube.

Tube Pattern - The pattern of the tube distribution on the baseplate also
has a significant impact on baseplate pressure. Base ventilation and, hence,
baseplate static pressure can be increased by arranging the tubes in "radial"
patterns. The radial versus evenly spaced, or "close packed," pattern is illus-
trated by Figure 1-15 from Reference 22. A comparison of base pressures for
these two suppressor types is presented in Figure 1-16 showing the advantage of
the radial pattern.

Tube Length - Tube length has a strong impact on baseplate pressure. As
the tube length increases, the entrainment action of the jet moves away from
the baseplate. This trend is illustrated in Figure 1-17. However, it must be
remembered that the length of the tube also affects internal losses. Figure
1-14 from Reference 22 shows the effect of tube length on the thrust coefficient
of the suppressor. Boeing experience (with which General Electric generally
concurs) with multitube designs for AST application has shown that a tube L /D
of about 0.35 is maximum for practical, stowable configurations. In this
region, the effect of tube length on internal performance is far outweighed by
the effect on base drag.

Tube/Baseplate Stagger - The tube/baseplate stagger angle (0), defined in
Figure 1-18, also has a significant effect on baseplate pressure. Results of
static tests on the configurations shown in Figure 1-18 indicate that as the
stagger angle increases, baseplate pressures also increase. This trend is
illustrated in Figure 1-19.

External Flow - Mechanical jet-noise suppressors are sensitive to external
flow conditions because of the relatively large base areas involved. As external
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Figure 1-12. Effect of Tube Convergence on Distance Between
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Figure 1-15. Multitube Nozzle Arrays.
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Figure 1-18. Baseplate and Tube Exit Plane Stagger Variations for
72-Tube Nozzle Configurations (Concluded).
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flow velocity increases, nozzle performance is reduced as illustrated by
Figure 1-20 from Reference 23. The effect of external flow on base drag alone

is shown in Figure 1-21 from Reference 23. The following comments from
Reference 23 summarize the trends established in Figures 1-20 and 1-21.

* "For a constant nozzle area ratio the lapse rate is nearly constant.

Comparison of the 19-, 37-, and 61-tube, NAR-3.3 suppressors with
elliptical ramps (see Figure 1-22) and elliptical convergent tubes
shows a 2.8% variation in the static performance due to a combination
of increasing internal losses and increased base drag resulting from
the ventilation as the number of tubes increases. Because of the

lapse rate to 167 kn, a reduction in Cfg of 3.4%, 4.8%, and 4.9%
occurs for the 19-, 37-, and 61-tube configurations, respectively.
The 19-tube nozzle benefits from significantly better ventilation
paths than the other nozzles.

* The base drag increases linearly with velocity as shown on Figure
1-21. Though the static level of base drag is strongly dependent
on ventilation, the rate of change of drag with velocity shows only
a second-order influence of ventilation (i.e., the static base drag

of the 61-tube suppressor is 2.8% greater than that of th. 19-tube
nozzle, yet the increase in the difference in drags at 167 kn for
the two configurations is only 0.75%). For all three configurations
the ramp drag was less than 2% of the ideal thrust at 167 kn, and
the variation in ramp drag was at most 0.3% (greatest ramp drag was
on the 61-tube nozzle). The ramp drag increases behaved in proportion

to the square of the velocity. It is this ramp drag which produces
the slight nonlinearity in the performance lapse rates shown on
Figure 1-20.

* Figure 1-20 also shows the effects of these parameters on lapse rate.

The 31-tube, NAR 2.75 radial array demonstrates the smallest lapse
rate of the multitube nozzles investigated. Its shallow lapse rate
is due to its lower nozzle area ratio and good base ventilation.

At 167 kn the ramp drag for the configuration was 2% of the ideal
thrust (which is nominally the same value as for NAR 3.3 suppressors

with elliptical ramps). The base drag/FID was only 1.4% at 167 kn
for the 31-tube radial array compared to 5.5% for the 37-tube, NAR 3.3,

close-packed array ....... " Figure 1-20 also demonstrates
that, for suppressors with constant nozzle area ratio and ventilation,
the lapse rate is nearly independent of ramp shape and tube shape."

Ejectors

Most multitube suppressor nozzles intended for application to supersonic-

cruise airplanes incorporate ejectors as part of.the exhaust system. Almost

all of the multitube-suppressor/ejector aerodynamic performance work has been

conducted by Boeing and reported in Reference 23. The following discussion

on ejector nozzle trends is excerpted from Reference 23.
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Detail A-A

Figure 1-22. Ejector Inlet Area AA and AS.
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'The addition of an ejector to an exhaust system subjected to forward

velocity creates these additional concerns:

* Ejector lip suction

* Increased suppressor afterbody drag

" Ejector pressure drag (constant area)

" Skin friction losses

" Ram drag penalty

Ejector Lip Suction - As the suppressor jets mix with surrounding air,
flow is entrained by the jets. Ambient air moves into the regions of pres-
sure depression created by the entrained air. When an ejector is installed,
this replacement air must flow into the ejector through the complex inlet

provided between the outer tube row and the ejector lip, AA (see Figure I-
22). This inlet flow affects ejector lip suction and suppressor afterbody

drag. The lip suction, a result of the pressure reduction caused by the high
velocity flow entering the inlet, becomes a decreasing percentage of ideal
primary thrust as pressure ratio increases (i.e., the lip force increases by
a smaller amount than the ideal thrust).

Suppressor Afterbody Drag - Countering the performance benefit of the
lip suction is the increased level of afterbody drag resulting from the

presence of an ejector. At any fixed velocity the afterbody drag becomes a
decreasing percentage of the ideal primary thrust as pressure ratio increases.
The result is the same as for the suppressor without ejector, except the
absolute levels are higher. At any fixed pressure ratio both the afterbody
drag and lip suction become decreasing percentages of the ideal primary
thrust as velocity increases,

Ejector DraR - The present investigation considers only constant-area
mixers; thus, the only ejector pressure drag to consider is the ejector boat-
tail drag, which is independent of pressure ratio.

Ram Drag Penalty - At a fixed velocity the amount of secondary air in-
creases as pressure ratio increases (unless the inlet flow is choked).
Therefore, by definition, the amount of ram drag increases with increasing

pressure ratio. Though it is a real component in the momentum equation, the

ram drag physically manifests itself as a change in lip suction. The effect
of pressure ratio on ram drag is a secondary concern compared to the velocity
effects on lip suction due to ram drag.

'Resulting Performance - The net result of the above parameters is a

pressure ratio dependence of overall performance which is similar to that of

the bare suppressor case but with steeper lapse rates. The skin friction,
ram drag, afterbody drag, and ejector pressure drag all increase with veloc-
ity and this increase the lapse rate for the ejector configuration. Since
increasing pressure ratio decreases both afterbody drag and lip suction with
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velocity (either one of which can be dominant), the lapse rate dependence on
pressure ratio for these components can go either way. At a fixed velocity
both the lip suction and base drag become decreasing percentages of the ideal
thrust as the pressure ratio increases. The lip suction has a stronger
dependence on pressure ratio than does the base drag. Thus, over the range
of pressure ratios investigated (2-4), the static gross thrust coefficient
for suppressor/ejector nozzles is always at or near the maximum value of
pressure ratio 2.0*. The lip suction decreases with forward velocity due to
the ram drag penalty. The net result is a decrease in performance with
increasing velocity and an upward shift in the pressure ratio at which
maximum performance occurs."

"Crossover Velocity - A typical comparison of lapse rates for the ejector
and base suppressor configurations is sho n on Figure 1-23. The figure shows
the performance crossover velocity (i.e., the velocity above which the
ejector becomes a performance handicap) at each pressure ratio. The cross-
over velocity decreases slightly with increasing pressure ratio and approaches
a constant value. This trend held true for all configurations investigated
where the inlet was not restricted.

Behavior of Restricted Inlet - If the crossover velocity is strongly
dependent on pressure ratio, it is due to a restricted inlet. In these
cases, as the pressure ratio increases, the ejector demands more air than can
be brought through the inlet. At low pressure ratios this is manifested as
increasing inlet losses, resulting in a crossover at a lower velocity as
pressure ratio increases. As the pressure ratio continues to increase, the
demand for secondary air increases until supersonic flow occurs at the ejec-
tor throat (monitored on static wall taps). This situation arises on 'tight'
ejectors without sufficient setback"...."As the pressure ratio producing the
inlet choking is approached, a steeper decrease in performance usually occurs.
The experimental technique of mounting the ejector separate from the sup-
pressor provided insight into another characteristic of the ejector behavior
as inlet choking occurs. When the pressure ratio is sufficient to produce
static pressures at the ejector throat indicating supersonic flow, the ejector
begins to vibrate so violently that the flow must be shut down. The
severe vibration and additional performance losses are attributed to shock-
induced flow separations. (The vibration is low frequency, <200 Hz, and produces
excursions greater than can be produced by manually pushing on the side of
the ejector.) As the EAR/NAR and setback increase, the occurrence of the
inlet choking moves to higher pressure ratios. The effect of inlet area on
the pressure ratio at which supersonic flow occurs at the ejector throat is
shown in Figure 1-24. The only difference in configurations is that the
upper carpet has 507% longer tubes. In both configurations, the ejector hilite
is coplanar with the tube exit plane. The major effect on the additional
tube lengths is the displacement of the entire carpet to a higher performance.
The lapse rates are nearly the same and the onset of ejector vibration occurs
at only a slightly higher pressure ratio. This behavior suggests that the
amounts of secondary airflow going between the tubes is a small percentage of

*The actual peak static Cfg occurs at a pressure ratio < 2.0 for most config-
urations.
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the total secondary mass flow (i.e., most of the air enters the ejector in the

annulus, AA, between the outer tubes and the ejector lip). The shift to

higher performance is primarily due to a large decrease in base drag provided
by the small increase in ventilating flow going between the tubes and the

increased static pressure gradient between the lip and baseplate."

"[The data] show the static lip suction for these two cases to be the

same at pressure ratio 2.8 for example, while the afterbody drag/FID is 9%

less for the longer tubes. Now consider the same ejector and suppressor
except with the short (LT/Deq = 0.5) tubes and a setback (SB/Deq = 0.25).

Thus, the total axial distance from the baseplate to the ejector hilite is

the same as that for the long-tube case just considered, but the annulus area
AA has been substantially increased. The carpet for this configuration is

shown in Figure 1-25 (along with a repeat of the carpet for the same tube

length but zero setback from Figure 1-24). The performance of this configuration

at pressure ratio 2 is between that of the other configurations considered
above. As pressure ratio increases (requiring more secondary air), the
configuration with short tubes and setback not only out-performs the other

two, but it continues to operate statically at a pressure ratio up to 3.5

while the others begin to vibrate at 2.8.

There are several reasons for this behavior. The afterbody drag for the
short-tube configuration with setback is only 0.5% greater than for the long

tubes without setback (compared to the 9% penalty of the short tubes without
setback). The larger ani-.lar opening on the setback case allows the second-

ary air to enter the ejector at a lower velocity than it did for zero setback.

The reduced velocity decreases the lip suction, and this, combined with the

afterbody drag relationship, results in the overall performance difference
between the two no-setback cases at low pressure ratio. As the pressure

ratio increases, the restricted inlets cannot pass any more air while the

setback case benefits from: (1) a nearly constant lip suction/FID until

pressure ratio = 3.0 and (2) a continued increase in secondary airflow until

pressure ratio = 3.5.

Setback provides a mechanism for obtaining the appropriate inlet area

necessary to optimize the performance at any given pressure ratio. The amount

of setback required for peak performance increases as pressure ratio increases

because of the increased demand for secondary air. At a fixed pressure ratio

there is an optimum setback for each suppressor ejector or combination. If

the setback is too small, supersonic flow can occur. For small increases in

setback, the lip velocity (hence lip suction) decreases, but the base drag
benefit increases substantially. The sketches in Figure 1-26 show typical per-

formance ...... Forward velocity requires increasing setback (at a fixed pressure

ratio) to produce peak performance and minimum lapse rate."

"The occurence of the ejector vibration moves to slightly higher pres-

sure ratios as velocity increases, for a fixed geometry, because of the inlet
ram effects.* If static tests do not monitor supersonic flow at the ejector

*Free-steam PT increases relative to PTS as velocity increases and the pres-

sure ratio is held constant.
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throat over the desired pressure ratio range, one can be confident that the

low-speed performance will not be affected by this problem. Some available
information suggests that a vibrating ejector stabilizes and the rate of per-
formance loss decreases if the system is driven to even higher pressure ratios.

"Within the present context, presumed inlet choking associated with the
ejector vibration means only that supersonic flow was monitored by wall static
pressure taps at the :jector throat. The ejector instrumentation included
pressure taps in line with as well as between outer-row jets. The supersonic

flow is noted at the tangent point between the lip and constant-area portion

of the ejector and occurs around the entire circumference of the ejector (not

just in line with the jets)."

MULTICHUTE/SPOKE PLUG NOZZLES

Design Variables and Trends

As was the case with multitube suppressors, the base areas associated with

multispoke or multichute nozzles are the largest contributors to thrust losses.

A typical unsuppressed annular nozzle, designed for supersonic-cruise-design-

point aircraft, will usually have a thrust coefficient, Cfg, of about 98%. This

level of performance will apply to operation at Mach 0.4 as well as Mach 0 since
the unsuppressed nozzle is not sensitive to external flow in this regime. The
loss in performance relative to ideal thrust (about 2%) is primarily the result
of viscous forces on the nozzle. With a suppressor added, the pumping action

of the jet lowers the pre :re on the suppressor bases below ambient, which
results in a net drag forc . As external velocity is increased, the flow over

the top of the chute/spokes augments the jet pumping action, and element base
pressure is further reduced.

In the following section, trends in suppressed nozzle performance as a
function of suppressor geometry will be discussed. Both single-flow and dual-

flow nozzles are addressed. In the case of dual-flow nozzles, it is assumed

that only the outer stream is suppressed.

Geometric and Aerodynamic Terminology

The analysis presented in the subsequent sections requires the definition
of algebraic terms for use in describing the geometry of the suppressor nozzle
and tho operating environment. For the purpose of definition, the most general
suppressor/nozzle design will be used. A dual-flow nozzle with a chute or spoke

suppressor in the outer nozzle is the most general class of exhaust system con-
sidered in this section. In Figure 1-27 those geometric parameters which are
used in calculating exhaust-system, wind-on thrust performance are displayed in
the form of algebraic terms. A complete list of the algebraic terms, and their
definitions, for the aerodynamic and geometric parameters to be used is presented
below,:

Aj Inner-duct physical flow area, in.
2

Ao  Outer-duct physical flow area, in.
2

B Angle from plug to suppressor exit
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CP0 Outer flow specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/lbm - R

DR Depth (length) of suppressor element on outer shroud, in.

DRs Thickness of shroud at exit plane of suppressor, in.

Mp External Mach number

N Number of spokes or chutes in outer flow

Pb Area-average of baseplate static pressure, psia

P0 Free-stream ambient pressure, psia

PRi Inner-flow pressure ratio, PT8/P0

PRO Outer-flow pressure ratio, PTI8/PO

Rii Inner-duct, inner radius, in.

Rio  Inner-duct, outer radius, in.

Roi Outer-duct, inner radius, in.

Ro o Outer-duct, outer radius, in.

TTo Outer-flow total temperature, 0 R

Wci Inner-radius chute width, in.

Wc0 Outer-radius chute width, in.

Wf i Inner-radius flow width, in.

Wfo Outer-radius flow width, in.

f Angle between suppressor exit plane and a line normal to the nozzle

centerline (cant), degrees

Y i  Inner-flow ratio of specific heats

YO Outer-flow ratio of specific heats

.0 Plug angle at chute exit plane, degrees

S Average plug angle under spoke or chute, degrees

Bare Suppressors

It has been found experimentally that much of the loss in an exhaust system

with a spoke or chute suppressor is due to the base drag on the spoke or chute.

Table I-I is a summary of the thrust losses (re: total ideal thrust) of nine

configurations with spoke suppressors. For the majority of the configuration*,

the spoke thrust loss is over twice as large as the sum of the other nozzle

losses. 411
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Table I-I. Comparison of Nozzle Thrust Losses at a
Pressure Ratio of 3.0.

Mo = 0 Mo = 0.36
Thrust Losses Thrust Losses

Configuration Spoke Loss Other Spoke Loss Other

1 7.89 2.56 11.86 2.75

2 2.42 2.45 6.40 4.68

3 19.14 1.55 20.08 2.71

4 4.04 3.01 8.07 4.63

5 9.22 3.16 12.20 5.00

7 15.80 4.98 16.54 6.22

8 6.86 3.10 12.22 5.60

9 6.12 3.04 6.68 3.80

22 3.69 3.71 4.26 4.07
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To accurately account for the base pressure drag on a spoke or chute
suppressor, the experimental results from all spoke and chute suppressor
nozzles tested by General Electric were tabulated (References 18 and 19). This
data base consisted of single- and dual-flow systems. The range of each important
geometric and aerodynamic parameter covered by this data base is tabulated in
Table 1-2. This chute/spoke data base was then used in a stepwise, multiple,
linear regression analysis to generate a nonlinear representation of the suppres-
sor average base pressure divided by ambient (F/P 0 ) as a function of the non-

dimensionalized geometric and aerodynamic parameters of the suppressor nozzle.
Losses associated with other factors, such as outer shroud and plug pressure
and friction drag, were generated in a similar fashion. The resulting equations,
which are discussed in Section 5.3.2 of the text, were used to establish trends
in performance with variations in suppressor geometry.

In order to achieve a qualitative "feel" for the effect on overall nozzle
thrust coefficient of changes in certain parameters, several plots are presented.
Table 1-3 identifies the geometric variables considered, along with the associated
Figure numbers. In order to isolate the effects on thrust, only one input variable
(where possible) was changed per curve. These curves are presented to illustrate
trends and should not be used to quantify the change in thrust coefficient for
a given change in the geometric or aerodynamic parameter of interest. Since
the suppressor base pressure drag and the outer shroud and plug drags are non-
linear functions of nozzle geometry and operating conditions, the change in
thrust coefficient for a given change in input parameter is not constant for a
family of curves. Several experimentally validated design criteria are iden-
tified in Figures 1-28 through 1-34. These are:

1. Since the two nozzles in a dual-flow system do not significantly
affect each other under takeoff conditions, a more favorable over-
all nozzle thrust coefficient results when a greater percentage of
thrust is generated by the inner flow. Increasing inner flow area,
while holding every other variable constant, increases total nozzle
performance (Figure 1-28).

2. Increasing the depth of the chutes increases suppressor base venti-
lation and improves performance (Figures 1-29, 1-30 and 1-31).
Applicable to single- and dual-flow systems.

3. The wind-on, uninstalled-performance coefficient for a single-flow
nozzle with suppressor increases over the nozzle pressure range
from 2.0 to 4.0 (Figure 1-32).

4. For a single-flow system, increasing radius ratio (Ri /Ro) improves
wind-on performance* (Figure 1-33).

5. Increasing Mach number for a single-flow suppressor nozzle decreases
performance (Figure 1-34).

*Note: Increasing the maximum nacelle diameter to achieve the above improve-
ment must be traded against potential losses both at subsonic and at
supersonic mission points.
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Table 1-2. Applicability Range of Parameters in GE Chute/Spoke Data Base.

Range of Chute/Spoke

Application Parameters

1.5 < Area Ratio, AR 2.5

0.457 <_ Radius Ratio, Ri/R o  0.78

0.39 < Width Ratio, Wfo/Wco  2.2

0.5 _ Depth Ratio, DR/Wco  3.1

20 _ Element No., N < 48

900 _ Angle Between Plug and <_ 110
Suppressor Exit, B

100 < Plug Angle at Suppressor : 150

Exit Plane,

00 < Plug Angle Under Spoke < 15 °

or Chute, 0

0 _ Flight Mach No., Mp _ 0.45

1.5 < Nozzle Pressure Ratio, 4_ 3.5
PR
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1.0

Mp = 0.36 ARE = 2.03 = 00

DR/Wco = 2.0 N = 36 B = 101.70

Roi/Roo = 0.716 PRO = 3 Dual Flow

0.975

0.95

i/A0
0 0.946
0 .925 0.799

0.9

0.90.

0.875

0.85
0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5 1.75 2.0 2.25 2.5

Inner Nozzle Pressure Ratio PRi

Figure 1-28. Effects of Flow Area Ratio and Inner Nozzle Pressure
Ratio on Wind-On, Uninstalled Performance.
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Wci/Wco = 1.00 N = 32 Mp = 0.36

Roi/Roo = 0.614 = 50 ARE = 2.118

(a) B =1000 (b) B =950

1.00

0.975

DR/We
0

0.95 3.0

0.925

0"0.90 1.0 0

0.875

0.85

0.825

0.80
2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

Nozzle Pressure Ratiol PRO

Figure 1-29. Effects of Plug Suppressor Exit Angle and Chute

Depth on Wind-On, Uninstalled Performance.
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Wc/iWc = 0.371 N = 32 M = 0.36i 0 p

Ro /Ro = 0.680 = 50 AR E = 1.96i o E

(a) B =1000 (b) B 950
1.00 -

0.975 -

DR/Wc

3.0

0.875

0.8 5 - --------

0.851

2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

Nozzle Pressure Ratio, PR o

Figure 1-30. Effects of Plug Suppressor Exit Angle and Chute

Depth on Wind-On, Uninstalled Performance.
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Wc./Wc = 0.371 N = 32 Mp = 0.361 0

Ro./Ro = 0.742 = 50 AR E = 1.82i 1 0

(a) B = 100
0  (b) B 95*

0.975 DR/Wc
0

3.0

0.95 -2.0 .-

~0.90 -bLD

o44.
0.9 go__ ---

0.875. _ _ __ _ _ _

0.85
2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

Nozzle Pressure Ratio, PR 0

Figure 1-31. Effects of Plug Suppressor Exit Angle and Chute Depth on

Wind-On, Uninstalled Performance.
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Wc/Wc, N

0.567 Ro i/Ro =0.614 AR = 2.120.567 28 r.

0.371 32 B = 1000 Mp = 0.36

0.219 36 0 =5 '

(a) DR/Wc = 1 (b) DR/Wc = 2 (c) DR/Wc= 3

1.00

0.975

0.95

0.925 1 -" _

,
0.90

0.875

P
0. 85 -,

0.825 ---

0. 0
2.0 2.5 3.0 3,5 4.0 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

Nozzle Pressure Ratio, PR0

Figure 1-32. Effects of Chute Depth and Chute Width Ratio (Chute Number)

on Wind-On, Uninstalled Performance.
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Wc./Wc =0.371 50~ B 95 0

M 0.36 N3
p

(a) DR/Wc I (b) DR/We 2
0 0

1.00 -- -

0.975 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0.95 ____

Ro /Ro--
Q)i 0

Z0.925 I- .8
---------------- 0.742

0.680

0.90 __

0.875 -__ ____

0.85 - - - -- - - -

2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

Nozzle Pressure Ratio, PR 0

Figure 1-33. Effects of Chute Depth and Outer-Duct Radius Ratio on
Wind-On, Uninstalled Performance.
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PR =3. 0 AR =2.12
o E

Wc /Wc = 0.371 N = 32

Ro /Ro =0.614 B 500

i 0 =5

1.00-

0.975- -

0.95 -

N
N .......0 0.925DRW

tr I - DR W

0.90 - ....-.-.- .

2.0

0.875 1.

0.85 - -

0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50

Free-Stream Mach Number, lip

Figure 1-34. Effects of Chute Depth and Mach Number on
Wind-On Uninstalled Performance.
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Eiectors

Ejectors for multichute/spoke, annular (plug) nozzles present a difficult

design problem. Unlike the case of multitube nozzles, the ejector is
used only for takeoff noise suppression and must be stowed during unsuppressed
operation. This means that the ejector structure must be relatively thin and

have the capability of translating forward to telescope over the nozzle
shroud. Section 6.0 of the text discusses the mechanics of this translating

capability.

Two types of ejectors have been tested by General Electric. The first
is the setback ejector, where the ejector diameter is the same as the nozzle

shroud internal diameter, and the inlet lip is set back from the suppressor
to provide ventilation flow. The second type is the large-inlet ejector
where the diameter is larger than the nozzle-shroud internal diameter, and

the inlet lip is slightly forward of the suppressor exit plane. Both of these

ejector types are illustrated in Figure 1-35.

For the setback ejector, the axial spacing between the suppressor exit

and the ejector lip was calculated to provide an inlet area equal to the
suppressor-element base area. The diameter of the large-inlet ejector was

determined in the same way. For both cases, the ejectors were designed to be

constant area internally to prevent internal overexpansion.

Figure 1-36 shows trends in performance for the ejectors as a function

of Mach number for both shallow- and deep-chute suppressors. In both cases it

can be seen that the setback ejector provided the higher level of performance.

As was the case for multitube nozzles, the lapse rate is higher with ejectors

than without.

Flight Data/F-106B

In addition to the scale model data presented above, some flight data
were obtained from several F-106B/J85 flyover tests sponsored by NASA Lewis

(References 2,6,20, and 24. Baseline and various multielement suppressor noz-

zles were included in these test series.

All the flyover and static tests were conducted using an F-106B delta-wing

aircraft modified to carry two underwing nacelles. The nacelles were mounted
to the wing aft lower surface at approximately 32% semispan with the exhaust

nozzles extending beyond the wing trailing-edge flaps. Each nacelle contained a
calibrated General Electric J85 engine. A NASA-developed load cell technique

was used to measure nacelle thrust minus drag to determine the impact of flight

on exhaust nozzle performance.

MuLtispoke/Plug Nozzles

Aerodynamic performance data from two spoke-type suppressor nozzles and a
baseline annular plug nozzle obtained by NASA (References 2 and 24) are

sumarized in the next few paragraphs. The three nozzles tested are shown
schematically on Figure 1-37. The baseline nozzle (Figure 1-37a) consisted of a
10* half-angle plug and 170 half-angle conical primary flap. The two multispoke/
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Setback Ejector

Large-Inlet Ejector

Figure 1-35. Suppressor Nozzles with Two Types of Ejector.
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Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 3.0

1 .02 [ Q Unsupprese.d Plug Nozzle

I | Deep-Chute Nozzle (No Ejector)
Deep-Chute/Setback-Ejector 

Nozzle

Deep-Chute/Large-Inlet-Ejector Nozzle

0.98V 

-

-NZ

Z 0.94

| Deep-Chute Suppressor Nozzles

0.90 - I I t I t I ,

U 1.00
0 I suppressed Plug Nozzle
• Shallow-Chute Nozzle (No Ejector)

U Shallow-Chute/Setback-Ejector Nozzle

•44 Shallow-Chute/Large-Inlet-Ejector Nozzle

0.98

0.94

0 0 Shallow-Chutel

Suppressor Nozzles
0.86 1 I I

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Free-Stream Mach Number

Figure 1-36. External Flow Effects on Performance

of Chute-Type Suppressor Nozzles.
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plug suppressors (Figures I-37b and 1-37c) were 2.0-area-ratio designs. The
spokes of the 32-element nozzle were of the "V" gutter type which resulted in

rectangular-planform flow areas; whereas, the geometry of the spokes for the
64-element was rectangular and resulted in tapered-planform flow areas. Photo-

graphs of the two multispoke/plug nozzles are shown in Figure 1-38.

Nozzle performance (thrust minus drag) as a function of nozzle pressure
ratio is shown in Figure 1-39 for the three nozzles both at static and at flight

(M = 0.4) conditions. Plug nozzle peak performance was good statically (about

0.98) but somewhat lower in flight (about 0.94), primarily due to primary flap

drag and some centerbody losses. In general, multispoke/plug nozzles performed

poorer than the baseline plug nozzle - primarily due to the drag associated

with the large base area of the spokes. Thrust losses, relative to the

plug nozzle, (static/flight) for the 32- and 64-element multispoke/plug nozzles

ranged between 8/10 and 23/21 percent respectively. These flight results

were comparable to those obtained from static and wind tunnel model tests

(Reference 2 and 19) which, in turn, were used to arrive at the multichute/

spoke plug nozzle average base pressure ratio engineering correlation described

in Section 5.0 of this document.

Multitube Nozzles

The effect of flight velocity on the thrust of a 104-tube suppressor nozzle

with and without a treated shroud (ejector) was also investigated on this same

NASA F-106B aircraft (References 6 and 20). The multitube suppressor (without
shi ud) shown in Figure 1-40 consisted of 104 elliptical tubes divided into 5

rows, mounted on a conical baseplate with the tube major axis oriented radially,

resulting in a suppressor area ratio of about 2.8. Figure 1-41 depicts the

104-element multitube nozzle with the acoustically treated shroud that was also

evaluated on this series of tests.

Nozzle gross thrust coefficient as a function of nozzle pressure ratio for

both suppressors is shown in Figure 1-42 at static and flyover conditions.

External flow is seen to adversely affect the performance of both suppressor

nozzles, with the shrouded configuration experiencing the more adverse effect.
Flight thrust coefficient is essentially the same for both configurations and is

seen to increase with nozzle pressure ratio, peaking at a Cf close to 0.84.
Comparison of multitube (no shroud) flight data with those o~tained with a dupli-

cate scale model (Reference 19) in the NASA Lewis 8-by-6-foot supersonic wind

tunnel was excellent.
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----. 33.4"

I- -

a. Baseline Annular Plug Nozzle

b. 64-Element Multispoke/Plug Nozzle EmmwA

d -3* id Spoke@

- N-

I ~ ~ -Gtt.- Design

c. 32-Element Multispoke/Plug Nozzle 0

Figure 1-37. Schematic of Annular Plug Nozzle
and Multispoke/Plug Nozzles of
32 and 64 Elements.
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" Open Symbols Denote Flight Data
(M =0.4, 300 ft Altitude)

" Solid Symbols Denote Static Data
1.10 1 Nozzle

1.05 6 Basic Plug

0 32 Multispoke/Plug

4: .00 0 64 Multispoke/Plug

0 .0

0.85 __ _ ___ _

0

0.80 __ ____ _ ____

N

0

0.75

0.70 __ ____ ____

0.651. . 1___
12 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6

Exhaust Nozzle Pressure Ratio, PTp

Figure 1-39. Baseline and Multispoke/Plug Nozzle
Static and Flyby Perf ormance
(Reference 24).
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Exhaust Gas Flow

Figure 1-40. Schematic and Photograph of 104-Tube
Nozzle on J85 Engine Installed on
F-106B Aircraft (Reference 20).
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t I Exhaust Gas Fo

- C-73-625

Figure 1-41. Schematic and Photograph of 104-Tube
Nozzle with Acoustically Treated

Shroud on J85 Engine Installed on

F-106B Aircraft (Reference 20).
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1.0

bD With Acoustic Shroud --

d.)
0.9 ...-I

Without a Shroud-'

L) With or Wi

0.8 Acoustic Shroud

Static

Flyover (M =

14 0.4, 300 ft
N 0.7 Altitude)

0.6

1.5 2.0 2.5

Exhaust Nozzle Pressure Ratio, PT/Po

Figure 1-42. Nozzle Gross Thrust Coefficient
of 104-Tube Suppressor - Static

and Flyby (Reference 20).
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APPENDIX J - PREDICTED MULTIELEMENT NOZZLE
AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE

This appendix presents examples illustrating the performance estimation
methodology, described in Section 5.0 of this document, for multitube and
multichute/spoke plug nozzles.

MULTITUBE NOZZLES

The aerodynamic performance of multitube exhaust systems is estimated
through a series of stepwise calculations. The empirically derived design

curves discussed in Section 5.0 of the text are used. The procedure
includes:

1. Calculation of the nozzle internal performance

2. Calculation of the baseplate drag increment

3. Calculation of the effect of flight velocity

4. If an ejector is part of the design, estimation of ejector per-
formance increments.

The performance of a typical multitube nozzle is estimated below in order to
illustrate the procedure.

Nozzle Description - The example nozzle is the 37-tube, AR 2.75, close-
packed array (Reference 22) shown in Figure J-l. For stowage, a tube-
length-to-equivalent-diameter ratio of 0.35 is assumed. It is also assumed
that the tube entrance radius ratio, R/D, is 0.1 to eliminate entrance losses.
Referring to Figure 5-2, the internal thrust coefficient is a function of
Lti VN/A 8 .

eq

where

Lti /VTA8 = (LT/Deq)(4N/r)1/2

LT/D =0.35

T eq

N - 37

Lti INI A8 - 0.35 [(4 x 37)/w]l/2 (For simplicity, assume LT = Lti)

-2.4 433
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120 nom. 0.035 in. wall

eq -- 30tp
(Row 2) S& typ.

(Roow 3)

2.9-in R0.684 i.d. 1.92-in. _.

Figure J-1. Thirty-Seven Tube, 2.15 Area Ratio, Close-Packed
Array with Elliptical, Convergent Tubes.
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From 5-2, Cfg in 0.987 at P T8 /PO M 3.0

Baseplate Pressure - The ventilation parameter is first calculated.

VP -IS 2 + (L /cosq)2 1/n A8T8

From Figure J-1

S rD d
n

where:

D = diameter of outer tube row,

n = tubes in outer row,

d = outer diameter of tube ends.

S= 7r(5.92) _ 0.754
18

0.279 in.

A8 = 13.6 in.2

LT= 0.35(2) (13.6/0) 1/ 1.46 in.

e 0 0

Therefore:

V'P . [(0.27 9)2 + (1.46) 2]/(18)(13.6)

- 0.009

From Figure 5.4

b =P 0.967 at P T8 /PO -3.0
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From Figure 5.5

K = 0.36 at PT8 /Po 3.0

and ACfg - K (Tb/P0 - 1) (AR - 1)

- (0.36) (0.967 - 1) (2.75 - 1)

- -0.021

Therefore, at PT8/Po M 3.0,

Cfg = Cfgin t + Cfgbase

- 0.987 - 0.021

- 0.966

External Flow Effects

S/Deq = 0.279/(2)(13.6/w)1/2

= 0.067

From Figure 5.6

ACfg/V0 = 2.75 x 10- 4 ) at P T8/P = 3.0

at a typical takeoff velocity of 200 knots,

ACfg - (2.7S x 10-4) (200)

- 0.055

The performance of the bare suppressor at 200 knots and a pressure ratio of

3.0 is then:

Cfg - 0.966 - 0.055 - 0.911

Ejector Performance - Assuming an ejector is added where the ejector
area ratio to suppressor area ratio, EAR/AR, is about 1.15 and the setback
ratio, SB/De, is about 0.25, from Figure 5-8:

Cfg - 0.966 + (0.065 + 0.015)
static

- 1.031 + 0.015

and at VO - 200 knots

cfg(v 0 - 200) m 0.911 + (-0.007 + 0.015) =0.904 + 0.015
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MULTICHUTE/SPOKE PLUG NOZZLES

A dual-flow exhaust system with the suppressor in the outer nozzle is

assumed as an example for the calculation procedure presented in Section 5.3

of the text. Since several dual-flow systems have been tested as scale

models in wind tunnels, a representative model (as shown in Figures 5-9 and 5-10

in Section 5.3 of the text), is used in the calculation. The following

information is given:

Mp - 0.36 0 
f 0 °

PO = 14.7 psia DRs = 0.086 in.

PRO 3.0; PR i = 2.5 Ri 0f= 2.184 in.

Yo = 1.4; y= 1.4 DR 0.664 in.

TTo 520 ° R; T = 5200 R ,=11.70°

A= 11.054 in.2; Ai=6.086 in.2

D = 7.772 in. 
0 0

max

N = 36 (Ag/A8 )i 
= 1.0

Wci/Wco = 0.714 PRi = 1.89

AR = 2.00 CP O 
f 0.2399 (Btu/lbm - 0 R)

Bare Suppressor - For the calculation of overall nozzle thrust coefficient,

the preceding information is used, as follows, in Equations 1 through 14

from Section 5.3 of this document(Equation 1 is presented last).
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Roo = 7.772/2 in. - 0.086 in. 3.800 in. (2)

Wc = 0.714 Wc (3a)

Total Chute Area = (11.054 in. 2)(2.00-1) = 11.054 in. 2  (3b)

2 2
Ah = 11.054 in. /36 - 0.3071 in. (3c)

0.3071 in.2 = {3.802 sin- [Wco/2(3.80)] - (Wco/2)3.802 Wc2/4 (3d)

+ [/3.802 - WcZ/4 - /Ro - (0.714Wco)2 /4J[(Wco + 0.714Wco)/2]

+ Roj sin-1 (0.714Wco/2Roi)

- (0.714Wco/2) o - (0.714Wco)2 /41 in.2

-10

Wf = 2(3.80) sin {180/36 - sin- [Wc /2(3.80)1} (3e)0 0

Wfi f 2(Ro i) sin 180/36 -[sin-1[Wco/2(3.8n)] (3f)

A flow = 11.054 in. 2/36 - 0. 071 in. 2  (3g)

0.3071 in.2 = (1/cos 0*) {3802 sinl [Wf/2(3.80)] - (Wf /2)-.80 Wf2/4

0 0

+ /3.802 - W2/4- o Wf/4J(Wfo + Wfi)/21 (3h)

+ Ro2 sin- (Wf- 02 - Wf21 in.2

From the implicit solution of Equations 3d through 3h we obtain:
Rq 2.720 in., Wc 0.332 in., Wc1 = 0.237 in., Wfo  0.331 in., Wfi -0.238 in. :
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A B = iT(3.80 - 2.72 ) + 36 {sin-l[0.332/2(3.80)]

[(3.80 + 0.086)2 - 3.8021} - 11.054 cos 00 = 12.1 in. 2  (4)

HR0  0.2246 (5a)

ijTT o = 2.278(10-8 )(520) 15/(520 + 198.6) = 3.759(10 - ) (Sb)

Re 12(0.2246)(3.0)(14.7) 17( 1.4 1.4

S3.759(10-7 1 ) 25040(0.2399)520

f 3.960 (105

CD=I - 0.130768/[3.960(105)11/6 = 0,9847 (5d)

TTo(cen) = (5/9) (520 - 491.688) = 15.730 C (5e)

CDV 1.0 + [14.7(3.0)/146960] [5.4913999

- 0.060A46929(15.73) - 1.5267814(10-3 )(15.73 ) (5f)

+ 1.110391(10-4 )(15.73 3) - 2.6897358(10- 6)(15.73 )

+ 2.9889184(10 -8)(15.735) - 1.2608694(10-0 )(15.73 6)]

= 1.0013

CDO = (0.9847)(1.0013) = 0.986 (5g)

Rr - 2.720/3.800 = 0.716 (6a)

Wf i - 0.238/0.331 i 0.719 (6b)
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14 = 0.237/0.332 = 0.714 (6c)

DAR = 0.6641/(3.80 - 2.72) = 0.615 (6d)

DQ = 0.664/0.332 = 2.0 
(6e)

Or = 11.70 (0/180) = 0.2042 
(6f)

r= 0 (w/180) = 0 
(6g)

r 0 (I/180) = 0 
(6h)

Br = 1.5708 + 0.2042 - 0 = 1.7750 (6i)

PB= 1.39237 - 0.397401 (0.2042) + 0.075001 (0) 
(7)

- 0.207877 (3.0) + 0.509907 (0.716) - 0.0513198 (0.719)

- 0.324831 (0.714) - 0.969623 (0.615) - 0.12839, (0.615)2

- 0.0946673 (0.714)2 - 0.0300258 (0.615) (0.714)

+ 0.036 .16 (3)2 - 0.0311525 (0.36)

+ 0.0523766 (0.714) (0.36) + 0.032071 (0.714) (3.0)

- 0.0620996 (0.615) (0.36) + 0.073894 (0.615) (3.0)

+ 0.0151679 (36) (0.615) + 0.00335317 (36) (3.0) - 0.0661407 (1.7750)2

+ 0.338926 (1.7750) (0.615) - 0.0652494 (1.7750) (0.36)

+ 0.0257783 (1.7750) (3.0) = 0.8037

Fwmv Drag - (1 - 0.8037) (14.7 psia) (12.10 in.
2) -34.02 lbf (8)
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ACfgo 0.209783 + 0.0800173 (0) -0.170768 (0) (9)

+ 0.193405 (0.36) + 0.00055485 (3.0) + 0.202381 (0.716)

- 0.0151082 (0.714) + 0.0129846 (2.0) - 0.161545 (0.714)2

- 0.117331 (0.615) (0.714) + 0.00986606 (3.0)2

- 0.0171178 (0.36) (3.0) - 0.030184 (0.714) (0.36)

* 0.0290685 (0.714) (3.0) - 0.00365368 (36) (0.36)

+ 0.000344757 (36) (3.0) + 0.0950154 (1.7750)2

-0.000342231 (1.7750) (36) - 0.0459412 (1.7750) (3.0)

=0.0352

FID0 = 0.986 (11.054) (3.0) (14.7) (1.4) (10)

x T. 2 -1 [1.42+ 1](1.4 + 1)/(1.4 -1) (1 -3.0 (1 1.- /.

= 451.0 lhf

A CfgB 34.92 1bf1451.0 lbf =0.0774 (11)

Cfgo 1.0 - 0.0774 - 0.0352 =0.887 (12)

cx~~ - (1.89)(1 -1.4 ) 1.4(1a

(1.89 1 - 2.5, -1)1.0

- 2 F2 1"'1.4 + 1)/(1.4-1) 2. -1 14/.
0.981(1.4) 1.- 4~~j[-25( .)14

1.0011 441



From Figure 5-11 at i(Rio)2 /Ai 2.46: Peak Cfg i = 0.980

Cfgi i -(1.8)
( I

- 1.4)/1.4

Cfg- - 1.4)/1.4 (0.980 - 1) + 1.0011 = 0.984 (13b)

FID. = 0.981(6.086)(2.5)(14.7)(1.4) (14)1

x 1.4 2 1I .42+ ](1.4 + [I.4 - 1) - 2.5(1 - 1.4)/1.41

= 190.8 lbf

Having calculated all the terms in Equation 1:

- 0.887(451.0) + 0.984(190.8) 0.916
Nozzle 451.0 + 190.8

It should be noted that the performance of a single-flow suppressor nozzle

may be calculated in a manner similar to the above example. For a single-flow
nozzle, Equations 13 and 14 are deleted; and FID in Equation 1 is equal to
zero.

Suppressor with Ejector - A setback ejector is assumed, therefore

A (AR-I)A (R) (11.054)(2-1) 0
n(Roo) 7r(3.8) 0.926in.

For a pressure ratio of 3.0 and an external flow Mach number of 0.36, from
Figure 5-12 ACfg = 0.006

Therefore:

(Cfgol) with ejector - 0.916 + 0.006 = 0.922
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APPENDIX K - AIRCRAFT-ENGINE/SUPPRESSOR INTEGRATION ASSESSMENT
BY USE OF RANGE AS A MERIT FACTOR

This appendix identifies and discusses the manner in which suppressor-
design variables affect aircraft range. Examples for three typical
suppressor nozzles (32-chute, 40-shallow-chute, and 54-element-coplanar-
mixer) are presented.

The generalized procedure for performing these case studies is illus-
trated on Figure K-l. Aircraft range characteristics are established as a
function of engine airflow. Increasing engine airflow allows the same net
thrust level to be attained at a lower jet velocity, thus lowering the jet
noise. The increase in engine airflow causes a significant reduction in air-
craft range, however, when takeoff gross weight, payload, and balance field
length are held constant; the larger engine weighs more and increases the
drag (less fuel on board and higher fuel consumption). The net thrust re-
quired is established based on balance field length and aircraft character-
istics. The NASA arrow-wing advanced supersonic technology design described
in References 1 and 70 is the aircraft used for these case studies. A
12,500-foot balance field length was selected resulting in a net thrust re-
quirement per engine of 53,500 lbf.

The engine size required to maintain this constant net thrust varies,
for specified cycle conditions, as a function of nozzle thrust coefficient.
For example, suppressor nozzles would require a larger engine to maintain
constant net thrust than a conical nozzle because of a lower thrust coefficient.
The addition of a suppressor to the engine generally causes an increase in
exhaust system weight which results in a range penalty. A derivative is
established based on the mission characteristics to account for this range
loss.

Two engine cycles, representative of typical turbojet and variable-cycle
engines previously described in Reference 1, were selected for the case
studies. The pertinent characteristics for these engines are summarized on
Table K-1.

Engine cycle performance characteristics have been generated for mission
analysis at supersonic cruise, subsonic cruise, hold, and climb/acceleration
flight conditions. Using this performance data, noise levels are established
(mainly from scaled data) for a given design at the sideline and community
monitoring points as a function of engine airflow size at constant net
thrust for a given nozzle design. The minimum engine airflow size which
may be used to meet a specified noise requirement is then determined. The
corresponding range for a given airflow is then calculated along with the
appropriate range decrement for increasing exhaust system weight.
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Table K-I. Summary of Engine Cycle Conditions.

Turbojet Variable Cycle Engine

e Engine Airflow 770 ibm/sec 840 ibm/sec
e Fan Pressure Ratio 3.7 3.7
* Engine Overall Pressure Ratio 16.2 16.1
* Bypass Ratio 0.07 0.25
* High Pressure Turbine Rotor

Inlet Temperature, Maximum 25000 F 28000 F
* High Pressure Turbine Rotor

Inlet Temperature, Cruise 24000 F 27000 F
* Compressor Discharge

Temperature, Maximum 11200 F 11500 F

Corrected Airflow at Sea Level Static Conditions

Overall, the use of the mechanical suppressor allows the use of a higher
specific thrust (relative to an unsuppressed configuration) engine to meet a
specified noise requirement. Without noise constraints, a suppressor is not
an effective device because it sacrifices performance and adds weight. The
evaluation of a given nozzle design requires that the noise level, thrust
coefficient, and weight increase (relative to a reference nozzle) be estab-
lished. Most of the noise levels used in this section were based on scaling
the model-test data discussed in Reference 3 to the appropriate size and
distance. However, the noise Lharacteristics for a design may be predicted
using the M*G*B model described in Appendix A or the M*S model described
in Section 4.0 of this document. The thrust coefficient for a specific
design may be defined using windtunnel test data or the prediction procedure
described in Section 5.0. The weight estimates are determined using the pro-
cedure described in Section 6.0.

The three suppressors selected for the case studies are representative
of the types of designs currently being considered for application on advanced
turbojet and variable-cycle engines. Photographs and schematics of the noz-
zles are summarized on Figure K-2. The weight estimates and aerodynamic
performance characteristics are summarized on Table K-2 and Figure K-3
respectively. The noise levels for several cycle conditions are based on
scaling anechoic free-jet data, Reference 3, to the appropriate size and
extrapolating to the monitoring distance. The EPNL levels were calculated
for the sideline and community monitoring points assuming a level flyover.
Corrections were applied for the number of engines (+6.0 EPNdB), ground
effects (+1.5 EPNdB), and shielding (-4.0 EPNdB). The shielding was based
on the data presented in Reference 9 and applied to the sideline monitoring
point only.
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Figure K-2. Suppressor Nozzles Used for Aircraft Integration Case Studies.
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Figure K-2. Suppressor Nozzles Used for Aircraft Integration Case
Studies (Continued).
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Figure K-2. Suppressor Nozzles Used for Aircraft Integration Case
Studies (Concluded).
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The range versus noise characteristics for the three designs are sum-
marized on Figure K-4. Fully mixed, conical-nozzle reference lines based on
the procedure described in Section 4.0 are also presented. A range goal of
4000 nmi is selected in order to discuss the minimum noise which may be
attained using these designs. To illustrate the maximum range attained, the
maximum allowable traded noise level was set at 108 EPNdB which corresponds
to FAR-36, 1969. The 32-chute nozzle (single flow) is applied to the turbo-
jet and as a full-span suppressor on the variable-cycle engine, but the
40-shallow-chute and 54-element-coplanar-mixer nozzles (dual flow) are only
applied to the variable-cycle engine.

Table K-2. Typical Exhaust System Weight Increase Due to the Addition of
a Mechanical Suppressor.

(AR)o = 1.75,
Corrected Engine AR = 2 '1 (2) 40-Shallow T3) 54-Element'(3 )
Airflow (lbm/ ec) 32-Chute Nozzle Chute Nozzle Coplanar Mixer

at SLS I  (ibm) (ibm) (lbm)

800 1203 519 415
900 1386 597 477
1000 1573 678 542
1100 1764 760 608
1200 1958 844 675

()Sea Level Static.

(2)This suppressor is applied to a turbojet as well as a variable-cycle engine.

3]These suppressors are applied to a variable-cycle engine.

The maximum range of 4320 nmi, corresponding to the maximum allowable
EPNL, was attained using the 32-chute, full-span suppressor installed on a
variable-cycle engine. The lowest noise level achieved, while still attaining
the 4000 nmi range goal, was 104 EPNL using the 54-element, coplanar mixer.
The improvement using the coplanar mixer over the 40-shallow-chute nozzle was
due to zhe superior suppression characteristics of the 54-element, coplanar-
mixer nozzle at lower jet velocity and the fact that this suppressor maintains
effectiveness in flight. The poorer range characteristics of the 32-chute
nozzle on the advanced turbojet are due to the differences between the range
characteristics of the turbojet and variable-cycle engines.

Overall, these case studies have demonstrated that traded FAR-36 levels
of approximately 104 EPNL and a range of 4000 nmi may be achieved based on
jet noise considerations only (assuming no margin).
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The preceding discussion has dealt with representative examples of the
noise levels, performance levels, and weight increments which may be incurred
when the nozzles evaluated in Reference 3 are implemented on advanced tech-
nology engines. However, the levels which may be achieved utilizing these
designs are a strong function of the mission and thrust requirements for a
given aircraft and do not represent a lower limit with regard to noise-sup-
pression capability. Operational procedures, such as throttle cutback prior
to the sideline and community monitoring points, climb-angle optimization,
and unique engine/aircraft installations, may result in an additional 2 EPNdB
reduction. Also, the levels of aerodynamic performance and acoustic suppres-
sion level may be improved. A dashed line indicating the projected noise
level which may be achieved is also presented on Figure K-4.
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APPENDIX L - NOMENCLATURE

A Area (especially nozzle exhaust area)

A* Throat area at Mach 1.0

AA Minimum area between ejector lip and the exit of the outer
row of tubes

Aa, Ao, Co, co Ambient speed of sound

Ab Baseplate projected area, A8 (AR - 1)

AR, NAR Suppressor or dual-flow nozzle area ratio; for a suppressor
it is determined by the total area (excluding any plug) to

the flow area; for the dual-flow nozzle it is the outer-flow
area to the inner-flow area (for suppressed, dual-flow

nozzles see ARs and ARN)

AR ej EAR Ejector area ratio, minimum flow area of the ejector inlet
to the flow area of the nozzle

ARN, ARn Ratio of nozzle outer-flow area to nozzle inner-flow area
for dual-flow nozzle

AR Ratio of suppressor annulus area to suppressor flow area
s (especially for outer-flow-suppressed, dual-flow nozzles)

As Area between tubes in outer row of suppressor

B Angle from plug to suppressor exit plane, degrees

b Linear regression analysis constant

C, c Speed of sound

CD Discharge coefficient

CDV Real-gas correction to discharge coefficient

CD6 Geometric and Heynuvds-number-dependent discharge coefficient

Cfg, Cfg Gross thrust coefficient

CPO  Outer-flow specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/lbm - 0 R

CV, CV  Nozzle velocity coefficient

D, d Diameter; or drag
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Dt Total External Drag (viscous and pressure)

Daft Afterbody drag

Deq Equivalent diameter, 2V1-As/fr

DR Depth (length) of suppressor element on outer shroud

Dh Hydraulic Diameter

DR S  Thickness of shroud at exit plane of suppressor

EAR Ejector area ratio, Figure 5-1 (also see ARej)

EGA Extra ground attenuation

EPNL,E Effective perceived noise level, EPTdB

F Local axial momentum flux

f Observer frequency

fp PFrequency at peak spectral noise level

Fg, Fg Gross thrust minus afterbody drag, or engine ideal gross thrust

Fi, Fi, FID Ideal gross thrust based onisentropic expansion of actual

flow to ambient pressure

H Local stagnation enthalpy flux relative to free-stream value

HRo Hydraulic radius

K Constant; or conversion factor for base pressure

L Length, especially ejector length

LT, Lt External tube length from baseplate

Lti Internal tube length

I Characteristic length scale

M Mach number

m Slope of line, [AdB - 10 log1 0  (1 - M cos ei)]/loglo Vj/VR;
or linear regression analysis constant

m (9 ) Relative velocity index, m/10

Mc Eddy convection Mach number

No  Local jet Mach number
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Mp, Mp Flight (or free-stream) Mach number

N Number of suppressor elements

n Number of tubes in outer row of suppressor

NAR See AR

NPNL Normalized perceived noise level, PNdB

OAPWL Overall sound power level, dB

OASPL Overall sound pressure level, dB

P, p Pressure

Pb Area-averaged baseplate static pressure

PNL, P Perceived noise level, PNdB

PR, Pr' P/R Pressure ratio, PT/PO

-13
PWL Sound power level, dB Re: 10 watts

Q Normalized, Doppler-shifted frequency

R Radius; or distance from noise source to observer

r Radial coordinate;

Re Reynolds number

Re: Relative to or referenced to

R/D Ratio of tube entrance radius to tube diameter

Ri i  Inner-duct, inner radius

Ri o  Inner-duct, outer radius

Ro i  Outer-duct, inner radius

Ro o  Outer-duct, outer radius

Rr, Rr Suppressor radius ratio, determined by the ratio of the inner
radius to the outer radius for the particular flow passage

S Distance, especially minimum distance between tubes in outer

row of suppressor

SB Setback, distance between tube ends and ejector lip
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SPL Sound pressure level, dB

T Temperature, 0 R

t Time

U Mean jet velocity

u Local axial velocity

u Local mean velocity

u' Local turbulent velocity

V Jet velocity, especially isentropic, fully expanded

v Local transverse velocity

Va, Va, Vo, VO Flight (or free-stream) velocity

VP Ventilation parameter

W Weight flow rate

Wci, Wis Inner-radius chute or spoke width

Wco, Wo s  Outer-radius chute or spoke width

Wfi Inner-radius flow width

Wf 0  Outer-radius flow width

X Axial distance

x Axial coordinate

a Base plane stagger angle

Cant angle; shock-noise parameter, VQ -_; or ratio of outer

to inner weight flow in dual-flow nozzles

Ratio of specific heats

Differential quantity

8 Effective thickness of fluid layer around a source

6 Angle, especially exit plane stagger angle

t i Observation angle from inlet axis

Observation angle from Jet axis
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Proportionality factor (mixing constant) or wavelength

Viscosity

p Ratio of emission frequency to characteristic frequency

p Density

T Turbulent shear stress

4Plug angle at chute or spoke exit plane

4Average plug angle under spoke or chute

Cfg (Vma) - Va

4Azimuth angle

wo Source frequency; or density ratio exponent

(o0 Characteristic frequency

V Gradient operator

Subscripts

a Ambient or aircraft (free-stream)

B, b Base

c Convection; or chute

(cen) Temperature expressed in Celsius (centigrade)

E, ej Ejector

eff Effective

eq Equivalent dimension based on flow area, v4A -

f Flight

H Hard Wall

h Hydraulic

i Inlet; or inner stream of dual-flow nozzle

nt Internal
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J, j Jet (exhaust)

L Local

ma Mass averaged

N, n Nozzle

o Outer row; outer stream; ambient; or local

P Pressure

p Peak; or plug

r Radial dimension; or angle expressed in radians

Ref, ref Reference

S, s Static; shroud; or suppressor

T, t Total; tube; or treated

ti Internal tube

0 Ambient condition

8 Condition at core (infte4 stream throat

9 Conditions at nozzle exit

18 Conditions at outer flow throat
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